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INTRODUCTION 
"The Effects of Geographical and Climatic Setting on the 
Economic Advantages of Alternative Flood Control Measures" is 
based on research performed as patt of a project entitled "Economic 
Analysis of Alternative Flood Control Measures" (OWRR Project No. 
A-001-KY) sponsored by the University of Kentucky Water Resources 
Institute and supported in part by funds provided by the United 
States Department of Interior as authorized under the Water Resources 
Research Act of 1964, Public Law 88-379. Special thanks must 
also be extended to the Louisville District office of the U. S. Army 
Corps of Engineers for help in data gathering and the University of 
Kentucky ()'.)mputing Center for use of their facilities. 
The research goal is a practical means for economic evaluation 
of alternative combinations of structural and nonstructural measures 
for flood control for use in flood control project formulation. The 
result has been a pair of computer programs designed to ease the 
computational burden of comparing measure combinations by repro-
ducing the mathematical steps in the design process. The programs 
are described in a series of four reports. 
1. Rachford, Thomas M., "Economic Analysis of 
Alternative Flood Control Measures by Digital 
Computer," Research Report No. 1 
iii 
2. Villines, James R., "Economic Analysis of Flood Deten-
tion Storage by Digital Computer, " Research Report 
No. 9 
3. Dempsey, Clyde R., "The Effects of Geographical 
and Climatic Setting on the Economic Advantages of 
Alternative Flood Control Measures," Research Report 
No. 10 
4. Cline, James Norris, "Planning Flood Control Measures 
by Digital Computer," Research Report No. 11 
The last three of these reports may be read as a unit for a thorough 
understanding of the research results. 
The computer program as described is continuously being 
revised and updated as new experience is gained by applying it in 
different circumstances. Any comments or suggestions the reader 
may have will be sincerely appreciated and should be addressed to 
L. Douglas James, Project Director. 
iv 
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ABSTRACT 
It has long been realized that tributary urban development 
and channel improvement greatly affect the flow regime in a given 
watershed. A previous study used the Stanford Watershed Model to 
derive relationships expressing how the flood peaks in Sacramento, 
California, might be expected to vary with changing conditions of 
urbanization, channelization, and tributary drainage area. In order 
to observe the effects of climatic setting and geographical location on 
these relationships, the same type of analysis was applied to a drain-
age area near Louisville, Kentucky. 
If reservoir storage is to be considered in a flood control 
program, it is necessary to know how the entire flood hydrograph, 
not just the peak, may be expected to vary with changing watershed 
conditions. Relationships expressing these effects were also 
developed by applying the Stanford Watershed Model to both water-
sheds. 
The necessary data were then assembled so that the Univer-
sity of Kentucky Flood Control Planning Program could be applied to 
the area in Louisville to illustrate the optimum flood control program 
in a growing urban area in a humid climate. 
v 
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Chapter I 
PURPOSE 
INTRODUCTION 
From the building of the first settlements, man has insisted 
on locating on flood plains. The inadequacy of land transporta lion 
and the attraction of water supply and river commerce necessitated 
river front location in the beginning. Even now, man still often 
derives economic advantage by locating his new developments in 
flat flood plains, especially when they are close to the central 
cities. To realize this advantage, he has been forced to pay a 
high price in the form of flood damages. 
With the Flood Control Act of 1936, the federal government 
established an expanding program to alleviate flood damages through 
the construction of structural measures for flood control. The Army 
Corps of Engineers, the principal federal agency behind such 
projects, had spent over $7, 000, 000, 000 on structural measures 
for flood control by 1966 ( 18, p. 3). The combined spending by 
federal, state, and local agencies has been in excess of $10, 000, 
000,000 during this same period (estimated from 30, p. 2). 
Despite this tremendous expenditure, flood damages are 
occurring at a rate approximately twice that of 25 years ago (8, 
p. 238). It is evident that the installed structural measures have 
not fully achieved their intended purpose. 
CURRENT FLOOD CONTROL POLICY 
Two basic types of measures are available for combating 
flood losses. They are structural measures and nonstructural 
measures. Structural measures include channel improvements, the 
building of levees and flood walls, and the construction of reser-
>' 
voirs for the purpose of storing flood waters. Whereas, nonstructural 
measures include such courses of action as flood proofing and 
restricting flood-plain development (15, p. 4). 
A reading of the Flood Control Act of 1936 (20, p, 2964) 
indicates that Congress intended for a project to be built only if it 
were economically efficient as determined by comparing benefits 
and cos ts. The agencies were only empowered to build flood control 
projects whose estimated cost of installation was exceeded by 
the expected resulting reduction in the flooding. However, in the 
search for the optimum project, they have until recently considered 
only structural measures. However, Executive Order 11296 as 
issued in 1966 has required incorporation of nonstructural measures 
into the analysis (18). 
The past failure to properly utilize nonstructural measures has 
contributed to the increasing cost of flood damages. The cons truc-
tion of flood-control structures has not been able to keep pace with 
man's intrusion onto flood plains. Some increase in expected 
damages is the natural corollary of economic growth. However, 
flood damages could be substantially reduced through the proper 
combination of structural and nonstructural measures. 
DIFFICULTY IN IMPLEMENTING CURRENT POLICY 
James (10) recognized that this deficiency in the present flood 
control planning was in part caused by an inability to adequately 
evaluate alternative combinations of structural and nonstructural 
measures and suggested a procedure which could be applied. His 
procedure selects that mix of measures which would give the least 
sum of residual flood damages plus the total cost of flood control 
- 2 -
measures implemented, He illustrates his proposed procedure by 
studying the Morrison Creek Watershed near Sacramento, California, 
to determine what measures should be applied to that area. Despite 
the straightforward nature of his approach, its practical application 
is complicated by an excessive amount of required computational 
work. 
THE U, K, FLOOD CONTROL PLANNING PROGRAM 
To make practical the mathematical manipulations necessary 
to analyze alternative flood control measures, Rachford (15) pro-
grammed the procedure so as to perform this task by digital computer 
at a many fold saving in time. The only structural measures 
considered by this procedure and computer program are channel 
improvements. However, this restriction does not affect many of 
the small flood plains where urban development has already begun. 
It is areas experiencing expanding urban development which comprise 
an increasingly greater portion of the present flood-control problem 
as more of the larger streams are being controlled by the extensive 
works of the Army Corps of Engineers, Dams are seldom suitable 
in these small areas due to the scarcity of suitable sites and the 
high cost of right-of-way. 
Later Villines (29) wrote an expanded program (Program III) 
to add a dam for storing flood water to the other structural and 
nonstructural measures considered. Cline (5) made some further 
refinements in Rachford' s program to obtain Program II and described 
in detail both the input and output of both Programs. Both programs 
are constantly being improved in accordance with the findings of 
a continuing research program. 
NEEDED HYDROLOGIC INFORMATION 
Meaningful planning of alternative flood control measures 
- 3 -
requires evaluation of flood damages with and without the measures. 
Average annual flood damages can be most adequately evaluated 
when the flood peak by frequency of occurrence is known. In order 
to add detention storage to the analysis, complete hydrographs by 
frequency are needed for routing. To further complicate matters, 
both peaks and hydrograph shape change over the life of a project 
in response to urban development and channel improvement in the 
tributary drainage area. Both urbanization and channelization are 
influenced if not controlled by planning decisions. Prediction of 
changes in flood peak with frequency, urbanization, and channeliza-
tion requires a thorough hydrologic analysis, 
The increase in storm peaks and volumes caused by urban 
growth is not a new concept. Field studies to varify this trend 
began thirty years ago (16, p. 33). The reasons for the increase 
are several. As more and more buildings and paved areas are con-
structed, the cover undergoes a change from natural vegetation to 
increasingly larger amounts of impervious area. Accompanying this 
growth is often a program of channel improvement and the construc-
tion of storm sewers and drains. As a result, more water runs off 
the impervious area, and the flow gets downstream faster. Both 
peaks and volumes are increased. 
Recognizing that the hydrology of an area changes with 
tributary urbanization is one thing, but quantifying this change is 
quite another. Most of the studies based on recorded streamflow 
changes have produced only qualitative conclusions. There are 
simply too many potential combinations of urbanization and channel 
improvement to develop a general relationship from the combinations 
historically experienced by a given watershed. However, develop-
ment by Crawford and Linsley (6) of the Stanford Watershed Model 
for synthesizing by digital computer flood peaks from climatological 
- 4 -
data and derived watershed parameters provided a tool which helped 
greatly in overcoming the problem. 
THE STANFORD WATERSHED MODEL 
The Stanford Watershed Model is a computer program containing 
mathematical expressions based on a moisture balance accounting 
for all water entering and leaving the watershed through synthesis of 
such hydrologic processes as interception, evapotranspiration, 
groundwater movement, interflow, and surface runoff. A schematic 
block diagram presented by Clarke (4, p. 52) is shown in Figure l, 
In the computer simulation, the watershed is described by a 
number of parameters related to such watershed characteristics as 
area, cover, soil, shape, slope, subsurface conditions, etc. The 
specific parameters are described by Crawford and Linsley (6). 
Some of these parameters may' be evaluated directly from measure-
able watershed characteristics, but others require a trial and error 
method. A first estimate is made. The program is then used to 
generate streamflows for a period of time for which streamflows 
have been recorded. The synthetic flows are compared with the 
actual ones. The cons tan ts are adjusted, and the procedure is 
repeated until a satisfactory comparison is achieved, 
The Stanford Watershed Model was first written in BALGOL 
for use at the Stanford Computational Center. It has since been 
translated and slightly modified to be run in Fortran IV. The runs 
described in this study were made with the Fortran IV version on 
the IBM 360 computing sys tern at the University of Kentucky. The 
Fortran program is constantly being revised, improved, and 
updated; and for a recent explanation of the input data, the reader 
is referred to Clarke (4, pp. 41-58). 
- 5 -
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Figure l, Moisture Accounting in Stanford Watershed Model 
THE MORRISON CREEK HYDROGRAPHS 
By hypothesizing the relationship between specific input 
parameters and tributary watershed urbanization, channelization 
and drainage area respectively and running the watershed model a 
number of times, James {10, pp. 188-198) synthesized a series of 
long-term hydrographs for the Morrison Creek Watershed for different 
water;shed sizes and conditions. He was then able to analyze these 
hydrographs to derive relationships expressing the effects of varia-
tion of flood peaks for different tributary drainage areas and in 
response to changes in upstream urban development and channel 
improvement. These synthesized hydrographs were available for 
further analysis in this study. 
THE MORRISON CREEK WATERSHED 
The Morrison Creek Watershed lies in Sacramento County, 
California, along the southern fringes of Sacramento and covers an 
area of 133. 80 square miles. This area is located in an arid climate 
with predominately winter rainfall. Urban development is growing 
at a rapid rate. In 1964, it was projected that the population would 
increase almost 600 percent in the next SO years {10, p. 2) from 
75,000 to 420,000. 
The watershed surface is fairly flat. Land slopes range from 
5 ft. /mi. in the lower part of the watershed to SO ft. /mi. in the 
upper area. Elevations range from 5 ft. to 33 0 ft. above mean 
sea level. For a more detailed description, the reader is referred 
to James (10, p. 56). 
PURPOSE OF STUDYING POND CREEK 
With the completion of the U. K. Flood Control Planning 
Program, the tedium of manµally planning flood control measures 
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was greatly reduced. However, the development of the required 
hydrologic input data (5, pp. 67-79) continues to be a significant 
barrier to widespread application of the program. The input data 
can be expected to vary substantially with climatic and geographic 
setting. It is not practical to re-evaluate the required arrays and 
constants using the Stanford Watershed Model for every individual 
flood plain. 
The ideal solution is a general methodology for developing 
flood hydrographs as a function of urban development and channel 
improvement in a variety of geographical and climatic locations. 
Then those in various parts of the country could apply the computer 
planning program at a minimum of time and effort. 
To obtain some idea as to the sensitivity of these values to 
geographical and climatic setting, it was decided to repeat the 
hydrologic study run on Morrison Creek on another water:shed. 
It would be desirable to study a watershed which differed a great 
deal in both its geographical and climatic settings. Then it might 
be possible to interpolate these hydrologic relationships for other 
areas of the country. The area chosen for this second study was 
the Pond Creek Watershed which lies in Jefferson County, Kentucky. 
A second advantage of studying Pond Creek is that over 20 
years of streamflow record are available covering a period when 
both urban development and channel improvement have significantly 
changed. This provides a much better basis for evaluating the 
effect of this change on the Stanford Watershed Model parameters 
than was possible from the much shorter record on Morrison Creek. 
It provides a check on the hypothesized relationships previously 
used. 
Finally, Pond Creek presents a real flood problem on which 
a great deal of money has been spent on structural measures over 
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the last few years. The hydrologic information developed can be 
applied through the University of Kentucky Flood Control Planning 
programs to evaluate alternative combinations of structural and 
nonstructural measures. 
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Chapter II 
THE POND CREEK WATERSHED 
COMPARISON WITH MORRISON CREEK 
The Pond Creek Watershed is similar to the Morrison Creek 
Watershed in that both are located on the fringes of cities having 
a population of about 500, 000. However, the Pond-Creek area 
has a humid climate with an annual average rainfall of 41 inches 
(24) distributed throughout the year. The Morrison-Creek area has 
an arid climate with an annual average rainfall of about 18 inches 
{10, p. 58} occurring predominately in the winter. Table l gives 
comparative data between the two watersheds on such properties 
as climate, geographical location, and topographic conditions. 
The gross land slopes on Table l are estimated from elevation 
differences for points a mile or more apart. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The Pond Creek Watershed as analyzed in this study 
consists of the 72 .36 square miles drained by Pond Creek, 
Jefferson County, Kentucky (Fig. 2). The area is bounded on the 
north by the southern fringes of Louisville, the south by a steep 
range of hills (known as the Knobs) along the Jefferson-Bullitt 
County Line, the east by the more gently rolling and rapidly 
urbanizing area south of Jeffersontown, and the west by Stonestreet 
Road, where Pond Creek flows through a gap in the Knobs into the 
flood plain of the Ohio River (Fig. 3). Stonestreet Road was chosen 
as the downstream cutoff point for flood control planning due to the 
fact that farther downstream the flooding is largely caused by 
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TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF THE POND CREEK AND 
MORRISON CREEK WATERSHEDS 
Pond Creek 
Property Unit Watershed 
Drainage Area Sq. Mi. 72.36 
Mean Annual Rainfall Inches 41 
Average Yearly Snowfall Inches 15. 7 
Mean Annual Lake Evapo-
ration Inches 32 
Maximum Elevation M.S.L. 900 
Minimum Elevation M.S.L. 445 
Average Slope Along 
Main Channel Ft./Mi. 8.4 
Minimum Land Slopes Ft./Mi. 5 
Maximum Gross Land 
Slopes Ft./Mi. 70 
Maximum Hillside 
Slopes Ft. /Ft. 1/2: l 
19 65 Popu,la lion 97,000 
Projected 2015 Popula-
tion 343,000 
Present Area Devoted to 
Urban Use Sq. Mi. 9.07 
Morrison Creek 
Watershed 
133. 80 
18 
~ 
50 
330 
5 
13 
5 
50 
10:1 
75,000 
420,000 
14 
backwater from the Ohio River, a problem whose magnitude is 
beyond the scope of this study. 
The total Pond Creek Watershed was divided into 25 subwater-
sheds in accordance with the criteria described by Cline (5, pp. 33-36). 
The basic purpose of the division is to form relatively homogeneous 
decision units for determining the optimum areal extent of flood 
control alterna lives. 
Pond Creek drains from east to west and slightly to the south. 
Downstream from Stonestreet road, Pond Creek flows parallel to 
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the Ohio River and eventually empties into the Salt River just 
before it empties into the Ohio River. Pond Creek is formed when 
the two main forks, Northern and Southern Ditches join 4. 3 miles 
upstream from Stonestreet Road. The flood plain consists of a 
broad flat area located between Northern and Southern Ditches 
and areas immediately adjacent to streams flowing into the flat 
area from three sides. The flat area was once a large swamp which 
was later drained by construction of the two ditches, The bed of 
the old swamp contains mainly poorly drained and rather tight 
soils, but soils in the uplands are more permeable (2H.' During 
flood peaks, large areas of both farm and urban land are inundated. 
For example, 6047 acres were under water during the flood of 
March, 1964, The stream distance from the extreme upper portion 
of the watershed to Stonestreet Road is 16, 7 miles along the 
Northern Ditch, 
Urban land use now occupies about 9, 07 square miles of 
the 7 2 . 3 6-square-mile watershed. Most of this is in the northern 
part of the watershed along the southern fringes of Louisville. 
However, a few subdivisions are scattered throughout an area 
excluding only the heart of the old swamp and the steeper hillsides. 
Future urban growth can be expected to proceed southward and 
eastward while bypassing, at least in part, these same areas. 
The present watershed population of about 97 ,000 can be expected 
to grow to 343, 000 in the next fifty years. 
The watershed contains the U. S. Army Medical Depot.which 
covers an area of about 225 acres. Standiford Field is the largest 
airport in Louisville and the surrounding area and is capable of 
handling jet aircraft. In addition there is a large General Electric 
Appliance Factory within the area which covers about 482 acres. 
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The Strawberry Yards of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad is 
situated in the northern portion of the watershed. 
Recently, expanding industry and subdivisions have forced 
some farmers out of business due to inflated land values and 
urban congestion. Farmland has sold for as high as $2, 500 an 
acre (21, p. 129) and will probably go higher. The growing urban 
encroachment coupled with much of the flat tillable land being 
composed of poor quality and poorly drained soils combine as 
reasons behind there being relatively little agricultural activity. 
The steeper hillsides are unfit for cultivating. Only about four 
percent of the non-urban land is cultivated, and about ten percent 
is in pasture. The rest is idle. 
Elevations range from around 900 feet at the peaks of the 
higher Knobs to about 445 feet at Stonestreet Road. Land slopes 
range from about 5 ft./mi. in the flat part of the flood plain through 
about 70 ft./mi. in the upper watershed to about 1/2: l slopes in 
the Knobs. Generally speaking there is a sharp break in land 
slope at the base of the hills. The average slope along the main 
channels is about 8.4 ft./mi. 
The average yearly snowfall is 15. 7 inches; however, the 
ground is seldom covered with snow for more than a few days. 
Winds prevail from the south and average 8. 5 miles per hour, and 
calm periods seldom exist for longer than a day. Peak gusts range 
from 50 to 65 miles per hour. The mean annual lake evaporation 
is 32 inches. 
TIME CHANGES IN URBANIZATION AND CHANNELIZATION 
Evaluation of changes in the flood-frequency relationship 
with urbanization, channelization, and tributary drainage area 
requires as basic data hydrographs representative of these 
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different watershed conditions, As the Stanford Watershed Model 
generates hydrographs for the watershed conditions specified by 
the input data, it can be used to generate hydrographs for as many 
watershed conditions as can be tied to input parameters. For 
example, it is necessary to determine how urbaniza lion affects 
the input parameters. 
With this in mind, it was porposed to evaluate these 
parameters by trial and error for the Pond Creek Watershed for 
two points in time. Then, by determining a quantitative measure 
of the urbanization and channelization existing at these two times, 
it would be possible to correlate these measures with the Stanford 
Watershed Model input parameters. The correlation could be used 
to estimate parameters for other degrees of urbanization and 
channelization. Once the parameters are determined, hydrographs 
can be synthesized and analyzed. Thus, the first step is to estimate 
the degrees of channelization and urbaniza lion for the two times. 
James had only a short streamflow record available on 
Morrison Creek. Streamflow measurement began July, 1959; and at 
the time of his study in 1964, there were less than five years of 
record. Therefore, he was able to evaluate a set of parameters 
applying to only these five years by use of trial-and-error checking 
to match recorded hydrographs through the Stanford Watershed Model. 
Urbanization and channelization did not change enough within this 
short period to affect the parameters within the precision of the esti-
mating process. Values estimated for other combinations of urbaniza-
tion and channelization were backed by minimal supporting data. 
On the other hand, streamflow measurement was begun on 
Pond Creek in August, 1944. Thus, 23 years of record were available 
by September, 1967. Therefore, it was possible to evaluate a set of 
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input parameters for two three-year intervals. One began in the 
1945 wateryear and ran through 1947. The other began in the 1964 
wateryear and ran through 1966. Determination of the average degree 
of urbanization and channelization within these two periods was the 
next task. 
CHANNELIZATION 
Channelization is a measure of changes in the pathway 
followed by water flowing from its point of origin to the point of the 
desired hydrograph. These changes include modification of the over-
land flow surface, installation of gutters and other collector channels, 
straightening and lowering the hydraulic resistance of stream channels, 
and enlarging stream channels. These changes work to sharpen and 
increase flood peaks by speeding runoff and reducing channel storage 
dampening. 
DEFINITION 
In order to measure a degree of channelization and distinguish 
its effect from that of urbanization, it is necessary to use a more 
restricted definition. When urban development occurs, the flow path 
to the major drainage way is automatically going to be altered. 
Improvement of the major drainage way is a planning decision variable 
and may or may not be justified depending on cost, expected damages, 
and the applicability of nonstructural measures. Therefore, channel-
ization was defined for the study as a measure of the effects of 
improving major drainage ways. 
The degree of channelization (C) may be defined as the fraction 
of total channel length in the improved state (10, p. 72). This value 
ranges from O. 0 to 1. 0 and is determined by dividing the length of 
improved channel by the total length of channel. Lengths are 
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measured by taking distances along the smooth alignments character-
istic of improved channels rather than by following the longer natural 
winding streams. Only channels draining an area exceeding one 
square mile are considered as major channels which would be planned 
in a flood control program. Smaller channels provide urban drainage 
and are an integral part of urban land development. 
MEASUREMENT 
In accordance with the chosen definition of channelization, 
all channels within the Pond Creek Watershed draining more than 
one square mile were located on a map from which their length was 
measured. A summary of these lengths by subwatershed is given on 
Table 2. It was next necessary to determine which of these channels 
were in the improved state during the two time intervals for which 
the Stanford Watershed Model parameters were to be determined. 
The bulk of the improvement occurred since 1960 in a flood 
control program necessitated by recent urban development and 
sponsored by the Metropolitan Sewer District of Louisville. Watkins 
and Associates Consulting Engineers had designed these improve-
ments, and they were able to furnish channel cross sections as they 
existed before and after this improvement work. 
By using these cross sections and watershed maps for four 
different dates, it was deduced that the only channels which were 
effectively improved during the 1945-47 time interval were those 
which constituted the Northern Ditch downstream from Sheperdsville 
Road, the boundary separating Subwatersheds 1 and 2, to Stonestreet 
Road. The 193 7 aerial photograph mosaic showed both Northern 
and Southern Ditches as being straightened. However, the channel 
sections showed that Southern Ditch was small and clogged prior to 
the channel improvement work of the early 1960' s. 
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TABLE 2 
LENGTH OF IMPROVED CHANNELS FOR TWO POINTS 
IN TIME FOR POND CREEK 
Total 
Channel 
Subwa tershed Length Length of Improved Channels 
Number (Mi.) 1945-47 1964-66 
1 4.98 
2 1. 87 1. 87 1. 87 
3 2.45 2.45 
4 3.75 3.75 
5 .57 
6 3.25 2.90 3.25 
7 .48 
8 .58 .58 
9 2.30 2.30 2.30 
10 1. 25 
11 1. 84 
12 1. 68 1.68 
13 1.17 
14 1. 71 1. 71 
15 2.53 2.53 
16 2 .13 2. 13 
17 3.93 
18 2.52 2.52 
19 .90 
20 3.25 
21 1. 71 
22 1. 57 1. 57 1. 57 
Subtotal 46.42 8. 64 26.34 
23 .66 
24 1. 22 
25 2.72 2.72 2.72 
Total 51. 02 11.36 29.06 
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(Mi.) 
The sum of the major channel lengths within the area tributary 
to the stream gage (subwatersheds through 22) was found to be 
46,42 miles long, and 8.64 miles of this was improved during the 
1945-47 time interval. This represents 18. 6 percent of the major 
channel length. 
Determination of the amount of improved channels during the 
1964-66 interval was fairly easy. All of the recent improvements 
had an accompanying set of plans which showed clearly where the 
improvements began and ended and gave the date of the improvement. 
Construction work completed was verified by field inspection. It 
was determined that 26.34 miles or 56, 7 percent of the major channels 
were improved during this time. Table 2 gives the lengths of 
improved channels by subwatershed for both time intervals, 
URBANIZATION 
The hydrologic effect of urbanization is caused by changes in 
the watershed surface which alter the fraction of the precipitation 
running off (14) and by channelization of overland flow from the 
point of runoff to the point the flow enters a major channel, 
DEFINITION 
While urbanization includes many kinds of changes to the land 
surface, the degree of urbanization (U) may be simply defined as 
the fraction of the area within a watershed devoted to urban use 
(10, p, 71). Included in urban use are those uses which are assoc-
iated with residential, ind us trial, or commercial development. A 
numerical urbanization value is determined by dividing the urban area 
measured from land-use maps or by field observation by the total 
watershed area, Values vary from O. 0 to 1. 0. 
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MEASUREMENT 
Four sets of maps were employed in the determination of U for 
the two different time intervals. Three of these were aerial photo-
graph mosaics. These mosaics were prepared by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture from photographs taken in 1937, 1951, and 1966. 
The other map was a composite of U. S. Geological Survey Quad-
rangles at a scale of one inch equals 2 ,000 ft. The most recent 
issues were completed in 1964, and the entire area is covered by 
maps completed since 1959. 
By studying these four maps, it was possible to measure the 
amount of land devoted to urban use at four points in time. The 
findings are summarized on Table 3 by subwatershed. 
Since the stream gage is located on Pond Creek at the boundary 
separating Subwatershed 22 from Subwatershed 25 (Figure 3), all of 
the study area is tributary to the stream gage except for Subwatersheds 
23, 24, and 25. This gives an area of 64.83 square miles. 
The area was found to have 265 acres of urban land in 1937, 
and this had grown to 1475 acres by 1951. Using the median of the 
first time interval and interpolating between the two given values, 
the 1945-47 interval was estimated to have 953 acres of urban land 
which represent :z.:3 percent of the 64. 83 square miles of drainage 
area. Using the 1966 values for the 1964-66 interval, this period 
was found to have 5498 acres of urban land which represent n.~3. 
percent of the total area tributary to the stream gage. 
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rainfall data for this study, Hourly rainfalls have been recorded 
continuously since January, 1905. The gage has been moved 
several times over the period, but a double-mass curve by Clarke 
(4, p, 25) shows the record to be homogeneous. The hourly rainfall 
data are on file at the gaging station at Louisville, and it was 
necessary to travel there and copy the early years of record. 
However, data available on punched cards from the Weather Bureau 
were used for the years since 1948. As an example of a typical 
year, data for 1945-46 are listed in Appendix A. 
EVAPORATION 
Since there were not any evaporation data available for the 
Louisville area, it was necessary to use data from Dix Dam and 
from Lexington, both about 80 miles to the east (Figure 2). Louis-
ville and Lexington are close enough to have nearly the same 
climatological characteristics, and synthesized streamflows are 
not especially sensitive to small differences in evaporation rates. 
Pan evaporations were read as ten-day averages. However, 
due to the fact that there is not an even multiple of ten-day inter-
vals in the year, some of the values are averages for periods other 
than ten days. Listed on Table 4 in the order in which they are 
read are the average pan evaporations and the time intervals which 
they represent. These same values are also included in Appendix 
' 
A. The values used are averages for the designated time intervals 
based on five years (1959-1964) of Lexington and Dix Dam pan 
evaporation data (28). 
PAN COEFFICIENTS 
Monthly average values of wind speed and temperatures of the 
air and of water surfaces were calculated for the Louisville area. 
These values, coupled with mean elevation above sea level, 
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Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
TABLE 4 
AVERAGE PAN EVAPORATIONS IN INCHES/DAY 
BY TEN - DAY PERIOD 
Average 
Time Pan Time 
Interval Eva para tion Interval 
1-0ct. 10 .1340 Apr. 1-Apr. 10 
11-0ct. 20 .1206 Apr. 11-Apr. 20 
21-0ct. 30 .0956 Apr. 21-Apr. 30 
31-Nov. 9 .0795 May 1--May 10 
10-Nov. 19 . 0648 May 11-May 20 
20-Nov. 29 .0459 May 21-May 30 
30-Dec. 9 .0366 May 31-June 9 
10-Dec. 19 ,0320 June 10-June 19 
20-Dec. 31 .0316 June 20-June 29 
1-Jan. 10 .0323 June 30-July 9 
11-Jan, 20 .0333 July 10-July 19 
21-Jan. 30 . 0396 July 20- July 29 
31-Feb. 9 .0508 July 30-Aug. 8 
10-Feb. 19 .0609 Aug. 9.-Aug. 18 
20-Mar. l* .0760 Aug. 19-Aug. 28 
2-Mar. 11 .0891 Aug. 29-Sep. 7 
12-Mar. 21 . 1013 Sep. 8-Sep. 17 
22-Mar. 31 . 1144 Sep. 18-Sep. 27 
Sep. 28-Sep. 30 
*This is an eleven day-interval on leap years. 
Average 
Pan 
Evaporation 
.1446 
. 1861 
.2164 
.2342 
. 2431 
.2494 
. 2630 
.2706 
.2728 
. 2836 
.2848 
.2859 
.2669 
.2616 
.2523 
.2323 
. 2134 
.1768 
.1578 
furnished the necessary information for calculating representative 
monthly pan coefficients from curves prepared by the U. S. 
Weather Bureau (13, p. 107). The monthly values are given in 
Appendix A beginning with the value for the month of October. 
THE TIME-AREA HISTOGRAM 
The Stanford Watershed Model evaluates the rate at which 
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runoff reaches the downstream end of the watershed by use of a 
time-area histogram. It is derived by dividing the drainage area 
into sections separated by isochrones of travel time. An isochrone 
of travel time is defined as the locus of all points in the watershed 
requiring the same time for water to reach the downstream end. 
Travel time can be determined from flow velocities and lengths. 
Isochrones were drawn for one hour intervals such that water 
falling on the first line would take one hour to leave the watershed, 
water falling on the second line would require two hours, and so 
forth. The first element of the time-area histogram is that fraction 
of the watershed which is inside the one-hour isochrone. The number 
of values in the array depends upon the time of concentration of the 
watershed and is dependent upon the degree of channelization and 
amount of tributary drainage area. The values which were used for 
various watershed conditions are given on Table 5. 
EVALUATING THE WATERSHED PARAMETERS (1945-1947) 
After all the necessary data had been assembled, initial values 
for the parameters for the Pond Creek Watershed were estimated, 
and the Stanford Watershed Model was used to generate three years 
of flows beginning October 1, 1944. This particular period of time 
was chosen because water year 1945 was the first complete year 
for which stream flow records were available, and it was desired 
to go as far back in time as possible to obtain the maximum difference 
in the degree of urbanization and channelization. During these three 
years, U had an average value of O. 023.and C equaled O. 186. The 
total area tributary to the gaging station was 64.83 square miles. 
The generated flows were then compared with the true flows, 
and a trial-and-error procedure was followed until the two were in 
good agreement. At this point, the parameters applicable to Pond 
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RUN 
WATERSHED 
CONDITION 
u 
c 
Drainage 
Area 
PARAMETERS 
1 
TABLE 5 
WATERSHED PARAMETERS FOR VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF U, C, 
AND DRAINAGE AREA FOR POND CREEK 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
• 
12 13 14 
0.023 0.133 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.133 1.000 1.000 0.133 0.000 0,000 0,000 0.000 
0,186 0.567 0.567 0.567 0.186 0,000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
64.83 64.83 64.83 64.83 64.83 64.83 64,83 64.83 64.83 64.83 64.83 72.36 11.33 1. 00 
I Time-Area Histogram 
"" Number 
-.J 
6 6 6 6 6 
I of Values 4 4 4 3 3 3 7 2 1 
Watershed .140 .243 .243 .243 .140 .140 .140 .140 , 321 . 321 .321 ,088 . 322 1. 000 
Fractions .180 ,377 .377 .377 ,180 .180 .180 .180 ,376 .376 . 376 , 130 .678 
,140 .265 .265 .265 . 140 .140 .140 .140 ,303 .303 .303 . 163 
.160 , 115 .115 . 115 .160 .160 . 160 . 160 .127 
. 240 .240 .240 .240 .240 ,147 
.140 .140 .140 .140 .140 .216 
. 129 
MINH 150. 150. 150. 150, 150. 150. 150. 150, 150. 150. 150. 150. 40, 5. 
Kl 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 
AREA 64.83 64.83 64.83 64.83 64.83 64.83 64.83 64.83 64.83 64.83 64.83 72.36 11.33 1. 00 
A 0. 0 1 0.06 0.00 0.45 0 .45 0.00 0.06 0,45 0 .45 0.06 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 
TABLE 5 - Continued 
RUN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
ETL 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
EPXM 0. 10 0.10 0. 10 0. 10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0. 10 0.10 0.10 
ex 1. 10 0.75 1. 15 0.35 0.35 1. 15 0.75 0.35 0 .35 0.75 1. 15 1. 15 1. 15 1. 15 
EDF 1. 00 0.65 1. 05 0.30 0. 30 1. 05 0.65 0.30 a.so 0.65 1. 05 1. 05 1. 05 1. 05 
LXSN 30.0 14.0 32.0 5.0 5. 0 32.0 14,. 6 5.0 5.0 14. 0 32.0 32.0 32.0 32.0 
K3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
K24L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K24EL o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
EF 0.80 0.50 0.85 0.20 0,20 0.85 0.50 0.20 0.20 0.50 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 
CB 0,65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 I 
0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 N CY 0.95 0.95 
co SS 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
I 1 1000. 900. 1000. 200. 200. 1000. 900. 200. 200. 900. 1000. 1000. 1000. 1000. 
NN 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
NNU 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 
IRC 0.62 0.62 0.62 0,80 0.80 0.62 0.62 0.80 0.80 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 
KSC 0.955 0.957 0.957 0.957 0.955 0.954 0.954 0.954 0.959 0.959 0.954 0.955 0.950 0.910 
KSF 0.995 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.995 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.985 0.985 0.985 0.9962 0.995 0.992 
CH CAP 600. 2400. 2400. 2400. 600. 300. 300. 300. 4200. 4200. 4200. 320. 80. 11. 
RFC 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
KV24 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
KK24 0.920 0.995 0.920 0.998 0.998 0.920 0.995 0.998 0.998 0.995 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.920 
SGW 0.008 0.746 0.007 2.800 2.800 0.007 0.746 2.800 2.800 0.746 0.007 0,007 0.007 0.007 
uzs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
LZS 18.50 5.214 19.50 2.000 2.000 19.50 5.214 2.000 2.000 5.214 19.50 10.50 19.50 19.50 
GWS 0.040 0.037 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.037 0.040 0.040 0.037 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.040 
• 
• 
Creek for the given time interval had been determined. These 
parameters are given under Run 1, Table 5. A complete listing of 
the input data cards for the 1946 water year of flow synthesization 
is provided in Appendix A. Following are the values for the coefficient 
of correlation between the generated and actual daily flows. 
1945 water year O. 8857 
194 6 water year 
194 7 water year 
0.9257 
0.9048 
Figure 4 shows how the generated hydrograph of April 16, 1947, 
compared with the recorded one. The rising portions of the hydro-
graphs were almost identical, and the peaks were fairly close. The 
recession of the synthesized hydrograph was a little too soon, but 
the effect on hydrograph volume would not be large. Most of the 
major hydrographs were matched fairly closely, and the discrepancies 
between the recorded and synthesized hydrographs did not follow a 
consistent pattern. 
Listed on Table 6 is a number of recorded and synthesized 
flood peaks. Also, given on Table 6 is a comparison between 
the true and generated average daily flows during peak days (an 
index of flood volume). The differences between pairs of values on 
Table 6 seemed to be random. Most of the larger peaks are in close 
agreement. The most unfavorable results (the storm of August 7, 
194 7, for example) can be explained by an isolated thun:ler storm 
producing very intense rainfall at the gage but not over the watershed 
as a whole or over some portion of the watershed but not at the rain 
gage. The problem of inadequate description of thunderstorm areal 
rainfall cannot be overcome without a very dense raingage network. 
However, the fact that the smaller floods are not closely matched 
would not appreciably affect the flood-frequency relationship based 
on annual storms. 
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Figure 4. Comparison Between the True and Synthetic Hydrograph of the Storm of April 16, 194 7, 
at Pond Creek 
TABLE 6 
RECORDED VS, SYNTHETIC FLOOD PEAKS AND PEAK AVERAGE 
DAILY FLOWS FOR POND CREEK DURING THE 1945-47 TIME INTERVAL 
Flood Peaks (cfs) Average Daily Flows(cfs) 
Date Recorded Synthetic Recorded Synthetic 
Feb. 22, 1945 1330 986 1020 620 
Feb. 26, 1945 1865 2131 1320 1486 
Mar. 6, 1945 1992 2307 1590 1620 
Dec. 25, 1945 708 1068 475 668 
Feb, 6, 1946 1752 1766 1650 1572 
Feb. 13, 1946 1720 1511 1100 947 
Mar. 19, 1946 1050 1255 792 876 
Mar. 26, 1946 1600 1529 1030 945 
Jan. 2, 1947 1390 1225 780 907 
Jan. 30, 1947 910 1294 587 875 
Apr. 11, 1947 1280 1333 790 856 
Apr. 16, 1947 1468 1407 1310 1219 
May 21, 1947 865 850 562 440 
May 25, 1947 970 994 654 547 
Aug. 7, 1947 400 10 298 4.4 
REVISING THE WATERSHED PARAMETERS (1964-1966) 
The Pond Creek Watershed experienced a large degree of urbani-
zation and channel improvement over the years from 1946 to 1965. 
It was necessary to determine the effect of this change on the flood 
hydrographs. 
APPLYING 1946 PARAMETERS 
WASHINGTON WATER 
RESEARCH CENTER LBRARY 
Pond Creek Watershed had been determined to have an urban-
ization of O .133 and a channelization of O. 567 during 1966. Due to 
the increase ffom O. 023 and O. 186 respectively in the U and C 
values, it would be expected that the hydrologic patterns of the 
area would have also changed. However, for the purpose of deter-
mining the magnitude of the change, the same watershed parameters 
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that had been determined for 1945-47 were tried for the 1964-66 
period. 
Table 7 shows how those flood peaks which were generated 
with the old parameters compared with the recorded flows. Table 
7 also provides the same comparison for average flows for peak 
days. Generally the synthesized flows are way too low. Some of 
the largest flood peaks are only about half of what they should be. 
Figure 5 is a hydrograph of the flood which occurred on March 
9, 1964, the largest flood ever recorded. Also shown is the hydro-
graph which was generated for this storm with the 1945-47 watershed 
parameters. The hydrographs peak way too low and are too flat. 
The flatness of extreme flood peaks in the earlier years resulted 
from the dampening effect of water leaving the smaller channels 
and flooding the old swamp area. 
NEED FOR REVISING PARAMETERS 
It was obvious from the results on Table 7 that the parameters 
would have to be changed from the 1945-4 7 values in order to 
generate realistic hydrographs for the 1964-66 watershed conditions. 
However, as a guide to deciding which parameters should most logi-
cally be changed, it was necessary to decide which parameters 
would be physically affected by changes in urbanization, channeli-
zation, and tributary drainage area. The individual parameters are 
defined briefly in Appendix A.and Clarke (4, pp. 38-53) discusses 
them in some detail. 
PARAMETERS WHICH DEPEND ON CHANNELIZATION 
By referring to Figure 1, one can select the parameters which 
depend upon channelization as being those governing stream flow 
routing. The time-area histogram is determined in part by channel 
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TABLE 7 
COMPARISON OF BOTH THE PEAK FLOWS AND THE PEAK AVERAGE 
DAILY FLOWS AMONG THE RECORDED FLOWS, SYNTHETIC FLOWS 
(1945-47 PARAMETERS), AND SYNTHETIC FLOWS (1964-66 PARAMETERS) 
FOR POND CREEK DURING THE 1964-66 TIME INTERVAL 
Flood Peaks (cfs) Average Dally Flows (cfs) 
Synthetic Synthetic Synthetic Synthetic 
Date Recorded (1945-4 7) (1964-66) Recorded (1945-4 7) {1964-66) 
Mar. 4, 1964 5460 2776 5625 3030 1583 3694 
Mar.9,1964 8020 4387 7959 5530 3840 5445 
Dec. 11, 1964 1980 1286 2206 1020 909 1057 
Dec. 26, 1964 3280 885 1019 1510 483 515 
Feb. 11, 1965 2740 1485 3478 752 412 848 
Feb. 25, 1965 2100 1272 2205 917 936 874 
Mar. 17, 1965 1480 1258 2299 612 715 906 
Mar. 29, 1965 4310 1594 4109 2240 1223 1762 
Sep. 1, 1965 3320 628 2997 1480 357 1227 
Sep. 15, 1965 3100 924 2242 1000 513 958 
Jan. 2, 1966 4380 1662 3268 2730 1501 1870 
Jan. 6, 1966 2500 1136 961 1520 854 702 
Feb. 10, 1966 3960 1370 2407 1900 750 1057 
Feb. 13, 1966 3040 1227 1753 1500 875 903 
Apr. 12, 1966 2510 1235 1574 1870 1199 1196 
Apr. 25, 1966 3360 1560 3251 1740 1415 1560 
Apr. 30, 1966 2900 1648 4022 1500 1035 1768 
May 18, 1966 2620 378 1248 1150 161 462 
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Figure 5. Comparison Among the Recorded, Synthetic (194 5-4 7 parameters), and Synthetic 
1964-66 parameters) Storm Hydrographs for the Storm of March 9, 1964 
velocities, and these would be expected lo increase with channel 
improvement. Furthermore, channel lengths normally decrease 
with the realignment associated with improvement. 
Enlarging of the channel cross section coupled with a 
lower value for Manning's n causes the channel capacity (CHCAP) 
to increase. The larger channel would hold a larger volume of 
channel storage and thus be more effective in dampening low flow. 
This means a higher value of KSC. However, the larger channel 
would drain flood waters leaving the channel before they could 
inundate such a large area and thus reduce the dampening of peak 
flows. This means a lower value of KSF. 
PARAMETERS WHICH DEPEND ON DRAINAGE AREA 
The parameter AREA is the drainage area in square miles. 
The distribution of the watershed between isochrones of travel time 
and thus the time-area histogram will be different for different size 
drainage areas. The watershed shapes used in histogram develop-
ment should be characteristic of drainage areas of the associated 
size. A typical watershed shape would be used for the smaller areas. 
The overall watershed above various points on the stream would be 
used for the bigger areas. 
The larger the drainage area, the larger the channels tend 
to be. Therefore, those parameters which reflect channel capacity 
or channel storage dampening (CH CAP, KSC, and KSF) would be 
expected to increase with drainage area. 
PARAMETERS WHICH DEPEND ON URBANIZATION 
With an increasing degree of urbanization, that parameter 
(A) indicating the fraction of impervious area would be expected to 
increase. In this study it was set equal to 0.45 times the urbanized 
fraction (10, p. 182), Also, the introduction of gutters with 
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urbanization would be expected to cause overland flow to be inter-
cepted sooner. The mean length of overland flow (L) would be 
expected to decrease. 
The leveling and filling of depressions which accompany 
urbanization cause the parameters (CX. EDF) defining the soil 
surface moisture storage capacity to decline with an increase in 
U. The change would affect the seasonal variation (EDF) in soil 
surface moisture storage capacity as well as the overall storage. 
Agricultural uses, generally existing prior to urbanization, produce 
a definite seasonal soil condition pattern. Cultivation, plant 
growth, harvest, and winter fallow periods produce a seasonal 
cycle of soil surface conditions. The same land when in urban 
use would tend to have a smaller seasonal differential in soil 
surface characteristics because the surface would remain more 
constant throughout the year. 
The urbanization process may also affect the infiltration 
and moisture storage properties of the soil. The basic infiltration 
rate is controlled by CB and the seasonal vatiation in infiltration 
rate by EF. LZSN controls soil moisture storage capacity. The 
basic infiltration rate would be expected to decrease with increas-
ing soil surface compaction, but the effect may be offset by the 
effects of yard care in residential areas. EF would decrease for 
much the same reason as does EDF. LZSN would decrease with 
soil compaction. 
Due to there being less water available in the soil to flow 
as interflow and the decrease in the average interflow distance 
because of more points of interception the interflow recession 
constant (IRC) changes to speed interfJ.ow moisture drainage. 
Low flows in urban areas do not seem to drop so low as 
those in rural areas, probably because of the introduction of 
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foreign water for watering during dry periods. The effect can be 
incorporated into the Stanford Watershed Model by reducing the 
base flow recession constant (KK24). 
Since the parameters which control the amount of water 
that can be stored on or in the soil are dependent on U, so are 
the initial soil moisture values (SGW, UZS, LZS, and GWS). These 
variables provide carryover moisture in the basin from one water 
year to the next. A summary of those parameters which vary with 
U, C, and drainage area is tabulated on Table 8. 
THE (1964-1966) WATERSHED PARAMETERS 
By changing those parameters listed on Table 8 on a trial-
and-error basis, the generated hydrographs were made comparable 
with those recorded during water years 1964-66. Table 5 lists the 
parameters derived for these years under Run 2. 
TABLE 8 
WATERSHED PARAMETERS WHICH VARY WITH 
U, C, AND DRAINAGE AREA 
Parameters 
Parameters Parameters Which Vary 
Which Vary Which Vary With Drainage 
With u With C Area 
'A Time-Area AREA 
Histogram 
L KSC Time-Area 
Histogram 
ex KSF KSC 
EDF CH CAP KSF 
EF CH CAP 
CB 
LZSN 
KK24 
IRC 
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The values for the coefficients of correlation between the 
generated and actual daily flows were: 
19 64 water year 
1965 water year 
1966 water year 
0.9816 
0.9209 
0.9038 
These values looked very good, The one for 1964 was exception-
ably good because the year had no major summer thunder storms. 
Shown in Table 7 are the synthetic flood peaks and daily 
flow volumes which were generated with the 1964-66 watershed 
parameters. As can be seen, the matching was greatly improved 
over that using the previous parameters. The differences between 
the true and generated peaks appear to be random and not likely to 
affect the flood frequency relationship. 
Figure 5 shows how the largest flood hydrograph generated 
with the 1964-66 parameters compares with the true one. Again 
the peaks match well, and the shapes seem good also. The 
recorded hydrograph was not continued into March 11, 1964, 
because backwater from the Ohio River halted the gaging operations. 
ESTIMATING PARAMETERS FOR OTHER CONDITIONS OF U, C, AND 
DRAINAGE AREA 
At this point, two sets of parameters had been determined. 
One pertained to the 1945-4 7 interval and a U of O. 023, a C of 
0. 186, and a drainage area of 64. 83 square miles (Table 5, Run 1). 
The other pertained to the 1964-66 interval and a U of O, 133, a 
C of O. 567, and the same drainage area (Table 5, Run 2). Then 
by considering the values for the individual parameters in conjunc-
tion with their corresponding U and C values, it was possible to 
estimate appropriate parameter values for nine other combinations 
of U and C (Table 5, Runs 3-11). The combinations were selected 
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so as to bound the full range of potential values from U=C=O .0 
toU=C=l.0. 
Those parameters which depend upon drainage area are 
listed on Table 8. Values for all the other parameters were held 
at their values for the watershed conditions of U"O. 0 and C=O. 0. 
Then the drainage area dependent parameters were changed 
(Table 5, Runs 12-14) so as to obtain hydrographs for three 
other size watersheds. 
GENERATING THE HYDROGRAPHS FOR POND CREEK 
By using the 14 sets of parameters on Table 5, it was 
possible to generate long- term hydrographs for 14 different condi-
tions of U, C, and drainage area. Flows for the watershed 
conditions of U=O. 133, C=O. 56:7, and an area of 64. 83 square miles 
were synthesized for the entire length of record beginning with the 
1905 water year and ending with the 1967 year. This produced 63 
years of generated s treamflow record. To cut the cost of the 
required computer time, fewer years were used for the other 13 
runs. 
The mean and standard deviation of statistics computed from 
the shorter runs were adjusted so as to be comparable with the 
statistical properties of the longer run. A time interval of ten 
consecutive years was arbitrarily chosen as a compromise long 
enough to give a reasonable estimate of the mean and standard 
deviation of the flood peak sequence without taking too much 
computer time. The ten water years covering the interval from 
1910 through 1919 \'\ere used because the mean and standard devia-
tions of the annual floods for these ten years were closest to those 
for the 63 years as a whole. The average of the annual-flood peaks 
for the 63 years was 4023 cfs, and its standard deviation was 
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1273 cfs. This compared with an average of 4073 cfs and a 
standard deviation of 1409 cfs for the ten-year period. 
When all 14 r:uns were complete, hydrographs had been 
synthesized for Run 2 for 63 water years, 1905-67. They were 
synthesized for Run 1 for 16 years, 1910-19, 1945-47, and 1964-
66. For Runs 3-14, flows were synthesized for 10 years, 1910-19. 
The magnitudes of any desired hydrograph properties could be read 
from the continuous hydrograph. 
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Chapter IV 
HYDROLOGIC EFFECTS OF URBANIZATION AND CHANNELIZATION 
INTRODUCTION 
As described in the last chapter, long-term hydrographs 
were developed for conditions characteristic of the Morrison Creek 
and Pond Creek watersheds as they would exist in conjunction with 
a number of alternative combinations of urbaniza tiOn, chal1!1eliza tion, 
and tributary drainage area. These flow traces were used as a basis 
for determining the effects af variation in these watershed character-
istics on flood hydrographs. 
When only measures taken within the subwatershed are being 
considered in a flood-damage-reduction program, the only hydrograph 
par'1meter needed for measure design is the flood peak. A previous 
study evaluated flood peak as a function of urbanization, channeliza-
tion, and drainage area for the various drainage basins tributary to 
Morrison Creek (10, pp. 69-80). 
When detention storage is being considered, the total hydro-
graph must be derived for routing through the detention storage and to 
various points on the downstream channel. A hydrograph can be 
generated from a predicted peak, volume, and time to peak and a 
set of possible hydrograph shapes (29, pp. 84-92). 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the procedure used to 
obtain data describing the required hydrograph parameters as a 
function of the watershed characteristics. The derived data provides 
a basis for comparing the effects of urbanization and channelization 
on flood hydrology in the arid climate of Central California with 
the effects in more humid Kentucky. 
HYDROGRAPH TIMING 
As a first step in developing relationships for estimating the 
effect of urbanization, channelization, and drainage area on the 
flood hydrograph, it was necessary to measure the peaks, volumes, 
and timing parameters for various hydrographs on the synthesized 
flow trace. Hydrograph timing parameters were analyzed first. 
ANALYSIS OF SYNTHESIZED HYDROGRAPHS 
The two timing parameters measured (Figure 6) were the time 
to peak (TPW) and the total base time (TBSW). Only flood hydro-
graphs containing annual flood peaks were used in the analysis. 
For a simple hydrograph of the type shown in Figure 6 with only 
one hump, TPW and TBSW were directly obtained. 
A problem was encountered when trying to determine TPW and 
TBSW for hydrograph having more than one hump (Figure 7). In 
most cases, the start of the rising limb of the hydrograph was well 
defined by a sharp break at its beginning. TPW was taken as the 
time elapsed between this point and the peak. However, if a break 
occurred in the rising limb before the peak was reached, TPW was 
not taken as AD, but instead it was taken as AD-BC. 
Finding the elapsed time during the falling limb was compli-
cated by the tendency of hydrographs to have no well defined cut off 
point at the tail of the falling limb. Therefore, an arbitrary cutoff 
flow of 10 percent of the .ieak was used to define the end of the 
hydrograph. A hydrograph ending at this time would include most 
of the volume of water from the storm, and a standardized procedure 
removes much of the arbitrariness in measuring TBSW. Any humps 
encountered in the falling portion of the hydrographs were handled 
in the same manner as those which occurred in the rising limb. 
For instance, the hydrograph shown in Figure 7 would have a TBSW 
equal to AG-BC-EF. 
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The technique for evaluating TPW and TBSW is illustrated by 
the typical annual storm shown in Figure 8, The hydrograph was 
synthesized using the rainfall which occurred on March 2 5, 1913, 
on the Pond Creek Watershed and using a U= 1. 00, a C= 1. 00, and 
a drainage area of 64. 83 square miles. The hydrograph peaked at 
9, 53 7 cfs and had a time to peak (TPW) of 9 hours and a total base 
time (TBSW) of 34 hours. The duration of the two humps were sub-
tracted from the gross times, and the cutoff point of 10 percent of 
9, 53 7 cfs was used to terminate the hydrograph. This same proced-
ure was repeated for each year of synthesized streamflows for all 
combinations of U, C, and drainage area. The results for each 
combination (the runs defined on Table- 5) were summarized in the 
format shown on Table 9. The values on Table 9 provide peaks and 
time parameters for 63 years of hydrographs based on current water-
shed conditions. The older hydrographs actually experienced had 
lower and flatter peaks (Figure 5). Average values for TPW and 
TBSW were also calculated from each available annual flood peak 
for each combination of U, C, and drainage area. These averages 
are tabulated on Table 10 for Pond Creek and on Table 11 for 
Morrison Creek. 
RATIO OF BASE TIME TO RISING TIME 
For each combination of U, C, and drainage area, the ratios 
of TBSW to TPW were calculated and are listed on Tables 10 and 
11. This was done in an attempt to see if the ratio varied with 
these variables in any particular pattern. If it did not, the hydro-
graph length could be estimated as a constant multiple of TPW for 
all values of U, C, and drainage area. 
As can be seen by comparing the values on Tables 10 and 
11, the TBSW/TPW ratios were consistently higher for Pond Creek 
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than for Morrison Creek. In other words, flood flows in the Pond 
Creek basin tend to peak faster and recede slower. The different 
hydrograph shape is probably the basic cause for this. The bulk of 
the area tributary to Morrison Creek is in the upper watershed. The 
bulk of the area tributary to Pond Creek is nearer the mouth. No 
significant variation in the ratio of hydrograph base time to peak 
(TBSW/TPW) was noted with U, C, or AREA. Therefore, this ratio 
was assumed constant with respect to variation in these variables. 
The overall average ratio for Pond Creek was 5. 292 and for 
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TABLE 9 
TYPICAL SET OF HYDROGRAPH TIMING DATA 
Pond Creek Watershed 
U=O, 133 C=0.567 Area = 64. 83 Sq. Mi. 
Peak of 
Water Year TPW(Hr.) TBSW(Hr,) Annual Storm(cfs) 
1905 8 32 4482.2 
1906 6 32 4902.1 
1907 14 53 5311. 5 
1908 10 40 3829.3 
1909 12 39 5418.5 
1910 7 31 3938.1 
1911 15 74 4371. 5 
1912 9 33 5202.7 
1913 12 50 6640.7 
1914 14 57 3337.6 
1915 18 85 2234.0 
1916 12 73 4663.8 
1917 5 23 4226,1 
1918 5 30 1729.3 
1919 17 46 4386.8 
1920 7 39 3728.1 
1921 4 26 1975,2 
1922 7 34 5587.3 
1923 5 27 2540.3 
1924 10 54 2658.5 
1925 6 26 3076.7 
1926 7 31 3155,0 
1927 12 60 4266,7 
1928 6 25 4353.6 
1929 5 35 1981. 7 
1930 8 29 4744.8 
1931 6 39 1777.9 
1932 7 31 3710.6 
1933 11 66 3091. 6 
1934 4 43 2867.2 
1935 12 59 3992.2 
1936 11 43 3009.1 
1937 22 100 4911. 2 
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TABLE 9 - Continued 
Pond Creek Watershed 
U=O. 133 C=O .567 Area = 64. 83 Sq. Mi. 
* 
Peak of 
Water Year TPW(Hr.) TBSW(Hr.) Annual Storm(cfs) 
1938 8 30 4292.6 
1939 13 38 4410. 3 
1940 10 33 5278.5 
1941 5 28 1886.2 
1942 10 61 3607.9 
1943 20 51 6979.8 
1944 8 40 2521. 0 
1945 19 50 5039.2 
1946 10 36 3922.8 
1947 9 39 2 631. 8 
1948 6 36 4686.2 
1949 9 35 3 141. 6 
1950 10 38 4930.8 
1951 10 50 4280.0 
1952 7 33 4899. 4 
1953 9 54 2879.7 
1954 9 37 3246.0 
1955 5 26 4043.2 
1956 7 31 3841. 7 
1:957 13 42 3889.7 
1958 8 62 3836.8 
1959 18 46 5137.5 
1960 10 41 6089.8 
1961 15 86 5227.7 
1962 7 26 4 03 8. 3 
1963 6 29 4329.0 
1964 20 55 7958.6 
1965 6 26 4109.0 
1966 9 50 4022.4 
1967 4 29 2156.9 
Average 10 43 4022.5 
*TBSW is called TBW by Cline (5, pp. 7 4, 2 84). 
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TABLE 10 
POND CREEK HYDROGRAPH TIMING 
TBSW 
c u AREA TPW TBSW TPW 
0.000 0.000 64.83 19 128 6.737 
0.000 0. 133 64.83 20 127 6.350 
0.000 l. 000 64.83 20 116 5.800 
0.186 0.023 64.83 16 100 6.250 
0.186 l. 000 64.83 16 76 4.750 
0.567 0.000 64.83 10 44 4.400 
0.567 0 .133 64. 83 10 43 4,300 
0.567 1.000 64.83 10 34 3.400 
l. 000 0. 000 64.83 10 43 4.300 
l. 000 0. 133 64.83 11 48 4.364 
1. 000 l. 000 64.83 9 29.5 3.278 
0. 000 0.000 l. 00 9 54 6.000 
0.000 0.000 11.33 11. 5 87.5 7.609 
0.000 0,000 72.36 20 131 6.550 
Overall Average Ratio 5.292 
Morrison Creek was 2. 916. The input data to the U. K. Flood 
Control Planning Program, as explained by Cline (5, pp. 77-79), 
shapes hydrographs based on an array 20 elements long. Therefore, 
the ratio used in the Program has to be 20 divided by some integer 
number. A value of 20/4=5.000 was assigned to Pond Creek, and 
a value of 20/7=2.857 was assigned to Morrison Creek. 
EFFECT OF URBANIZATION AND CHANNELIZATION ON RISING TIME 
The next step in the analysis was to investigate the variation 
of TPW with U, C, and drainage area. Analysis of changes in TPW 
for various conditions of U and C at a constant drainage area showed 
TPW to not be affected by U (Tables 10 and 11) within the accuracy 
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TABLE 11 
MORRISON CREEK HYDROGRAPH TIMING 
TBSW 
c u AREA TPW TBSW TPW 
0.000 0.000 43.8 37.5 87.5 2.333 
0.00 0,22 43.8 40.5 88.5 2. 185 
0.00 1. 00 43.8 37 77 2.081 
0 .17 0.00 43.8 3 0. 5 70.5 2. 311 
0. 17 0.22 43.8 30.5 75.5 2.475 
0. 17 1. 00 43.8 27 57 2. 111 
1. 00 0.00 43.8 14 62 4.429 
1. 00 0.22 43.8 15 47 3. 133 
1. 00 1. 00 43.8 13. 5 30.5 2.259 
0.00 0.00 1. 84 9 45.5 5.056 
0,00 0.00 7,35 12 51. 5 4.292 
0.00 0.00 29.4 26 75 2.885 
0,00 0.00 72.7 40.5 95.5 2.358 
Overall Average Ratio 2.916 
of the method. No logical pattern could be found to the observed 
scatter of values. The effect was assumed negligible. 
Therefore, average values for the same C and different values 
of U were calculated. The values for Pond Creek are given on Table 
12, and for Morrison Creek they are given on Table 13. These values 
were then expressed as fractions of the TPW at C=0.00 and plotted 
on Figure 9. It is doubtful that any real significance can be attached 
to the differences between the two curves. The major difference, 
the lower values for Morrison Creek at high values of C, is most 
likely caused by the last channels at Pond Creek to be improved 
being on steep hillside slopes where channelization would produce 
little further increase in velocity. 
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TABLE 12 
EFFECT OF CHANNELIZATION ON 
TIME TO PEAK AT POND CREEK 
Area = 64. 83 Sq. Mi. 
c 
0.000 
0.186 
0.567 
1. 000 
TPW 
TPW TPW@C=0.00 
20 1. 00 
16 .80 
10 .so 
10 .50 
TABLE 13 
EFFECT OF CHANNELIZATION ON 
TIME TO PEAK AT MORRISON CREEK 
Area = 43 . 8 Sq. Mi. 
TPW 
c TPW TPW@C=0.00 
0.00 38.5 1.00 
0.17 29.5 .767 
1. 00 14 .364 
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Figure 9. Variation of TWP with Channelization 
The array TP is used to describe this curve in Program III 
(5, p. 77). The time to peak for each decile in C values is 
expressed as a fraction of the TPW value for the same drainage 
area at C=0.00. The values read from Figure 9 are found in the 
Pond Creek hydrologic data of Appendix B and in the Morrison Creek 
hydrologic data of Appendix C. 
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EFFECT OF TRIBUTARY AREA ON THE RISING TIME 
Having determined that TPW is essentially unaffected by 
U and having derived a relationship between TPW and C, the next 
step was to see how the size of the tributary drainage area affected 
the time to peak. With watershed conditions of U=0.00 and C=0.00, 
a semilog plot of TPW (on the arithmetic scale) verses drainage 
area was made for both watersheds in Figure 10. The plotted 
values are given on Tables 10 and 11. 
The array AFCTRT contains the ti.me to peak expressed for 
watersheds of a series of specified drainage areas with U=O. 00 
and Cc:0. 00 as a multiple of TPB, the time to peak for a drainage 
area of 1. 0 square mile and a U and C of zero. By reading values 
from Figure 10 for a drainage area of 1. 0 square mile, TPB for Pond 
Creek was found to be 9 hours, and for Morrison Creek it was equal 
to 8 1/2 hours. TPB is considerably larger than the basin time of 
concentration because it includes a storm buildup period, the length 
of time from the beginning of excess rainfall to the rainfall of 
maximum intensity. TPB would be expected to vary with those 
factors affecting time of concentration (13, pp. 203-213) and 
characteristic storm duration. 
AFCTRT was needed as an array for input data to the planning 
programs and by using Figure 10, the arrays for both watersheds 
were determined and are given in Appendix B for Pond Creek and 
in Appendix C for Morrison Creek. 
SAMPLE COMPUTER CALCULATION OF HYDROGRAPH BASE TIME 
Use of the TP and AFCTRT arrays permits determination of 
the hydrograph base time for any combination of U, C, and drainage 
area. Using the watershed characreristics listed on Table 9 for 
illustration, the total hydrograph base time would be calculated 
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Figure 10. Time to Peak Vs. Drainage Area 
in the following manner. Going into Figure 9 with a C value of 
0.567, TP is found to be equal to 0.500. Then going into Figure 10 
with a drainage area of 64. 83 square miles, AFCTRT is found to be 
equal to 2. 111. Knowing that the TPB value characteristic of the 
Pond Creek Watershed was 9 hours, the total base time would be 
equal to (0. 500) (2. 111) (9) (5) = 4 7. 5 hours. The 5 represents the 
constant ratio of TBSW /TPW (p. 4 8 ) . Of this 4 7. 5 hours of total 
base time, 47 .5/5 = 9.5 hours of it is the time to peak, and 38 
hours is the duration of the falling limb. These values differ 
slightly from those shown on Table 9 due to rounding in drawing 
smooth curves to develop values for TP and AFCTRT. 
HYDROGRAPH PEAKS 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF PEAKS 
A flood frequency analysis was then completed based on the 
63 years of annual flood peaks synthesized for the Pond Creek 
Watershed with a U=O. 133, a C=O. 567, and a drainage area of 
64. 83 square mlles (1964-66 conditions tributary to the stream 
gage). This data is given on Table 9. The 63 annual flood peaks 
were found to have a mean value of 4,023 cfs and a standard devia-
tion of 1, 273 cfs. 
A frequency analysis was also run on the ten years of record 
from 1910 to 1919 for the same watershed conditions (p, 39 ) . 
This set of data was found to have a mean of 4, 073 cfs and a 
standard deviation of 1,409 cfs. Therefore, in order for estimates 
of these statistics made from the 10 years of synthesized flows to 
be the same as those based on the 63 years, it would be necessary 
to adjust the statistics estimated from the shorter flow sequence. 
The adjustment was made by subtracting 50 from the mean, and 
multi.plying 1, 273/1, 409 by the standard deviation. If a drainage 
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area other than 64. 83 square miles was being studied, a value of 
(SO) (drainage area/64. 83) was subtracted from the mean rather than 
50. 
The means and standard deviations were calculated for each 
ten years of synthesized record for different watershed conditions 
in the Pond Creek area. The Gumbel approach was used to calcu-
late the 200-year flood peak, based on the mean and standard devia-
tion adjusted to 63 years of record, to obtain flood peaks for each 
watershed condition. 
Using the values of Table 14 for illustration, these peaks 
were found to have a mean of 6, 460 cfs and a standard deviation 
1,951 cfs. The mean was adjusted by subtracting 50 to get 6,610 
U=l.00 
Vlater Year 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
Average 
TABLE 14 
TYPICAL SET OF HYDROGRAPH TIMING DATA 
BASED ON lD YEARS 
Pond Creek Vlatershed 
C= 1. 00 Area = 64. 83 Sq. Mi. 
TPVI TBSVI Peak 
6 24 5346.6 
11 34 7864.0 
7 24 7731. 2 
9 34 9536.8 
13 37 4002.6 
13 37 3484.3 
8 29 8146. 2 
5 23 7282.5 
5 20 5796.7 
13 33 5406.7 
9 29.5 6459.8 
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cfs, the mean annual storm. The standard deviation was adjusted 
by multiplying by (1, 273/1, 409) to get 1, 763 cfs. Then by 
applying the Gumbel equation, the 200-year flood peak was found 
to be equal to 13, 505 cfs. 
This same procedure was then applied to the ten-year records 
for each of the other watershed conditions, and the results are tabu-
lated on Table 15. 
This analysis of the Pond Creek flood peaks duplicated the 
procedure followed by James for the Morrison Creek data (10, p. 72). 
The results of his anaiysis are summarized on Table 16. 
u 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
.023 
.133 
. 133 
.133 
1. 0 
1. 0 
1. 0 
1. 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
TABLE 15 
POND CREEK FLOOD PEAKS BY FREQUENCY 
BY WATERSHED CONDITION 
(Sq. Mi.) 
(cfs) 
c AREA 0 200 
0.0 64.83 3, 231 
0.567 64.83 8, 813 
1. 0 64,83 12,059 
.186 64.83 4,060 
0.0 64.83 3,199 
.567 64.83 9,147 
1. 0 64.83 12,336 
0.0 64.83 3,682 
.186 64.83 4,606 
.567 64.83 8,952 
1. 0 64,83 13, 505 
0.0 1. 0 87.5* 
o.o 11.33 693 
0.0 72.36 3,388 
*These values were later adjusted. 
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bfs) 
Qm 
1,254 
3,992 
4,545 
1,817 
1,262 
4,023 
4,610 
1,712 
2,246 
6,062 
6,410 
38.9* 
292 
1,322 
• 
TABLE 16 
MORRISON CREEK FLOOD PEAKS BY FREQUENCY 
BY WATERSHED CONDITION 
(St:;. Mi.) 
(cfs) 
u c AREA 0 200 
0.00 0.00 43.8 2,360 
0.00 0.17 43.8 2,450 
0.00 1. 00 43.8 4,240 
0.22 0.00 43.8 2,630 
0.22 .0. 17 43.8 2,670 
0.22 1. 00 43.8 4,700 
1. 00 0.00 43.8 3,740 
1. 00 0. 1 7 43.8 3,950 
(cfs) 
Qm 
600 
660 
1, 0 10 
760 
830 
1,330 
1,390 
1,490 
1. 00 1. 00 43.8 6,560 2,720 
0.00 0.00 1. 84 180 39 
0.00 0.00 7.35 552 123 
0.00 0.00 29.4 1, 830 455 
0.00 0.00 72.7 3,790 970 
From the Pond Creek results on Table 15, a pair of two dimen-
sional arrays relating flood peaks to U and C values for the mean 
annual and 200-year storms was developed. Values are given on 
Tables 17 and 18. Figures 11 and 12, plotted from the information 
Tables 17 and 18, show how the mean annual and the 200-year 
flood peaks can be expected to vary with U and C in the 64.83-
square-mile Pond Creek area. The same information for the 
Morrison Creek drainage area of 43. 8 square miles was determined 
by James (10, pp. 74-76) and is repeated in Figures 13 and 14. 
THE U AND C CORRECTION ARRAYS 
The Q43 array used in the Flood Control Planning Programs 
(5, p. 71) expresses how the mean annual flood peak varies with 
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c 
TABLE 17 
VARIATION OF MEAN ANNUAL FLOOD PEAKS WITH U AND c 
(POND CREEK, DRAINAGE AREA= 64.83 SQ.MI,) 
0,0 .1 ,2 .3 .4 
l1 ,5 ,6 '7 .8 .9 
0,0 1254 1260 1290 1340 1390 1450 1500 1550 1600 1655 
,1 1450 1478 1635 1677 1714 1759 1798 1831 1867 1874 
.2 1870 1936 1979 2025 2075 2136 2195 2244 2305 2317 
.3 2480 2~1i4 2595 2650 2700 2753 2805 2854 2915 2961 
.4 3130 3144 3191 3244 3268 3357 3425 3500 3581 3671 
.5 3750 3795 3841 3886 3918 3952 4035 4138 4317 4428 
.6 4090 4205 4319 4434 4548 4663 4778 4892 5005 5083 
• 7 4300 4411 4414 4550 4684 4820 4960 5108 5247 5379 
.8 4430 4464 4510 4667 4820 4978 5154 5326 5490 5674 
.9 4500 4517 4605 4784 4956 5153 5352 5543 5732 5970 
LO 4548 4570 4700 4900 5110 5330 5550 5760 5975 6190 
100 
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Figure 11, Mean ~.nnual Flood Peak (Pond Creek) 
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'30 100 
1.0 
1712 
1880 
2330 
2990 
3770 
4540 
5180 
5610 
5900 
6160 
6410 
• 
TABLE 18 
VARIATION OF 200-YEAR FLOOD PEAKS WITH U AND c 
(POND CREEK, DRAINAGE AREA = 64,83 SQ.ML) 
0 •. 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 TJ .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 
o.o 3210 3222 3253 3303 3356 3410 3465 3519 3573 3627 3682 
.1 3400 3668 3703 3739 3779 3819 3864 3895 3939 3949 3997 
,2 4200 4625 4672 4719 4770 4820 4875 4918 4971 4995 5064 
.3 5180 5582 5641 5699 5761 5822 5886 5941 6003 6042 6131 
.4 6160 6540 6610 6680 6752 6823 6898 6964 7035 7089 7198 
G ,5 7150 7497 7579 7660 7743 7825 7909 7987 8067 8136 8265 
,6 8130 8454 8548 8640 8734 8826 8920 9010 9099 9183 9332 
'7 9100 9412 9517 9621 9725 9828 9932 10033 10131 10230 10399 
.8 10100 10369 10486 10601 10716 10829 10943 11056 11163 11277 11466 
.9 11090 11326 11455 11581 11707 11831 11954 12078 12195 12323 12533 
1.0 12059 12284 12424 12562 12698 12832 12966 13101 13226 13370 13600 
. . . . . T T . -13000 100 
120()} 
-llQnA 
80 ,_ - --
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Figure 12. 200-Year Flood Peak (Pond Creek) 
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Figure 13. Variation of Mean Annual Flood Peak With U and C at 
Morrison Creek (Drainage Area = 43. 8 Sq. Mi.) 
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Figure 14. Variation of 200-Year Flood Peak With U and C at 
Morrison Creek (Drainage Area = 43. 8 Sq. Mi.) 
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U and C. Each array element expresses the flood peak for the 
indicated combination of U and C as a multiple of the mean 
annual flood peak at a U and C of zero. The QOS array is defined 
in the same manner, except it is for a 200-year flood peak. By 
use of Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14; these arrays were determined 
and are given in Appendix B for Pond Creek and in Appendix C 
for Morrison Creek. 
As can be seen in Appendices B and C, the effect of U is 
greater at Morrison Creek for both the Q43 and QOS arrays. 
This is due to the fact that the watershed surface there is normally 
much drier than that at Pond Creek; therefore, at the watershed 
condition of U=O. 00 the Morrison Creek Watershed has a much 
lower runoff coefficient as the dry soil soaks up a large portion of 
the rainfall. However, when these watersheds are fully urbanized 
they have essentially the same percentage of impervious area 
having essentially the same much higher runoff coefficient. To 
reach the same value, the Morrison Creek value must be increased 
by a larger percentage. 
The effects of C are greater at Pond Creek because of the 
very poor condition of natural channels through the old swamp 
area. Actually this is the reverse of what would ordinarily be 
expected. Channels in a humid climate (such as at Pond Creek) 
are usually more developed in the unimproved state than those 
in an arid climate (such as Morrison Creek). Greater total runoff 
leads to the formation of bigger channels. Therefore, channel 
improvement would be expected to change the flood peaks more 
in the drier climate. It is apparent that further study is necessary 
in order to evaluate how C would be expected to increase flood 
peaks in humid areas which do not contain swamps and have 
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better defined channels in the natural condition. The effect of 
C would probably decrease with increasing channel slopes 
because it is in the flat areas where poor channel conditions 
are most likely to develop. 
CALCUtATION OF QB43 AND QB05 
QB43 and QB05 are parameters used in the Planning Programs 
(5, pp, 69-70) to indicate the relative magnitude of flood peaks 
within the watershed being studied. The value of QB43 represents 
the mean annual flood peak for the watershed from a typical 
drainage area of one square mile with no urbanization nor channeli-
zation. The typical drainage area should have surface conditions, 
ground slopes, and channel conditions characteristic of one-square-
mile areas in the watershed as a whole. If one-square-mile areas 
within the watershed vary drastically in nature, one must either 
use compromise average values or apply the Planning Program 
several times, once for each drainage-area type. QB05 is defined 
as the 200-year flood peak from the same area used to determine QB43. 
Vallles Obtained through Stanford Watershed Model: Originally, 
an attempt was made to evaluate QB43 and QB05 by plotting the 
appropriaoo frequency flood peaks against drainage area. Individual 
points were determined from the Stanford Watershed Model runs for 
varying drainage areas. The ordinates of the two curves at 1. 0 
square mile were read. The procedure was followed for both Pond 
Creek and Morrison Creek. Rachford's input data (15, pp. 16-24) 
implied values for Morrison Creek of 24. 8 cfs for QB43 and of 
110. 5 cfs for QBOS. The method for Pond Creek produced a QB43 
of 38. 9 cfs and a QBOS of 87. 5 (Table 15). 
An evaluation of the factors affecting flood peaks indicated 
that the Pond Creek values were way too low. The humid climate 
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, 
of Pond Creek should produce much higher peaks for a given fre-
quency than the arid climate of Morrison Creek; however, the 
original QBOS value was lower for Pond Creek. 
One cause of this difficulty was the fact that the time-of-
concentration for the smaH watersheds tributary to Pond Creek was 
less than one hour. The computer run for a small area at Pond Creek 
was for a drainage area af one square mi.le having a time-of-concentra-
tion of 33 minutes. The hourly rainfall data used in the Stanford 
Watershed Model did not provide the shat bursts of rain which 
produce flood peaks from such small areas. A similar hydrograph 
had been generated by James (10, p. 72) for a typical tributary of 
Morrison Creek having a drainage area of 1. 84 square miles and a 
time-of-concentration of 81 minutes, and the resulting values for 
QB43 and QBOS seemed more reasonable. 
A second aspect of the difficulty in using the Stanford Water-
shed Model to synthesize flood peaks for these small drainage areas 
directly was uncertainty as to the correct values for the streamflow 
routing input parameters to the Stanford Watershed Model for these 
small watersheds (p, 37). Parameter values for two combinations of 
urbanization and channelization could be estimated by trial-and-error 
matching of historical hydrographs. The two points indicated a trend 
in parameter variation. However, a value could be estimated by 
hydrograph matching for only one relatively large drainage area. 
Hence extrapolation to very small drainage areas was very uncertain. 
This was particularly true at Pond Creek where the small basins 
were on the hillsides outside the swamp area so important in deter-
mining the routing parameters for larger areas. Hence, it was 
decided that a better method was needed for estimating flood peaks 
from these small drainage areas. 
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Method Based on Runoff Coefficients: Miller (14) devised a means 
for estimating flood peaks from small drainage areas based on a 
set of curves derived using the Stanford Watershed Model for evalu-
ating C in the rational formula. 
Q = CiA (1) 
His approach divides the runoff coefficient into two parts (14, 
pp, 5-6). 
Q=C CiA o r 
(2) 
C is the fraction of the peak rainfall intensity which becomes the 
0 
peak rate of overland flow (movement of water over the soil surface 
toward the stream) and is dependent upon the characteristics of the 
watershed surface and soil conditions. C is the fraction of the 
r 
peak overland flow rate which becomes the peak rate of streamflow 
and is dependent upon channel storage and streamflow routing. 
Both coefficients are defined on a frequency basis. The SO-year 
flood peak is estimated by applying the SO-year coefficients to the 
5 0-year rainfall intensity. The coefficients cannot be expected to 
work for individual storms, 
The value of C
0 
is estimated by dividing it into three parts. 
(3) 
Cb is a basic value determined from five properties of the soil and 
soil surface (14, pp, 19-21): 
1. Soil moisture storage c 9 pacity-indexed by the depth 
of soil above an underlying layer which restricts 
further downward percolation. 
2 , Infiltration rate-indexed as the minimum soil 
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permeability in the depth zone as defined above. 
Permeability will vary with depth in a given soil, 
but only one combination of permeability and storage 
capacity will be critical. It is that having the maxi-
mum value of Cb. 
3. Basin wide average slope of the overland flow surface. 
4. Type and amount of vegetative cover-indexed inversely 
as soil exposure by use of the weighting factors of 100 
for barren ground, 50 for grassland, and O for forest. 
5. Impervious fraction of watershed draining directly 
into the stream. 
After numberical values for these indices have been determined, it 
is possible to enter a figure developed by Miller (14, p, 90) and 
obtain Cb. 
Cf is a factor expressing the variation of runoff coefficient with 
frequency. It depends on the frequency of the required flood peak 
and can be obtained from another curve developed by Miller (14, 
p. 83) . 
C expresses the variation in the runoff coefficient from soils 
c 
with identical surface properties but located in different climates. 
The variation stems from two causes. A larger annual rainfall causes 
the antecedent moisture expected with a given probability to increase. 
A greater intensity of rainfall means a smaller percentage of the 
rainfall can soak into a soil of given permeability. An area where 
rainfalls of high intensity occur more frequently will tend to have a 
higher runoff coefficient. The value of C can be determined from a 
c 
third curve derived by Miller (14, p. 81), 
Values of C could theoretically be determined by streamflow 
r 
routing techniques (3, pp. 25-34 through 25-59). By using such 
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channel properties as slope, size, hydraulic roughness, cross 
sectional shape, alignment circuity, and such watershed properties 
as shape and known flow paths; it would be possible to determine 
the effects of channel storage and streamflow routing on the flood 
peaks and thus determine C . However, it was not within the scope 
r 
of this research to perform such a rigorous procedure here. Instead, 
by studying the synthesized stream flows and overland flows from 
the Stanford Watershed Model for small watersheds, an average 
value for C of O. 50 seemed applicable for one-square-mile drainage 
r 
areas in these two watersheds. The value would be larger for 
smaller watersheds and smaller for larger watersheds. There is a 
need for further study to provide a means for determining C as a 
r 
function of measurable stream and basin parameters without going 
through an extensive mathematical routing process for each individual 
basin. 
The rainfall intensity (i) in equation 2 represents the peak inten-
sity as determined by event frequency and basin time-of-concentration. 
The time-of-concentration depends primarily upon the length (L) of 
flow from the most distant point in the basin and the total difference 
(H) in ,elevation between this point and the outlet. It can be estimated 
from the empirical formula (3, p, 14-17):, 
T = 0.0078 
c 
(L)O. 77 
(S)0.385 
T is the time-of-concentration in minutes. L is the horizontal c 
(4) 
length in feet from the most distant point in the basin to the outlet, 
and Sis the slope between these points or H/L. 
By measuring L and H for typical 1. 0-square-mile drainage 
areas, one can estimate a representative time-of-concentration. 
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Once T has been determined, it is possible to go into intensity-
c 
duration curves applicable to the local area with this duration and 
the desired frequency and obtain the intensity (i). The curve used 
for Louisville was obtained from Clarke (4, p. 14), and the same 
sort of curves are available for California. 
A is the drainage area in acres, or in this case 640 acres 
(1. 0 square mile). Thus, QB05 and QB43 may be estimated by 
applying the appropriate values in Equation 1. 
Values for Pond Creek: Miller (14, p. 46) had already determined the 
soil properties necessary to determine Cb for the South Fork Beargrass 
Creek Watershed. This watershed is adjacent and directly north of 
Pond Creek. Since these two watersheds are so similar, it seemed 
reasonable that they would have about the same soil depth (17 inches) 
and permeability (1. 3 inches per hour). By studying the USGS maps, 
it was determined that the Pond Creek Watershed had an average land 
slope of 0.02 (Table 5) and that the soil exposure index was 55. The 
calculation was made on the basis of no impervious area because 
QB43 and QB05 are defined as applying in the case of no urbanization. 
By taking these values into the figure developed by Miller (14, p. 90), 
Cb was found equal to 0.443. Cf equals (14, p. 83) 0.61 for a mean 
annual flood and 1. 07 for a 200-year event. A value of O. 926 (14, 
p. 81) was determined for C . The product of these three numbers 
c 
(Equation 3) gives the value of C
0
. This value was found equal to 
(0.443)(0.61)(0.926) or 0.250 for the mean annual event and (0.443) 
(1.07)(0.926) or 0.439 for the 200-year event. 
Average values of Land S (Equation 4) for a one-square-mile 
drainage area were found to be 7, 920 feet and O. 024 respectively. 
These values gave a time-of-concentration of 32. 9 minutes (Equation 
4). Using this T value and the appropriate intensity-duration curves, c 
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i was found equal to 2, 00 inches per hour for the mean annual event 
and 4. 25 inches per hour for the 200-year storm. 
Applying these values plus an A of 640 acres and a C of O. 5 
r 
to Equation 2, gives values for QB43 of 160 cfs and for QB05 of 
597 cfs. These values are significantly larger than those originally 
determined (Table 15) and believed to be much more in line with 
prevailing local conditions, 
Values for Morrison Creek: By studying the topographic map of the 
Morrison Creek Watershed, a value of 0.005 was assigned to the 
average land slope, and the soil exposure index was estimated to be 
75. Again a value of zero was used for the fraction of impervious area. 
The soil depth was determined by multiplying the Pond Creek value 
by the ratio of the Morrison Creek to the Pond Creek value of LZSN 
as determined by the trial-and-error evaluation with the Stanford 
Watershed Model. This gave a value of 5 inches for the soil depth. 
The permeability was determined in the same manner except the 
Stanford Watershed Model parameter CB was used instead of LZSN 
and a value of 1.6 inches per hour was determined. Then from 
Miller (14, p. 90), Cb was found equal to O .490. Cf for both fre-
quencies was the same as for Pond Creek, and C (14, p. 81) 
c 
equaled O. 712. Multiplying these numbers gives C a value of . 0 
(0, 490)(0. 61)(0. 712) or O, 213 for the mean annual event and a value 
of (0. 193)(1. 07)(0. 712) or O. 373 for the 200-year storm. 
Average values of 11, 750 feet (L) and 0.005 (S) were measured 
for a one-square-mile area at Morrison Creek from the topographic 
mapping. Substituting these values into Equation 4 gave a value of 
81 minutes for T . The intensity-duration curves for Sacramento c 
gave an i of 0.40 inches per hour for the mean annual storm and 1.16 
inches per hour for the 200-year event. Substituting these values 
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into Equation 2 gives a QB43 value of 27. 3 cfs and a QB05 value 
of 13 8. 4 cfs. 
Since the recalculated values for Morrison Creek were only 
slightly higher than the previous values (p. 62j, they were not 
changed for the subsequent analysis. However, the peaks calcu-
lated from the Pond Creek one-square-mile run were replaced with 
the recalculated values. 
EFFECT OF TRIBUTARY AREA ON FLOOD PEAKS 
It was also necessary to develop a relationship between tribu-
tary drainage area and flood peaks in order to estimate flood peaks 
for any drainage area for which they may be needed. The basic data, 
shown on Table 15 for Pond Creek and on Table 16 for Morrison Creek, 
are the mean annual and 200-year flood peaks for the indicated 
drainage areas with watershed conditions of U and C equal to zero. 
These peaks were then divided by their corresponding drainage area 
as shown on Tables 19 and 20. 
Then a semi-log plot was made of the mean annual flood 
peak in cfs per square mile on the arithmetic scale verses the 
area on the log scale for both watersheds (Figure 15). The same 
procedure was performed on the 200-year flood peaks (Figure 16). 
The Pond Creek values drop more rapidly because of the much more 
severe flood peak dampening once the flows leave the hills and 
enter the old swamp area. The trend is probably reinforced by a 
much greater number of locally intense thunderstorms over limited 
areas. 
THE AREA CORRECTION ARRAY 
The AFCTR array used in the computer planning program (5, 
p. 72) was determined by reading the ordinates of points from 
Figures 15 and 16 for eleven different drainage areas. The eleven 
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* 
Area 
Mi
2 
1.00 
11.33 
64.83 
72.36 
TABLE 19 
EFFECTS OF DRAINAGE AREA ON FLOOD PEAKS 
AT POND CREEK (U=O. 00 and C=O. 00) 
Mean Annual 200-Year Peak 
Mean Annual Peak Divided 200-Year Divided by 
Peak (cfs) By Area Peak (cfs) Area 
160* 160 597* 597 
292 25.8 693 61. 1 
1,254 19.3 3,231 49.8 
1,322 18.6 3,388 47,7 
Values estimated using Equation 2. 
Area 
Mi
2 
1. 84 
7,35 
29.4 
43.8 
7 2. 7 
TABLE 20 
EFFECTS OF DRAINAGE AREA ON FLOOD PEAKS 
AT MORRISON CREEK (U=O. 00 and C=O. 00) 
Mean Annual 200-Year Peak 
Mean Annual Peak Divided 200-Year Divided by 
Peak (cfs) by Area Peak (cfs) Area 
39 21. 2 180 97.8 
123 16. 7 552 75.1 
455 15.5 1, 830 62.2 
600 13,,,7 Q,360 53 .9' 
970 13. 3 3,790 52.1 
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areas were selected such that if they were connected with straight 
lines the short segments would approximate the curve, The ordinate 
value from each curve was then divided by the ordinate for a drainage 
area of 1. 0 square mile. The two sets of ratios, one for the mean 
annual and the other for the 200-year flood peaks for each of the 
eleven drainage areas, were placed in the AFTCR array and are given 
in Appendix B for Pond Creek and in Appendix C for Morrison Creek. 
SAMBLE COMPUTER CALCULATION OF HYDROGRAPH PEAK 
Therefore, with the filling of the Q43, Q05, and AFCTR arrays, 
it is possible for the computer analysis to determine the mean annual 
or the 200-year flood peak for any desired combination of U, C, and 
drainage area less than 100 square miles. For example, from a 30-
square-mile drainage area in the Pond Creek watershed with U=O. 20 
and C=0.30, the computer analysis would find the 200-year flood peak 
in the following manner, By entering the Q05 array in Appendix B 
with the appropriate U and C values, a value of 1. 7 57 would be 
obtained for Q05. Then from the ARCTR array in Appendix B for the 
200-year storm, a value of O, 095 would be obtained for AFCTR. The 
200-year flood peak from a drainage area of 1. 0 square mile (QB05) 
is equal to 597 cfs. Thus the 200-year peak would be equal to 
(597)(30)(0.095)(1. 757) or 2,989 cfs. 
HYDROGRAPH VOLUMES 
The hydrograph volume as incorporated into the Planning Pro-
grams was defined as the average flow in cfs over the TBSW peak 
flow hours, The duration included in the volume measurement thus 
varied with those factors influencing TBSW. 
ANALYSIS OF SYNTHESIZED HYDROGRAPHS 
Calculation of average flows can also be illustrated by the 
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sample watershed which produced the floods of Table 14 and the 
plotted hydrographs of Figure 8. Based on the time durations of the 
rising and falling limbs as calculated from the curves, one can 
enter Figure 8 and add the flows at hourly spaced increments covering 
the 9.5 hours immediately before the peak plus the 3 8 hours immed-
iately following the peak. These times were calculated in a previous 
sample computation (p. 54) as TPW Wills found to be constant in the 
range 0.567 < C < 1.000. In the volume computation, the total flow 
excluded that comprising the humps (A to Band C to D on Figure 8). 
Dividing the total hydrograph volume in second-foot-hours by 47. 5 
gives an average flow over the entire base time of the hydrograph. 
This average flow in the example storm was found to be equal to 
3,291.7cfs. 
The procedure outlined above was performed on each year for 
which the hydrograph of the annual flood was available. Then the 
average flows for each combination of U, C, and drainage area were 
summarized (Table 21). This was done for both the Morrison Creek 
and Pond Creek Watersheds. 
FREQUENCYANALYSIS OF VOLUMES 
A frequency analysis of the same type that was:run on the 
peaks was then run on each set of volumes such as those shown on 
Table 21. The annual events in the 63 years of record for the Pond 
Creek area were found to have a mean of 1, 366 cfs and a standard 
deviation of 730 cfs. When the analysis was .run on the events in 
the longer series which were also in the ten-year period (1910-1919), 
the mean was found to be 1,500 cfs, and the standard deviation was 
found to be 799 cfs. 
James' long run for Morrison Creek was 59 years running from 
1905 to 1963 with watershed conditions of U=D. 22, C=O. 17, and 
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TABLE 21 
SAMPLE TABULATION OF AVERAGE FLOOD FLOWS 
(POND CREEK, U=l.00, C=l.00, ANDAREA=64.83 SQ.MI.) 
Wateryear Average Flow 
1910 1125.4 
1911 2595.3 
1912 1641. 6 
1913 3291.7 
1914 1353.3 
1915 981. 3 
1916 2395.8 
1917 14 09. 7 
1918 1037.4 
1919 1536,8 
a drainage area of 43. 8 square miles. His short runs were for 13 years 
from 1951 to 1963. An analysis of the computer output obtained in 
his long run showed that it had a mean of 381.0 cfs and a standard 
deviation of 239. 0 cfs. The short run had a mean of 401. 5 cfs and a 
standard deviation of 261.3 cfs. 
A frequency analysis was made on the annual events from the 
short runs for both watersheds, and their means (Vm) and standard 
deviations were adjusted in the same manner as was done for the 
peaks. Mean flows were adjusted by difference& and standard devia-
tions were ad Justed by ratios. The Gumbel formula was used to 
calculate the 2 00-year volumes (V 
200
) for the different conditions. 
The results are given on Table 22 for Pond Creek and on Table 23 
for Morrison Creek. 
THE U AND C CORRECTION ARRAYS 
Then by making use of Tables 22 and 23, two dimensional 
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TABLE 22 
AVERAGE FLOW DURING FLOOD HYDROGRAPHS BY FREQUENCY 
AND WATERSHED CONDITION FOR POND CREEK 
u c AREA v v 200 m 
0.0 o.o 64.83 2201 724 
0.0 0.567 64.83 4298 1253 
0.0 1. 0 64.83 4212 1230 
0.023 0. 186 64.83 2895 929 
0. 133 0 0 64.83 2103 746 
0.133 0.567 64.83 4304 1366 
0.133 1. 0 64.83 4271 1310 
1. 0 0.0 64.83 2302 946 
1. 0 0.186 64.83 3277 1152 
1. 0 0. 567 64.83 4776 1687 
1. 0 1. 0 64.83 4432 1603 
0.0 0.0 1. 0 64. 1 21. 4 
0.0 0.0 11.33 538 184 
0.0 0.0 72.36 2356 781 
TABLE 23 
AVERAGE FLOW DURING FLOOD HYDROGRAPHS BY FREQUENCY 
AND WATERSHED CONDITION FOR MORRISON CREEK 
u c AREA v v 200 m 
0.0 0.0 43.8 1068 250 
0.0 0. 17 43.8 1239 300 
0.0 1. 0 43.8 1717 455 
0.22 0.0 43.8 1166 316 
0.22 0. 1 7 43.8 1351 381 
0.22 1.0 43.8 1942 582 
1. 0 0.0 43.8 1695 540 
1. 0 0. 17 43.8 1916 635 
1. 0 1. 0 43.8 3002 995 
0.0 o.o 1. 84 87.2 21. 1 
0.0 0. 0 · 7 .35 296 70.9 
0.0 0.0 29.4 877 215 
0.0 0.0 72.7 1698 393 
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arrays describing how the mean annual and 200-year flood volumes 
could be expected to behave for various conditions of U and C for 
both Morrison Creek (drainage area=43. 8 square miles) and Pond 
Creek (drainage area=64. 83 square miles) were developed. The Pond 
Creek arrays are given on Tables 24 and 25, and the Morrison Creek 
values are found on Tables 26 and 27. 
The data on the tables are also shown on curves providing the 
same relationships. Plots of what the mean annual and 200-year 
flood volumes can be expected from a drainage area of 64. 83 square 
miles in the Pond Creek area for different conditions of U and C are 
shown on Figures 17 and 18. The same type of plots for a Morrison 
Creek drainage area of 43.8 square miles are shown in Figures 19 and 
20. 
The V43 array used in the computer planning program (5, p. 75) 
expresses the values of the mean annual flood volumes for different 
values of U and C as multiples of the mean annual flood volume from 
the same area at a watershed condition of U=O. 00 and C=O. 00. The 
VOS array is defined in the same manner, except it is for the 200-year 
flood volumes. By dividing each value on Tables 24, 25, 26, and 27 
by the value on that table for U=C=O. 00, these arrays were deter-
mined for both watersheds. The Pond Creek arrays are found in 
Appendix B, and the V43 and VOS arrays for Morrison Creek are in 
Appendix C. 
The effects of channelization seem to be about the same for both 
watersheds. The better drainage afforded by better channels concen-
trates more flow into the TBSW peak runoff hours. The value of 
TBSW varied between the two watersheds, but the effects of channeli-
zation on the average flow within this period did not. 
The effect of urbanization is greater at Morrison Creek. This is 
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TABLE 24 
VARIATION OF MEAN FLOOD VOLUMES WITH U AND C 
(POND CREEK, DRAINAGE AREA=64. 83 SQ'. MI.) 
0 • 1 • 2 .3 u . 4 . 5 .6 .7 . 8 
724 740 760 780 800 830 850 870 900 
840 867 894 921 948 975 1002 1029 1056 
930 961 992 1023 1054 1085 1116 1147 1178 
1020 1052 1084 1116 1148 1180 1212 1244 1276 
1090 1123 1156 118'9 1222 1255 1288 1321 1354 
1150 1186 1222 1258 1294 133 0 1366 1402 1438 
1200 1238 1276 1314 1352 1390 1428 1466 1504 
1240 1279 1318 1357 1396 1435 1474 1513 1552 
1270 1309 1348 1387 1426 H!65 1504 151.13 1582 
1295 1333 1372 1410 1449 1487 1526 1564 1603 
1300 1370 1420 1460 1500 1530 1560 1590 1620 
Figure 17. Mean Annual Flood Volume (Pond Creek) 
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TABLE 25 
VARIATION OF 200-YEAR FLOOD VOLUMES WITH U AND C 
(POND CREEK, DRAINAGE AREA=64.83 SQ.MI.) 
0 . 1 . 2 .3 .4 . 5 .6 . 7 . 8 . 9 
0 2150 2165 2180 2195 2210 2225 2240 2255 2270 2285 
. 1 2510 2541 2572 2603 2634 2665 2696 2727 2758 2789 
. 2 2940 2981 3022 3063 3104 3145 3186 3227 3268 3309 
.3 3360 3404 3448 3492 3536 3580 3624 3668 3712 3756 
.4 3700 3742 3784 3826 3868 3910 3952 3994 4036 4078 
. 5 3940 3981 4022 4063 4104 4145 4186 4227 4268 4309 
.6 4100 4140 4180 4220 4260 4300 4340 4380 4420 4460 
.7 4200 4240 4280 4320 4360 4400 4440 4480 4520 4560 
.8 4270 4309 4348 4387 4426 4465 4504 4543 4582 4621 
.9 4320 4357 4394 4431 4468 4505 4542 4579 4616 4653 
1. 0 4350 4385 4420 4455 4490 4525 4560 4595 4630 4665 
100 0 2 
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Figure 18. 200-Year Flood Volume (Pond Creek) 
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1. 0 
2300 
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3350 
3800 
4120 
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TABLE 26 
VARIATION OF MEAN ANNUAL FLOOD VOLUMES WITH U AND C 
0 
. 1 
.2 
.3 
.4 
C .5 
. 6 
.7 
. 8 
. 9 
1. 0 
100 
c: 60 
0 -~ 
~ 
"' N-~ -Q) 
c: c: 
"' 40 ..c::u 
(MORRISON CREEK, DRAINAGE AREA= 43. 8 SQ. MI.) 
0 . 1 . 2 .3 u . 4 . 5 .6 . 7 . 8 .9 1. 0 
250 279 309 338 368 397 424 453 482 512 540 
279 317 350 383 416 447 478 509 537 569 585 
305 350 381 414 445 476 507 538 569 600 631 
321 370 405 440 474 508 542 576 610 643 676 
335 386 426 466 505 541 579 621 661 696 722 
354 407 451 491 532 572 614 658 696 736 767 
376 428 475 518 562 604 646 687 729 771 813 
398 452 500 544 589 634 678 723 768 813 858 
417 473 522 570 618 665 713 761 809 857 904 
435 495 545 595 650 700 750 795 850 900 949 
455 511 568 622 675 728 782 835 888 942 995 
Figure 19. Mean Annual Flood Volume (Morrison Creek) 
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TABLE 27 
VARIATION OF THE 200-YEAR FLOOD VOLUME WITH U AND C 
(MORRISON CREEK, DRAINAGE AREA=43. 8 SQ. Ml.) 
0 
. 1 
. 2 
.3 
.4 
c .5 
.6 
. 7 
. 8 
. 9 
1. 0 
100 O 
BG 
c: 60 
0 
·-< 
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'" N ·-< 
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Q) 
c: c: 
] 40 
u 
0 . 1 . 2 .3 .4 u . 5 .6 ,7 . 8 . 9 
1068 1095 1150 1214 1286 1365 1421 1487 1553 1624 
ll80 1231 1282 1351 1422 1486 1558 1631 1700 1762 
1250 1291 1359 1429 1500 1579 1654 1726 1800 1900 
1312 1364 1420 1500 1581 1659 1737 1826 1921 2000 
1371 1426 1493 1571 1652 1735 1830 1930 2023 2ll 7 
1429 1482 1568 1639 1731 1829 1928 2030 2136 2242 
1483 1558 1637 1717 1820 1915 2023 2139 2256 2367 
1542 1624 1706 1809 1900 2014 2130 2250 2375 2487 
1600 1688 1779 1883 1994 2116 2236 2366 2486 2600 
1654 1737 1843 1962 2088 2215 2346 2475 2593 2735 
1717 1784 1912 2043 2183 2314 2457 2588 2729 2863 
Figure 20. 200-Year Flood Volume (Morrison Creek) 
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100 
due to the fact that the soil there stays much drier because of the 
smaller annual rainfall. This causes the area to have a much lower 
fraction of runoff than does Pond Creek for a watershed condition 
of no urbanization. Therefore. when both areas are urbanized to the 
same extent (same amount of impervious area), the runoff is increased 
by a larger percentage at Morrison Creek. 
EFFECT OF TRIBUTARY AREA ON FLOOD VOLUMES 
In order to quantify the effects of drainage area on flood 
volumes, the mean annual and 200-year flood volumes for the various 
size areas within the two watersheds at the conditions of U=O. 00 
and C=O. 00 were tabulated on Table 28 for Pond Creek and on Table 
29 for Morrison Creek. These volumes were then divided by their 
corresponding drainage areas. A semi-log plot of flood volume 
divtded by area on the arithmetic scale verses drainage area on the 
log scale was made for the mean annual and 200-year flood volumes 
for both watersheds. Figure 21 shows these plots for the mean annual 
storm, and the 200-year storm is given on Figure 22. 
AFCTRV ARRAY 
The AFCTRV array used in the computer flood control planning 
TABLE 28 
VARIATION OF MEAN ANNUAL AND 200-YEAR FLOOD VOLUMES 
WITH DRAINAGE AREA (POND CREEK, U=O. 00 and C=O. 00) 
Mean Annual 
Volume 200-Year 
Mean Annual Divided by 200-Year Volume Divided 
Area Volume Area Volume by Area 
1. 0 21. 4 21.4 64. 1 64. 1 
11.33 184 16.3 538 47.4 
64.83 724 11. 2 2201 34.0 
72.36 781 11. 0 2356 33.2 
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TABLE 29 
VARIATION OF MEAN ANNUAL AND 200-YEAR FLOOD VOLUMES 
WITH DRAINAGE AREA (MORRISON CREEK, U=O. 00 and C=O. 00) 
Mean Annual 
Volume 200-Year 
Mean Annual Divided by 200-Year Volume Divided 
Area Volume Area Volume by Area 
1. 84 21. 1 11. 5 87.2 47.4 
7.35 70.9 9.6 296 40.2 
29.4 215 7.3 877 29.8 
43.8 250 5.7 1068 24.4 
72. 7 393 5.4 1698 23.4 
program (5, p. 7 5) was determined in the following way. Eleven 
points were taken off Figures 21 and 22 for areas chosen such that if 
the points were joined by straight lines, the lines would approximate 
the curve. Each point was then divided by the volume for an area of 
one-square-mile at watershed conditions of U=0.00 and C=0.00. 
These quotients and their corresponding drainage areas thus consti-
tuted the arrays. The values for Pond Creek are found in Appendix B, 
and for Morrison Creek they are given in Appendix C. 
Apparently these arrays are dependent upon the characteristic 
shape of the individual watersheds and do not vary with climate. 
The lines on Figures 21 and 22 are toughly parallel. 
CALCULATION OF VB43 AND VB05 
VB43 and VB05 are parameters used in the Planning Programs 
(5, pp. 74-75) to indicate the relative magnitude of the volumes 
of the flood peak hydrographs within the area being studied. VB43 
is the average flow during the peak TBSW hours of the mean annual 
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flood hydrograph from a typical drainage area (p. 62) of one square 
mile with no urbanization nor channelization. VBOS is defined as 
the average flow during the 200-year hydrograph under the same 
conditions. 
The values used for these parameters were determined by 
reading values from Figures 21 and 22 at the ordinate of one square 
mile. Pond Creek was found to have a VB43 and VBOS of 21.4 cfs 
and 64. 1 cfs respectively, and the Morrison Creek values were 
12. 3 cfs and 50. 5 cfs. As expected, the Pond Creek values were 
higher. The problem of flood peaks caused by short burs ts of rain 
encountered in calculating the flood peaks QB43 and QBOS did not 
affect the volumes because even though the one-square-mile flow 
synthesized by the Stanford Watershed Model could not peak in 
response to short bursts of rainfall for basins with a time of concen-
tration less than one hour, the minimum value of TBSW (for U=C=0.00) 
was 27 hours (the product of 54 (Table 10) and 0.5 (Table 12)); 
hourly precipitation records were sufficient to generate flows over 
this long a period quite accurately. 
SAMPLE COMPUTER CALCULATION OF HYDROGRAPH VOLUME 
From the derived arrays, the computer analysis can determine 
the mean annual and the 200-year flood volumes for areas within 
either watershed for various conditions of U, C, and drainage area. 
For example, one might be interested on the 200-year flood volume 
from a 30-square mile area in the Pond Creek Watershed with a U 
of O. 10 and a C of O. 20. From Figure 22, the value of VBOS was 
read in the previous section as 64. 1 cfs. VOS for the indicated 
values of U and C would have a value of 1.386 according to the 
VOS array in Appendix B. The AFCTRV value from Appendix B for 
a 200-year storm and for a 30-square mile area is equal to 0.627. 
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The average flow during the 200-year flood hydrograph would then 
equal the product of these numbers or (30)(64.1)(0.627)(1.386} = 
1,671 cfs. 
TYPICAL HYDROGRAPH SHAPES 
The University of Kentucky Flood Control Planning Programs 
determine hydrograph shape from read input data portraying hydro-
graphs of five shapes specified by ratio of average to peak flow 
(5, pp. 77-79). The shapes range from very sharp to very flat. 
The base of each hydrograph is divided into 20 elements. The ordinate 
of the hydrograph at the end of each element is recorded and expressed 
as a fraction of the peak. 
The basic data used in developing these five hydrographs were 
the flows synthesized by the Stanford Watershed Model. In develop-
ing a series of hydrograph shapes for the input data, it was necessary 
to compute the ratio of the average flow to the peak for each annual 
storm in order to cover as large as possible a range of shapes. The 
Pond Creek ratios ranged from O. 180 to O. 830, and those for Morrison 
Creek ranged from O. 236 to O. 689. These ratios determined the 
extreme hydrographs for the two areas. Three more hydrographrshapes 
at roughly quartile points between the two extremes were chosen. 
For Pond Creek they were 0.221, 0.297, and 0.420 and for Mortison 
Creek they were 0.275, 0.367, and 0.489. Then the hydrograph 
points were taken from hydrographs having the desired ratios as found 
within the computer output and expressed as fractions of the peak. 
The Pond Creek input hydrographs are given in Appendix B, and those 
for Morrison Creek are in Appendix C. 
The shape for a given ratio is about the same for both watersheds 
except that the ratio of total base time to time to peak (TBSW/TPW) 
is higher at Pond Creek. The Pond Creek value was calculated (p. 48) 
as 5. 000 (20/4), and the Morrison Creek value was 2. 857 (20/7). 
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Chapter V 
INPUT DATA FOR COMPUTER FLOOD CONTROL PLANNING 
AT POND CREEK 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to illustrate the application of the hydrologic data 
developed in Chapter IV to an actual flood problem area, the Pond 
Creek Watershed was analyzed using the University of Kentucky 
Flood Control Planning Programs. The Pond Creek Watershed comes 
under what Cline (5, p. 41) called "Case 4: Tributary Flooding With 
No Reservoir Sites" because existing urban growth has spread over 
much of the upper watershed and there were no really good natural 
reservoir sites anyway. This meant that the hydrologic data 
developed in Chapter IV were not required for the Pond Creek study 
except for the data on flood peaks; however, much of the data were 
used by Villines in his study on detention storage to provide flood 
protection along the South Fork on the Licking River (29). 
Case 4 requires application of the University of Kentucky Flood 
Control Planning Program II by which the optimum combination of 
structural and nonstructural measures is determined in a single 
computer run. The input data were developed in accordance with 
the procedures presented by Cline (5). However, certain special 
data collection problems are discussed here to help others who may 
wish to use the planning program. The resulting input data are listed 
in Appendix D. Data items are discussed below in the order in which 
they are read by Program II except for the hydrologic data which 
were already discussed in Chapter IV. Parameters taken to have 
the same value developed by Cline are discussed in his report but 
not discussed again below. 
SIZE AND ARRANGEMENT OF WATERSHED 
The total Pond Creek basin was subdivided into 25 subwater-
sheds (Figure 3) for the purpose of creating homogeneous planning 
units in accordance with the criteria presented by Cline (5, pp. 34-35). 
The subwatersheds were numbered beginning with the most upstream 
as number 1 and running through 25 (the most downstream unit). 
AREA TRIBUTARY TO DOWNSTREAM END OF EACH SUBWATERSHED 
The AW array (5, p. 62) contains the area in square miles 
tributary to the downstream end of each subwatershed. Each subwater-
shed area was planimetered from topographic maps (Table 3). By 
referring to the subwatershed arrangement in Figure 3 and the areas on 
Table 3, the proper combination of subwatershed areas were summed 
to fill the AW array. 
ARRANGEMENT OF WATERSHED 
The watershed arrangement is described to the computer programs 
through the ID array (5, p. 64). This array lists by number the subwater-
sheds which are downstream from each subwatershed as can be deter-
mined from Figure 3. For example in Appendix D, the first set of 
numbers read into the ID array are 2, 6, 9, 22, and 25. This tells 
the computer that subwatersheds 2, 6, 9, 22, and 25 are downstream 
from Subwatershed 1. The NID value is necessary for the computer 
to know the total number of values to be read into the ID array. The 
INDEX array states the first and last numbers, according to the order 
in which they are read, of the values in the ID array which refer to 
each upstream subwa tershed. 
CHANNEL LENGTH 
The total length of improved and unimproved channel in each 
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- subwatershed was measured from the topographic map and tabulated 
on Table 2. The improvements in place at the end of 1966 were 
used as the initial conditions for the planning program. No signifi-
cant improvements have been made since 1966. 
LC is the total length of channel (whether or not it is improved) 
within each subwatershed in miles and was obtained directly from 
Table 2. SIC is the length of improved channel in each subwatershed 
under initial planning conditions (1966), and it too was obtained 
directly from Table 2. TCL is the total length of all channels tributary 
to the downstream end of each subwatershed, and it was determined 
by use of Table 2 and Figure 3. TIC is defined in the same manner 
as TCL except it includes only the length of improved channels. It 
too was determined from Table 2 and Figure 3. 
FLOOD DAMAGES 
In order to estimate flood damages by subwatershed, it was 
necessary to determine the existing channel capacity, the depth and 
area flooded when a specified flood peak exceeds that capacity, and 
the unit damage per acre by depth of flooding. 
EXISTING SUBWATERSHED CHANNEL CAPACI'IY 
Typical channel cross sections for each subwatershed were 
determined. It was possible to obtain some of these sections from 
the plans on file at Watkins and Associates (p. 18); however, many 
of the upstream channels had to be measured in the field. The 
resulting sections provided the cross sectional area, the wetted 
perimeter, and the hydraulic radius. 
The average subwatershed longitudinal channel slope was 
obtained where available from channel profiles furnished by the U. S. 
Army Corps of Engineers. The remaining slopes were determined from 
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the topographic maps. Generally, a Manning's n value of 0.03 was 
used for the improved channels, and O. 06 was used for the unimproved. 
However, these values were checked by field observation and adjusted 
when appropriate. 
Manning's equation was applied to the typical sections to 
calculate the existing channel capacity by subwatershed or QO 
(S, p. 80). 
INUNDATION BY KNOWN FLOOD 
As explained by Cline (S, p. 79), Program II estimates the area 
and depth of flooding caused by any given flood peak from two sets 
of data giving maximum depth and area flooded for a given flood peak. 
The first set is zero depth and area for a flood peak equaling the 
existing channel capacity. The second set is read as determined from 
analysis of historical flood records. 
The peak, area inundated, and maximum flood depth within 
this area for an historical flood are related to the Program through three 
parameters (QK12, AK12, DK12) for each subwatershed. QK12 is the 
peak discharge causing the maximum depth (DK12) of flooding at some 
point within an area flooded of AK12 acres. The program assumes that 
within the AK12 acres the flood depth will vary linearly with area 
between zero and DK12 feet. 
Profile sheets showing the stream bottom, low bank, and high 
water profiles at the time of the flood of March 9, 1964, were obtained 
from the Corps of Engineers. A map of the area flooded was plotted 
on the topographic contour maps based on the high water profile. 
This storm had a flood peak of 8, 020 cfs for the 64. 83 square miles 
tributary to the gaging station (Table 7). 
Values of the mean annual (4,023 cfs) and 200-year (9, 147 
cfs) flood peaks obtained (Table 15) from the frequency analysis of 
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the annual flood peaks generated by the Stanford Watershed Model 
for the existing watershed conditions at Pond Creek were plotted on 
extreme probability paper (Figure 23). A return period of about 70 
years was read for a flood peak of 8, 020 cfs, and this value was 
in close agreement with the return period the Corps of Engineers 
had assigned to this storm. 
In order to estimate the 1964 flood peak in each subwatershed, 
the procedure was to relate this peak (8, 020 cfs) for a drainage area 
of 64. 83 square miles, urbanization of O .133, and channelization 
of 0.567, to an equivalent flood peak corresponding to the area, 
urbanization, and channelization tributary to the downstream end 
of each subwatershed. If the 1964 flood had been either a mean 
annual or 200-year event, the subwatershed peak could have been 
determined directly from the AFCTR, Q43, and Q05 arrays by repro-
ducing the computational format used by the computer (p. 73). 
However, since it was a 70-year storm,- it was necessary to estimate 
both the mean annual and the 200-year events for the U, C, and 
area of each subwatershed, plot both points on extreme probability 
paper, and interpolate between two sets of data. 
The procedure may be illustrated by an example. Subwatershed 
1 has a tributary drainage area of 9. 80 square miles. The AFCTR 
value corresponding to this drainage area is O. 171 for the mean 
annual storm (Figure 15) and O. 109 for the 200-year event (Figure 16). 
The corresponding values for an area of 64. 83 square miles are 
0. 121 for the mean annual storm and O. 083 for the 200-year event. 
The channelization for Subwatershed 1 (the tributary improved channel 
length divided by the tributary total channel length) equals (0. 00/ 
4. 98) or O. 00 (Table 2). The U for Subwatershed 1 was found to be 
equal to O. 088 (1966 value from Table 3). For the 64. 83-square mile 
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Figure 23. Determining Return Period of the Storm of March 9, 1964, at 
Pond Creek 
1000 
U of O. 133 and C of O. 567, the Q43 value is 3. 266 and the Q05 value 
equals 2. 544 (Appendix B). For the Subwatershed 1 U of O. 088 and 
a C of 0.00, Q43 equals 1.004 and Q05 equals 1.003. 
The ratio of the magnitude of the mean annual or the 200-year 
flood peak for Subwatershed 1 to that for Subwatershed 22 (location of 
the stream gage) equals the ratio of the corr:-esponding (AW)(AFCTR) 
{Q43 or Q05) products. For the mean annual storm, this ratio is 
(9.80)(0.171}(1.004)/(64.83)(0.121)(3.266) or 0.0657, and for the 
200-year event it is (9.80)(0.109)(1.003)/(64.83}(0.083)(2.544) or 
0. 0783. These two ratios were then plotted on extreme probability 
paper in Figure 24, and the line crossed the 70-year flood at a value 
of 0.0755. This value times 8,020 cfs provides an estimate for the 
1964 flood peak from Subwat.ershed 1 of 606 cfs. 
This same procedure was used to evaluate the 1964 flood peak 
in every other subwatershed. The peak was used as QK12 for most of 
the watersheds. However, the 1964 flood peak could not be used 
directly where the subwa tershed channels were improved since 1964. 
The improvement caused the existing capacities to be sufficient to 
contain the 1964 flood. Therefore, it was necessary to determine for 
these subwatersheds the flood peak which would flood the same area 
now as was flooded on March 9, 1964. 
Subwatershed 2 was in this category as its channels were 
improved after 1964. The 1964 flood peak was calculated to be 
1,131 cfs, but this was less than the 1966 channel capacity of 
4, 3 53 cfs (value for QO in Appendix D). By studying the pre-
improvement channel cross sections, it was determined that in 1964 
this channel was capable of carrying only 790 cfs. Therefore, the 
March 9, 1964, flood exceeded the channel capacity at that time by 
341 cfs (1, 131-790). This excess flow was then added to the 1966 
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Figure 24. Method of Estimating the Peak of March 9, 1964, at Subwatershed 1 
capacity to get a peak which would flood the same area now and 
equals 4,694 cfs (4,353+341). 
The area flooded in 1964 in each subwatershed was planimetered 
from the area flooded map. The corresponding maximum depth of 
flooding was measured as the dista.nce between the water surface 
profile and the top of the low bank on the profile sheets. 
URBAN DAMAGES 
In order to obtain an average value of structures per acre of 
urban land, structure value assessments were obtained from the 
office of the Jefferson County Tax Assessor. Property in Jefferson 
County is supposed to be assessed at full market value; therefore, 
assessed values were used without adjustment. Eighteen sample 
properties were selected on a random basis and categorized according 
to whether they were residential, commercial, or industrial type 
land use. The structural value and the acreage of each property 
were tabulated. The market values were divided by the acreages 
so as to get a structure value in dollars per acre. The values per 
acre for properties in each category were averaged to get the values 
for residential, commercial, and industrial properties shown on Table 
30. 
James {10, p. 182) found that the distribution of land use 
among the three categories in a typical urban area can be expected 
to be about as shown on Table 30. Typical average values instead 
of actual values by individual subwatershed were used because 
most of the urbanization is projected for the future. Actual values 
should be used where the development is existing rather than pro-
jected. The area fractions were multiplied by their corresponding 
structure values. The sum of the products gave a mean value for 
urban structures (VLURST) of 42,300 dollars per urban acre. 
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TABLE 30 
STRUCTURAL VALUES AT POND CREEK 
Type of Structure 
Urban Fraction* Value 
Land Use of Area ($/Acre) Product 
Residential 0.63 15,580 9,815 
Industrial 0.23 106,825 24,570 
Commercial 0. 14 56,531 7,915 
Average value per urban area (VLURST) 42,300 
* Source: 10, p. 182 
AGRICULTURAL DAMAGES 
The soil in the various subwatersheds was divided into three 
classifications (best, medium, and worst) according to crop produc-
tivity. A list was made of all types of soil found in the flood plain 
(the area used to measure AK12) from soil maps (21) of the area. The 
yields from the crops normally grown in each of these soils were 
described in the soil reports, and from this information the soils 
were classified into the three productivtty groups. By studying the 
soil maps and the area flooded, the fraction of flood-plain soil in 
each classification (D) was determined for each subwatershed. 
From the Kentucky Agricultural Statistics (22), it was learned 
what crops by acreage were grown in Jefferson County in 1965 
(Table 31). By studying aerial photographs of Jefferson County,· it 
was determined that about 3 percent of the county's crops were 
grown in the flood plain. By using this percentage for each crop 
(flood frequency in most of the flood plain is not great enough to 
have much effect on cropping decisions), the flood plain acres 
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TABLE 31 
CROPS GROWN IN JEFFERSON COUNTY AND 
THE POND CREEK FLOOD PLAIN IN 1965 
Acres Harvested 
Jefferson Flood Potential Area 
Crop County of Pond Creek 
Tobacco 300 9 
Corn 8,500 255 
Clover-Timothy 2,500 75 
Lespedeza 2,600 78 
Alfalfa 6,000 180 
Soybeans 3,600 108 
Wheat 1,600 48 
Barley 1,200 36 
Sorghum 200 6 
harvested by crop were calculated (Table 31). 
From the crop acreage in the flood plain and the expected 
yield from these crops as given in the soils report fore ach of the 
three soil classifications, the damage per acre inflicted by shallow 
flooding (CDA, CDB, and CDC) and the incremental increase in crop 
damage per foot of additional flooding (CDAV, CDBV, and CDCV) 
were calculated for the best, medium and worst soils respectively 
using the procedure outlined by Cline (5, pp. 84-92). Only those 
crops which could economically grow in a given soil type according 
to the soil report were considered as being grown in that soil type 
in the analysis. 
The mean value of agricultural structures in dollars per rural 
acre (VLAGST) was calculated from county assessment data by taking 
13 rural properties at random and calculating their average value of 
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structures per total farm acre. The result was 165 dollars per acre. 
GENERAL DESIGN VARIABLES 
The discount rate (R) read into the Planning Program was that 
prescribed for use in 1968 by Federal agencies as determined by the 
average rate paid on outstanding long-term U. S. government bonds 
(O. 03125). The project design life (TIMST) of 50 years was divided 
into 5 ten-year planning stages (TIME), The design frequencies 
submitted to the program ranged from the mean annual up to the 
2, 000-year flood. This last very rare flood was included because 
of the great damage which can result when a high level of urban 
development occurs in a partially protected flood plain. 
PHYSICAL FACTORS OF CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT 
AO (5, pp. 98-99) is the initial channel cross section in square 
feet. These values were measured from available cross sections. 
All the in place channel improvements were unlined channels 
without drops. Therefore, this initial condition was specified to the 
program by reading 1 into the LINING array for the subwatersheds 
containing improved channels (5, pp. 99-101). All types of channel 
improvements were considered in the other subwatersheds. 
FQ (5, p. 101) expresses the average design flow for channels 
within the subwatershed as a fraction of the design flow at the 
downstream end of the channel. Theoretically, tributary area arid 
hence the flood peak for a given frequency varies continuously as 
one proceeds downstream. However, if the subwatershed contained 
only one main channel, a value of 1. 0 was assigned to FQ, and 
the entire length of subwatershed channel was designed for the 
outflow discharge. However, if some of the subwa tershed channels 
were tributary fingers, a weighted average design discharge was 
calculated based upon the mean annual flood, the total length of 
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channels, and the channel length associated with each discharge. 
Design discharges for each finger were computed from the hydrologic 
data (p. 73). 
Cline's (5, p, 293) determined values on Manning's "n" for 
unlined prismatic channels (MANNU), lined rectangular channels 
(MANNR) , and the side slope of lined trapezoidal channels (ZT) 
were used in this study. However, the side slope of unlined pris-
matic channels (ZU) was set at 2:1 to conform to the practice which 
has worked satisfactorily for the existing improved channels. 
The maximum allowable tractive force (TF) for channels by 
subwatershed in pounds per square foot was estimated from the 
tractive force the soils are currently successfully withstanding in 
the existing improved channels by the following equation, 
TF = ydS (5) 
where y is the unit weight of water or 62. 4 pounds per cubic foot, 
dis the design flow depth in feet, and Sis the channel slope, 
d was determined by subwatershed from the cross sections. The 
TF values were then correlated with the soil types in which subwater-
sheds channels were constructed. The results indicated a value of 
0. 9 pounds per square foot for one group of soils and 1. 2 pounds 
per square foot for the rest. The soils in the first group are 
described in the soils report as silt loam, those in the second 
group are described as silty clay. 
The maximum channel design depth (HMAX) was set at the 
channel depth at the outlet of the watershed. 
Since bridge openings sometimes constitute constructions 
which cannot accommodate the design channel flow, it is necessary 
to determine the capacity of these openings to decide whether or 
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not the bridges need to be replaced or modified in conjunction 
with a contemplated channel improvement. All existing bridges 
were spotted on the topographic map and measured in the field. 
The equation (10, p. 106) used to estimate the maximum flow which 
could pass through the opening without excessive backwater was: 
Q = 4. Sbd 1. 
5 (6) 
where b is the clear bridge span measured perpendicular to the flow 
in feet and d is the vertical distance from the streambed to one 
foot below the underside of the bridge deck. 
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT COST FACTORS 
Since construction is more congested and quantities are 
smaller than those used by Cline as the basis for his estimates 
(5, pp. 107-111); the values for the unit cost of channel excavation 
in dollars per cubic yard (CX), the cost per drainage inlet in dollars 
(CIN), the unit cost of trapezoidal lining in dollars per square foot 
(CLSF), the cost of in place structural concrete for rectangular 
channels ih .dollars per cubic yard (CCY), the unit cost of high way 
bridges in dollars per square foot of bridge deck (CBR), and the unit 
cost of railroad bridges in dollars per linear foot (CRR) were esti-
mated from Cline's determined values (5, p. 294) by increasing them 
by approximately ten percent. 
The multiple of right-of-way cost to include costs other than 
land and improvements (AQR) was determined by the procedure out-
lined by Cline (5, p. 111). A smaller value was used for Pond Creek 
because no cost for mineral rights had to be included as was for 
Carr Fork. 
LOCATION ADJUSTMENT COST FACTORS 
The expected annual farm income from the best (FIA), medium 
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(FIB), and worst soil (FIC) in dollars per acre was determined 
from the values given on Table 31 and the procedure outlined by 
Cline (5, pp. 119-120). The amenity value of open flood plain 
land (IPP) was estimated as being about 200 dollars per acre per 
year in a fully urbanized area. This value had to be rather 
arbitrarily selected because of the absence of data. However, a 
fairly high value is reasonable in a major metropolitan area. A 
computer run using !PP equals zero was also made to test the effect 
of this variable on computer output. 
URBANIZATION AND LAND VALUE PROJECTIONS 
The dynamic nature of the Planning Programs requires 
estimates of future urban growth and land values. This dynamic 
aspect is particularly important in planning within a rapidly 
growing suburban area such as South Jefferson County. 
URBANIZATION 
The planning of flood control measures should recognize 
the effects of urbanization of the tributary watersheds on flood 
peaks and the effects of urbanization within the flood plain on 
damages. 
The Programs obtain the data in two arrays (USUBW and 
UTOTR; 5, pp. 121-124). The USUBW array gives the fraction of 
each subwatershed flood plain in urban land use at the beginning 
and end of each planning stage, and the UTOTR array is the fraction 
of the tributary drainage area that is in urban development. 
As a basis for projecting the urban growth pattern, a 1.0-
square- mile grid was laid over the Pond Creek Watershed 
(Figure 25). Then by using the 1966 aerial photograph mosaics, 
the 1966 urban land use fraction was ca.lculated for each grid 
square (Table 32). In places where the entire square was not 
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TABLE 32 
EXISTING LAND VALUES AND EXISTING AND 
PROJECTED URBAN FRACTIONS WITHIN THE 
POND CREEK WATERSHED GRID 
Land Values 
Grid 1966 Urbanization 
Square $/ Ac. 1966 1970 1980 1990 
Al3 197 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Al4 197 0.000 0.000 0.000 0. 000 
BS 3,297 0.504 0.515 0.673 0.813 
B6 3,157 0.481 0.524 0.678 0.818 
B7 1,460 0.298 0.367 0.450 0.545 
BS 435 0.053 0.056 0.062 0.069 
B9 569 0.085 0.088 0.096 0.106 
BlO .213 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Bl2 213 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Bl3 383 0.024 0.028 0.041 0.051 
Bl4 197 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
cs 3,428 0.483 0.516 0.676 0.816 
C6 1,815 0.386 0.409 0.525 0.637 
C7 7,931 0.954 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 
cs 4,020 0.246 0.296 0.357 0.429 
C9 1,441 0.154 0.162 0. 177 0.197 
ClO 2,980 0.342 0.345 0.394 0.437 
C 11 632 0.054 0.065 0.105 0.147 
Cl2 362 0. 038 0.049 0.084 0.122 
Cl3 1,959 0.334 0.391 0.568 0. 711 
Cl4 4,875 0.501 0.581 0.817 1. 000 
D3 582 0.035 0,035 0.036 0.036 
D4 441 0.077 0.080 0.093 0.106 
D5 461 0. 110 0. 118 0.154 0.186 
D6 816 0.197 0.202 0.225 0.248 
D7 3, 137 0.276 0.276 0.276 0.284 
DB 220 0.015 0.018 0.022 0.026 
D9 1, 215 0. 137 0. 169 0.207 0.251 
DlO 475 0.034 0.040 0.061 0.082 
Dl 1 233 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
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TABLE 3 2 - Continued 
Land Values 
Grid 1966 Urbanization 
Square $/Ac. 1966 1970 1980 1990 
012 566 0.053 0.068 0. 121 0. 177 
013 711 0.076 0.098 0.174 0.254 
El 225 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
E2 250 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.004 
E3 3, 711 0. 284 0.338 0.477 0.625 
E4 1,023 0.065 0,070 0.091 0.110 
ES l, 974 0.294 0,315 0.412 0.497 
E6 915 0.068 0.075 0.109 0.152 
E7 127 0. 006 0.007 0.010 0.013 
E8 702 0. 161 0. 177 0,251 0.359 
E9 629 0.056 0.062 0.090 0.125 
ElO 1,557 0. 197 0.243 0 .411 0.592 
Ell 360 0.024 0. 031 0.055 0.080 
El2 1,210 0,095 0.123 0. 218 0. 317 
Fl 417 0.006 0.007 0.010 0. 013 
F2 581 0.035 0. 042 0.059 0,077 
F3 1,824 0 .146 0. 174 0.245 0.321 
F4 632 0.049 0.053 0.073 0.094 
FS l, 111 0.151 0. 163 0.221 0.287 
F6 383 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
F7 829 0.126 0 .139 0.203 0.281 
F8 627 0. 053 0.058 0.085 0.118 
F9 4,987 0.258 0.284 0,415 0.575 
FlO 1,080 0.126 0. 146 0.332 0.520 
Fll 1,077 0.144 0.177 0,363 0.553 
GO 2,164 0.378 0.416 0.514 0.718 
Gl 1,498 0.204 0.243 0.343 0.449 
G2 501 0.045 0.049 0,068 0.090 
G3 223 0.020 0.022 0. 033 . 0.052 
G4 208 0.017 0.019 0.029 0.047 
GS 556 0.112 0. 124 0.194 0 ,307 
G6 418 0.061 0.068 0. 103 0.158 
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TABLE 32 - Continued 
• 
Land Values 
Grid 1966 Urbaniza lion • 
Square $/Ac. 1966 1970 1980 1990 
G7 307 0.033 0.037 0.056 0,085 
GB 416 0,053 0.059 0.101 0.154 
G9 2,651 0.224 0.262 0.578 0.901 
GlO 590 0.038 0.045 0. 104 0. 165 
Gll 1,576 0.127 0.150 0.349 0.551 
HO 8,783 0.685 0.711 0. 795 1. 000 
Hl 1,571 0.109 0 .118 0. 163 0.215 
H2 1,050 0.072 0.080 0 .123 0. 191 
H3 178 0.020 0.022 0.035 0.055 
H4 385 0.030 0. 033 0.052 0.082 
HS 1,033 0,042 0.047 0.073 0. 115 
H6 472 0.028 0. 031 0.048 0.077 
H7 58 0.012 0. 013 0.021 0.033 
HS 613 0.068 0.079 0.166 0.262 
H9 1,095 0.093 0. 110 0.256 0.404 
HlO 1, 119 0.083 0.098 0.228 0. 360 
Hll 97 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Il 91 0. 003 0.006 0.004 0.006 
I2 87 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.005 
I3 84 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.005 
I4 110 0.007 0.008 0.012 0.019 
IS 291 0.014 0.016 0.024 0.038 
I6 91 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.008 
I7 74 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
IS 344 0. 081 0. 096 0.223 0.352 
I9 281 0.044 0.052 0. 121 0. 191 
IlO 1,663 0.375 0.442 1. 000 1. 000 
J2 74 0.000 0. 000 0.000 0.000 
J4 74 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
JS 74 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
J6 74 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
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within the watershed, only that portion within the watershed was 
used to calculate the urban land use fraction. 
Population projections (23) were obtained for the census 
tracts in South Jefferson County. Figure 26 shows the boundaries 
of these tracts in relation to the grid, and Table 33 gives the pro-
jected populations by tract. Since the population increases with 
urbanization, it was decided to project the urbaniza lion values 
directly proportional to the population projections. In other words, 
the density of urban development was assumed to remain relatively 
constant into the future. 
For a sample computation, grid square D9 (Figure 26) is 
completely contained within Census Tract 114 (Table 33). Therefore, 
the 1970 value of urbanization for the grid was calculated in the 
following manner. 
U(projected) _ U(current) x Pop. (projected) 
- Pop. (current) 
(7) 
Even though strictly speaking 1966 populations should have been 
used for current conditions in Equation 7, the closest available 
census values were for 1964. Therefore, these values were used. 
Multiplying the appropriate values from Tables 32 and 33 gives a 
1970 urbanization in grid square D9 of (0. 13 7) {14, 650)/(11, 913) 
or 0.169. In cases where the grid square was located in more than 
one tract, the ratios of projected to current population were weighted 
among the tracts on an areal basis. If the projected populations 
were less than the 1964 values (Tract 118 for example in Table 33), 
then the urbanization was held constant at the current value. 
Projected decreases were caused by expected new industry 
replacing homes. The result would be a smaller population but 
not a smaller acreage of urban land. Following the above procedure; 
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Figure 26. Layout of Census Tracts at Pond Creek 
•. ' 
TABLE 33 
POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR CENSUS TRACTS IN 
SOUTH JEFFERSON COUNTY 
Tract Population* 
Number 1964 1970 1980 1990 
45 4,092 4, 151 4,207 4,260 
90 8,599 8,565 8,840 9,100 
91 6,456 6,935 9,046 10,890 
110 12,442 12,083 14,458 16,033 
111 11,360 13, 130 18,465 22, 77 5 
113 9, 136 9,490 10,295 11,420 
114 11,912 14,650 18,040 21,800 
115A 9, 118 11, 750 20,900 30,500 
1178 7,024 8,320 19,300 30,500 
118 7,249 6,808 7,175 7,500 
119 14,356 15,755 23,100 32,000 
120A 2, 130 2,250 3,090 4, 100 
1208 9,991 11,090 17, 315 27,350 
121C 14,602 14, 611 15,070 23,168 
122 7,869 9,344 13,244 17, 300 
* Source: {23) 
1970, 1980 and 1990 values of urbanization were calculated for each 
grid square (Table 3 2). 
The next step was to convert the projected urban fractions 
from a grid square to the needed subwatershed basis. This was 
done by weighting equations according to the percentage of each 
grid in each subwatershed (Figure 25). A sample equation is: 
USUBW(9) = (0. 1004 + 0. 30E4 + 0. 65E5 + 0. 50F4) 
(0.10 + 0.30 + 0,65 + 0.50) (8) 
This equation says that O .10 of the area in grid D4 is in Subwater-
shed 9, etc. The method assumes the fraction of the land in urban 
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development is about the same for the flood plain as for the watershed 
as a whole. Summing the coefficients of Equation 8 gives a total 
number of squares in Subwatershed 9 of 1. 55 (equivalent to 1. 55 
square miles), and this agrees within the accuracy of the method 
with the more exact area measurement (Table 3) 1. 513 square miles. 
Then using the 1966 U values on Table 32 for the values in Equation 8 
gives the 1966 urbanization of Subwatershed 9 as 0.157. However, 
the 1966 urbanization of Subwatershed 9 (calculated from Table 3) 
had previously been determined as O. 193. The difference is caused 
by nonuniform distribution of the urbanization throughout the grid 
square. Therefore, a multiplier (0.193/0.157) was added to Equation 8. 
0.193 
USUBW (9) = 
0
_ 1
57 
(0.065D4 + 0.194E4 + 0.419E5 + 0.322F4) (9) 
This multiplier assumes the future effect of nonuniformly distributed 
urbanization over the grid squares to be about the same as the current 
effect. Equation 9 gives the 1966 urbanization of Subwatershed 9 as 
0. 193. Using this same equation and 1970, 1980, and 1990 values 
of grid urbanization from Table 32; the 1970, 1980, and 1990 values 
of urbanization in Subwatershed 9 were calculated to be O. 207, 
0.270, and 0.328. This same procedure was performed on the other 
24 subwa tersheds (Table 34). 
Using the values on Table 34, urbanization was plotted 
against time for each subwatershed. The line was extended on a 
smooth curve to 2018 (end of the project design life). By reading 
values from these plots for the appropriate dates (1968, 1978, 1988, 
1998, 2008, and 2018), the USUBWarray was obtained as given in 
Appendix D. 
The UTOTR array was developed from the USUBW array. 
Elements of the USUBW array were converted to square miles of 
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• 
TABLE 34 
PROJECTED VALUES OF SUBWATERSHED URBANIZATION 
Urbanization 
Subwatershed 1966 1970 1980 1990 
1 0.076 0.091 0. 141 0. 187 
2 0. 166 0.200 0.327 0.466 
3 0.204 0.222 0.264 0.309 
4 0.343 0.374 0.405 0. 441 
5 0.484 0.516 0.667 0.802 
6 0.112 0 .118 0.142 0. 167 
7 0.291 0.308 0.390 0.466 
8 0.117 0. 134 0.180 0.230 
9 0. 193 0.207 0.270 0.328 
10 0. 169 0. 193 0.352 0.523 
11 0.090 0. 106 0.239 0.370 
12 0. 147 0. 165 0.283 0.417 
13 0.054 0.059 0. 136 0.214 
14 0.032 0.036 0.054 0.077 
15 0. 131 0. 143 0.209 0.296 
16 0.041 0.046 0.065 0.091 
17 0.025 0.028 0.044 0.069 
18 0. 118 0. 129 0. 181 0.247 
19 0.174 0.207 0.289 0.378 
20 0.014 0.016 0.024 0.038 
21 0. 011 0.012 0.018 0.028 
22 0.032 0. 037 0.053 0.070 
23 0.014 0.016 0.023 0. 030 
24 0.006 0.007 0.010 0.015 
25 0 .168 0.187 0.246 0.330 
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land devoted to urban use by multiplying the corresponding subwater-
shed drainage area from Table 3. The appropriate areas were added 
together and then divided by the corresponding element in the AW 
array. The UTOTR array is given in Appendix D. 
LAND VALUES 
The 1966 assessed value and acreage of several plots of land 
randomly selected from each grid square were obtained from the 
Jefferson County tax assessor's office. Properties were distin-
guished between rural and urban land use. 
The average land values was calculated for each grid square 
in dollars per acre (Table 32). The calculation was based on 1966 
urbanization. For instance, in grid square D6, the 1966 U value 
was 0.197. Two land values were calculated for this grid, one for 
urban land use (LVU) and one for nonurban uses (LVNU). Then the 
1966 average land values (LV) of D6 was found by the following 
equation. 
VALUE(9) = (0.197)(LVU) + (0.803)(LVNU) (1 O) 
A least squares analysis was then made to correlate 1966 
land values to 1966 urbanization values based on data from all grid 
squares. The resulting equation was: 
VALUE () = (79. 7) (USUBW ( )) + 166 (11) 
where VALUE is the average land value in dollars per acre for the 
subscripted subwatershed. The method assumes urban land values 
to depend primarily on the degree of development of the immediately 
surrounding property. The purpose of subdividing the watershed 
into grid squares was to see if a better correlation between VALUE 
and USUBW could be developed by dividing the area into zones 
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(hills vs, flat land, for example) or by incorporating directionality 
(10, pp. 228-232); however, this was not achieved for Pond Creek. 
The VALUE array used in the Planning Programs (5, p. 125) 
represents the land value in dollars per acre within each subwater-
shed at the beginning and end of each planning stage. This array 
was obtained from Equation 11 and the values of U given on the 
USUBW array. The VALUE array is found in Appendix D. 
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Chapter VI 
PLANNING FLOOD CONTROL MEASURES 
FOR THE POND CREEK WATERSHED 
INTRODUCTION 
Altogether, six computer runs with the University of Ken-
tucky Flood Control Planning Program II were used to evaluate 
alternative combinations of measures for the Pond Creek area. The 
first run used the data listed in Appendix D, represents the best 
estimate of values for the input data parameters, and thus provides 
the measures which should be implemented. However, due to 
conceptual or theoretical controversy surrounding or the inability to 
obtain reliable data for estimating the values of some of the input 
variables, additional runs using different values were made in order 
to check the sensitivity of the optimum program to them. 
The runs and a description of the input data used are listed on 
Table 35. Run 1 is the basic run. All other runs are to be compared 
with it. The only change made in Run 2 was to exclude uncertainty 
damages as is the customary practice in project planning. Due to 
the difficulty in determining the value a community realizes from 
open space in an urban area (IPP), Run 3 was made with IPP equal to 
zero. The difference between the output of Runs 1 and 3 provides 
an indication of the degree of influence of this variable in determin-
ing the optimum policy. 
Since it was not within the scope of this study to perform soil 
tests in determining the allowable tractive forces (TF) for channel 
design in each subwatershed, the values estimated from existing 
improved channels and soils maps had to be used (p. 100). These 
Run 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
TABLE 35 
VARIATION OF THE POND CREEK RUNS 
Input Data 
Best Estimate of Input Data as Listed in Appendix D 
Same as Run 1, Except UNC = F 
Same as Run 1, Except IPP = 0. 0 
Same as Run l, Except All Allowable Tractive 
Fofces (TF) = 2. 5 Pounds/Sq. Ft. 
Same as Run 1, Except Input Describing Initial 
Channel Conditions is for Channels Existing Prior 
to 1960 and the Changes are Listed in Appendix E 
Same as Run 1, Except Morrison Creek Hydrologic 
Data (Appendix C) Used 
values were sufficiently low to make it necessary to build drops in 
several subwa tersheds. Therefore, to see how much the channel 
improvement cost could be reduced if field test later showed that 
these soils could withstand greater velocities, Run 4 was made with 
a high enough value of TF for all subwatersheds so that no drops 
would be specified. 
Run 5 was based on existing urbanization and land values; 
however, channel conditions existing prior to the beginning of the 
recent channel improvement program (pp. 18-20) were used. The 
run was intended to indicate whether nonstructural measures would 
have provided a less costly alternative to channel improvement. 
To check the effect of climate on the economically efficient 
flood control measures, Run 6 was made with the Morrison Creek 
hydrologic data .listed in Appendix C. 
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SUGGESTED MEASURES (Run 1) 
Table 36 summarizes the stage by stage combination of measures 
which should be implemented at Pond Creek for the next SO years 
according to current urban growth projections. Naturally, implementa-
tion should be periodically reviewed in response to the urban growth 
which actually develops. Stage by stage cost totals by measure type 
are summarized on Table 38. 
For those subwatersheds where channel improvement is 
recommended in Stage 1, channel improvement details are listed on 
Table 39. All channels are to have unlined trapezoidal sections. A 
summary of right-of-way which should be purchased now and preserved 
for future channel construction is given on Table 40. The alignment 
suggested for both channel construction and right-of-way holding for 
future channel construction is that shown on Figure 3. Tables 39 and 
4 0 thus summarize the channel improvement for flood control which can 
be currently economically justified within the Pond Creek Watershed, 
Table 36 indicates no flood proofing to be justified during any 
of the five stages. This is because flood proofing measures are best 
suited to areas subject to frequent flooding (11). Most flood proofing 
requires action by those living within the flood plain during the flood 
period. When flood proofing is tried in rarely flooded areas, people 
are not familar with What to do and have trouble implementing the 
necessary action on an emergency basis. As can be seen on Table 
36 (BEG) flooding does not occur in most subwatersheds except during 
the rarer storms. 
Table 36 also indicates land use management ot the rec1triction 
of flood plain development to currently be an economical approach in 
seven of the Pond Creek subwatersheds. This conclusion is typical 
within a rapidly urbanizing area where the development is still not 
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Unit BEG 
TABLE 36 
SUMMARY OF OPTIMUM CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT, FLOOD PROOFING, 
AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT MEASURES IN THE POND CREEK FLOOD PLAIN** 
QO s QS cs L QL AL CL CP CF cu 
STAGE 1 (1968-1978) 
1 14.04 400 - - - 5. 000 508 136 1276 - 8612 10929 
2 - 4353 - - -* 
3 21. 71 1032 0.050 3220 34659* - - - - - - -
4 0.34 2650 0.342 2650 -* - - - - - 440 3839 
5 3.31 477 0.050 3323 14275 - - - - - - -
6 13. 57 2864 1. 000 4252 10758* - - - - - 848 4151 
7 1. 88 506 0.050 3268 7876 - - - - - - -..... 8 1. 68 1990 0.500 2459 870* - - - - - 134 899 ..... 
...J 9 40.84 2510 0.050 6820 33831* - - - - - - -
10 17.63 286 - - - 2.000 500 51 199 - 6163 7047 
11 0.86 576 - - - 0.100 768 53 53 - 136 718 
12 - 2730 - - -* 
13 44.04 178 0.050 3111 11493 - - - - - - -
14 1. 56 1960 1. 562 1960 -* 0.500 2361 191 191 - 861 3461 
15 - 6580 - - *' 
16 7,83 1340 0.500 2339 6221* - - - - - 561 3765 
17 - 2618 
18 0.04 5280 0.037 5280 -* 
19 1. 01 564 - - - - - - - - 328 1601 
20 - 2106 
21 18.30 273 - - - 5.000 406 126 126 - 1531 1676 
-----·~· 
CT 
20818 
34659 
4279 
14275 
15757 
7876 
1902 
33831 
13409 
906 
11493 
4513 
10547 
1929 
3334 
·-----·-·---·" 
TABLE 36 - Continued 
Unit BEG QO s QS cs L QJ;. AL CL CP CF cu CT 
STAGE 1 (1968-1978) 
22 3,99 6725 3.990 6725 -* 2.000 7365 142 142 - 936 2335 3413 
23 - 1317 
24 18. 11 273 - - - 10.000 335 47 47 - 603 658 1308 
25 28.61 5139 1. 000 8689 24307* - - - - - 1637 7993 33936 
TOTAL 148365 2035 - 22789 49074 222262 
STAGE 2 (1978-1988) 
1 14.36 400 - - - 5.000 510 138 2639 - 8984 11407 23030 
2 - 4353 - - -* 
3 0.05 3220 0.054 3220 34659* - - - - - 85 1095 35838 ...... 4 0.38 2650 ...... 0. 3 80 2650 -* - - - - - 703 5442 6145 
a, 
5 0.05 3323 0.050 3352 15014 15014 - - - - - - -
6 1. 09 4252 1. 091 11252 10758* - - - - - 1069 5087 16914 
7 0.05 3268 0.050 3286 8454 - - - - - - - 8454 
8 0.52 2459 0,516 2459 870* - - - - - 180 1197 2246 
9 0,05 6820 0,053 6820 33831* - - - - - 61 791 34683 
10 19. 48 286 - - - 2.000 513 52 1725 - 7028 7470 16223 
11 0.95 576 - - - 0. 100 778 54 130 - 152 765 1048 
12 - 2730 - - -* 
13 0,05 3111 0.053 3111 11493 - - - - - 28 357 11878 
14. 1. 63 1960 1. 629 1960 -* 0.500 2378 194 860 - 944 3639 5443 
15 - 6850 - - -* 
16 0.51 2339 0.512 2339 6221* - - - - - 784 5225 12230 
17 - 2618 
18 0.04 5280 0.040 5280 -* 
TABLE 36 - Continued 
Unit BEG QO s QS cs L QL AL CL GP CF cu CT 
STAGE 2 (19i78-1988) 
19 1. 09 564 - - - - - - - - 480 2.281 2761 
20 - 2106 
21 18,32 273 - - - 2,000 497 154 154 - 1534 1680 3368 
22 4,29 6725 4.289 6726 -* 0.500 8702 217 217 - 992 2399 3608 
23 - 1317 
24 18 .11 273 - - - 2,000 494 77 77 - 600 655 1331 
25 1. 07 8689 1. 067 8689 24307* - - - - - 2269 10833 37408 
TOTAL 148170 5802 - -2-5891 60322 240184 
..... STAGE 3 {1988-1998) ..... 1 14. 89 400 5.000 514 139 4310 9498 12021 25828 (,:;, - - - -
2 - 4353 - - -* 
3 0.06 3220 0.061 3220 34659* - - - - - 219 2842 37721 
4 0,43 2650 0.433 2650 -* - - - - - 1083 7696 8779 
5 0.06 3352 0.050 3400 16441 - - - - - - - 16441 
6 1. 22 4252 1. 221 4252 10758* - - - - - 1381 6385 18523 
7 0.05 3286 0.050 3307 9047 - - - - - - - 9047 
8 0.54 2459 0. 537 2~59 870* - - - - - 241 1584 2694 
9 0.06 6820 0.058 6820 33831* - - - - - 143 1857 35832 
10 21. 96 286 - - - 5.000 438 45 3546 - 8139 8382 20067 
11 1.10 576 - - - 0,500 647 37 1309 - 198 1007 2513 
12 - 2730 - - -* 
13 0,06 3111 0,057 3111 11493 - - - - - 67 865 12425 
14 1. 71 1960 1, 708 1960 -* 0.500 2396 197 1681 - 1027 3839 6547 
15 - 6850 - - -* 
TABLE 36 - Continued 
Unit BEG QO s QS cs L QL AL CL CP CF cu CT 
STAGE 3 (1988-1998) 
16 0.53 2339 0.527 2339 6221* - - - - - 1097 7259 14577 
17 - 2618 
18 0.04 5280 0.043 5280 -* 
19 1. 21 564 - - - - - - - - 695 3223 3918 
20 - 2106 
21 18.34 273 - - - 1. 000 565 170 170 - 1536 1680 3386 
22 4.72 6725 4.725 6725 -* 0.500 8782 220 220 - 1072 2522 3814 
23 - 1317 
24 18. 13 273 - - - 1. ODO 562 85 85 - 600 655 1340 
25 1.16 8689 1.162 8689 24307* - - - - - 3213 14988 42507 
...... 
TOTAL 148344 11320 - 30208 76804 266677 N 0 
' STAGE 4 ( 1998-2008) 
1 15.69 400 - - - 5.000 520 142 7006 - 10163 12760 29929 
2 - 4353 - - -* 
3 0.07 3220 0.050 3339 39455* - - - - - - - 39455 
4 0.51 2650 0.508 2650 -* - - - - - 1567 10477 12044 
5 0.06 3400 0.050 3445 17305 - - - - - - - 17305 
6 1. 38 4252 1.378 4252 10758* - - - - - 1769 8002 20529 
7 0.05 3307 0.050 3332 9655 - - - - - - - 9655 
8 0.56 2459 0.562 2459 870* - - - - - 315 2052 3236 
9 0.06 6820 0.063 6820 33831* - - - - - 251 3249 37331 
10 24.91 286 - - - 5.000 454 47 6267 - 9169 9153 24588 
TABLE 36 - Continued 
Unit BEG QO s QS cs L QL AL CL CP CF cu CT 
STAGE 4 (1998-2008) 
11 1. 31 576 - - - 1. 000 601 25 2144 - 354 1821 4318 
12 - 2730 - - -* 
13 0.06 3111 0.050 3179 13116 - - - " - - - - 13116 
14 1. 81 1960 0.050 3230 7721* - - - - - - - 7721 
15 - 6850 - - -* 
16 0,54 2339 0.050 3206 16509* - - - - - - - 16509 
17 - 2618 
18 0.05 5280 0. 047 5280 -* 
19 1. 36 564 - - - - - - - - 985 4463 5448 
20 - 2106 
21 18,38 273 - - - 0.500 633 183 183 - 1537 1678 3399 
'"-' 22 5.27 6775 2.269 6725 -* 1. 000 8245 196 861 - 1233 2736 4829 
N 23 1317 '"-' -
24 18, 15 273 - - - 1.000 562 85 85 - 603 659 1346 
25 1. 28 8689 1. 281 8689 24307* - - - - - 4318 19727 48352 
TOTAL 174307 16545 - 32264 76775 299892 
STAGE 5 (2008-2018) 
1 16.70 400 - - - 5,000 527 145 9976 - 10899 13557 34432 
2 - 4353 - - -* 
3 0,06 3339 0.058 3339 39455* - - - - - 275 3556 43286 
4 0.56 2650 0.562 2650 -* - - - - - 1873 12204 14077 
5 0.05 3445 0.050 3457 18029 - - - - - - - 18029 
6 1. 51 4252 1.505 4252 10758* - - - - - 2211 9753 22722 
TABLE 36 - Continued 
Unit BEG QO s QS cs L QL AL CL CP CF cu CT 
STAGE 5 (2008-2 018) 
7 0,05 3332 0.050 3360 10281 - - - - - - - 10281 
8 0.59 2459 0.050 3413 3842* - - - - - - - 3842 
9 0,07 6820 0.067 6820 33831* - - - - - 365 4733 38930 
10 28.08 286 - - - 5,000 470 48 10699 - 10993 9787 31480 
11 1. 60 576 - - - 1. 000 619 30 4080 - 143 1977 6469 
12 - 2730 - - -* 
13 0.05 3179 0.054 3179 13116 - - - - - 76 983 14175 
14 0.05 3230 0.053 3230 7721* - - - - - 33 424 8177 
15 - 6850 - - -* 1--' 
N 16 0.05 3206 0.052 3206 16509* - - - - - 32 413 16953 N 
17 - 2618 
18 0.05 5280 0.051 5280 -* - - - - - 15 194 209 
19 1. 56 564 - - - - - - - - 1447 6023 7470 
20 - 2106 
21 18,42 273 - - - 0.500 633 184 184 - 1543 1684 3411 
22 5.82 6725 5,825 6725 -* 2.000 7703 167 2179 - 1462 3180 6820 
23 - 1317 
24 18. 17 273 - - - 0.500 629 92 92 - 602 656 1350 
25 1. 40 8689 1. 399 8689 24307* - - - - - 5279 23755 53341 
TOTAL 177849 27208 - 37518 92880 335456 
* Improved channel existing, past cost are not included in the table. 
** Meaning of Headings is defined on Table 37, 
Heading 
TABLE 37 
DEFINITION OF COLUMN HEADINGS ON 
TABLES 36, 41, 42, 43, 44, and 45 
Definition 
BEG Frequency of incipient flooding in percent. 
QO Existing channel capacity in cfs. 
S Channel improvement design frequency in percent. 
QS Channel improvement design flow in cfs. 
CS Annual cost of channel improvement in dollars. 
L Land-use adjustment design flood frequency in percent. 
QL Land-use adjµstment design flood peak in cfs. 
AL Area of restricted land use in acres. 
CL Annual cost of land-use adjustment in dollars. 
P Flood proofing design flood frequency in percent. 
QP Flood proofing design flood peak in cfs. 
AP Area in which buildings are flood proofed in acres. 
CP Annual cost of flood proofing in dollars. 
CF Annual residual flood damage in dollars. 
CU Annual residual uncertainty cost in dollars. 
CT Total (CS + CL + CP + CF + CU) annual cost in dollars. 
TABLE 38 
STAGE COST SUMMARY FOR FLOOD-PLAIN MEASURES 
Stage Cost in $/Year 
Manage-
Channels Proofing ment Flooding Uncertainty Total 
l 148365 2035 22789 49074 222262 
2 148170 5802 25891 60322 240184 
3 148344 11320 30208 76804 266677 
4 174307 16545 32264 76775 299892 
5 177849 27208 35518 92880 335456 
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TABLE 39 
SUMMARY OF CHANNEL IMPROVEMENTS 
Cross 
Sec- High-
tional Top R/W Flow Droes way 
Type Area Width Width Depth Num- Ft/ Bridges 
Unit Action (Sq. Ft.) (Ft.) (Ft.) (Ft.) ber Drop Built 
3 ENLARGE 400.7 69.8 105.6 7.2 3 3.5 6 
5 BUILD 355.0 64.4 100.0 7.1 1 2.4 1 
6 ENLARGE 635.0 82.3 120.5 10.3 
7 BUILD 354.8 66.4 101.7 6.7 1 3. 5 
8 ENLARGE 278.2 54.5 89.9 6.8 
9 ENLARGE 1363.0 120.6 162.6 15. 1 
13 BUILD 381.3 67.4 103. 1 7.2 1 4.4 2 
16 ENLARGE 548.4 76.5 114. 1 9.6 
25 ENLARGE 1467.3 125. 1 167.6 15.6 
TABLE 40 
SUMMARY OF RIGHT-OF-WAY PRESERVED FOR 
FUTURE CHANNEL CONSTRUCTION 
Holding Area Holding 
Width Held Cost Cost 
Unit ,Ft.) (Acres) ($/Acre) ($) 
1 106 64.03 46 2926 
10 95 14. 41 80 1150 
TOTAL 4075 
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dense enough to severely restrict alternative development sites. 
New urban development may just as well locate outside as within the 
flood plain, Later when the flood plain contains the only open land 
left, the economic pressure for development may become sufficient 
to warrant development and protection by structural measures. 
MEASURES WITH UNCERTAINTY DAMAGES EXCLUDED (Run 2) 
When uncertainty damages are not considered in the analysis 
(UNC=F), less damage reduction is available for project justification. 
Fewer measures are justified. Those justified tend to be justified at 
a smaller scale. The smaller channels justified cause the cost of 
channels to decrease. However, the smaller channels allow more 
residual flooding which increases the cost of flooding (CF) . Also, 
less land use management can be justified which decreases the cost 
of land use management. 
The total cost (CT) is reduced either directly or indirectly 
because the cost of uncertainty has been eliminated. Reduction is 
indirectly caused by the incremental decrease in channel and land use 
management cost being greater than the incremental increase in residual 
flood damage. These larger measures were justified by uncertainty 
damages now not considered. The changes in the optimum policy in 
each subwatershed for Stage 1 (those measures which should be immed-
iately implemented) which resulted from excluding uncertainty 
damages from consideration are given on Table 41. Blank spaces or 
omitted subwatersheds indicate the values are the same as those on 
Table 36. Some of the changes are caused by reduced downstream 
flooding resulting from failure to justify upstream channel improvement. 
As an example of the effect of not considering uncertainty 
damage, the cost of channels in Stage 1 was decreased by 
$72,510/yr, while the cost of flooding increased by $31,363/yr. 
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TABLE 41 
CHANGES FROM TABLE 36 WITH UNCERTAINTY DAMAGES EXCLUDED* 
Unit BEG QO s QS cs L QL AL CL CP CF cu CT 
STAGE 1 (19~8-1978) 
1 10,000 436 90 846 8812 - 9659 
3 2.000 1913 18237 6343 24580 
4 - 440 
5 - - - 8778 8778 
6 12.16 2.000 3773 7961 1653 - 9615 
7 - - - 2784 2784 
8 1. 679 1990 - 462 - 462 
>---' 9 39,04 1. 000 4726 19618 3216 22834 
"' 10 5.000 412 O' 42 163 6194 - 6357 
I 11 0.500 624 32 32 139 - 171 
13 1. 000 2062 8874 0.500 2305 97 101 720 9695 
14 - - - - 1001 - 1001 
16 2.000 1840 3715 2354 - 6069 
19 - 328 
21 10.000 336 96 96 1545 - 1641 
22 3,39 3.394 - - - - 845 - 845 
24 15,000 293 31 31 611 - 642 
25 26.86 5.000 6905 13373 7925 - 21299 
TOTAL 75855 1269 54152 - 131276 
*Meaning of headings is defined on Table 37. 
The annual cost of land use management decreased by $766, and 
the total annual cost was lowered by $90,986, $49,074/yr. of 
this decrease was directly due to the elimination of uncertainty costs. 
MEASURES WITH NO VALUE ASSIGNED TO URBAN OPEN SPACE (Run 3) 
If no value is assigned to open space amenities, it becomes 
more expensive to zone for flood damage abatement because the 
entire justification for keeping development from occurring depends 
on flood control. Recreation and es the tic effects are not counted. 
This results in less land being reserved and causes the cost of flood-
ing to increase because there is more property to be damaged when a 
flood occurs. In turn, the added flood damage causes the cost of 
uncertainty to increase, and the result is an increase in total cost. 
The cost of channels is unaffected. 
Table 42 lists the Stage 1 changes from Table 36 based on the 
same procedure used for Tabel 41. No change occurred in three of 
the seven subwatersheds in which land use management should be 
implemented according to Table 36 because of the use of the minimum 
cost of one dollar per acre per year even without assigning a value to 
open space amenities, 
In Stage 1, the cost of land use management increased by 
$2,257/yr. while at the same time the restricted area declined by 
278 acres. The resulting added flood plain development increased 
the cost of flooding by $481/yr. and the cost of uncertainty by 
$1,147/yr, 
MEASURES USING A LARGER ALLOWABLE TRACTIVE FORCE (Run 4) 
In Run 4, a large enough allowable tractive force (TF) was 
assigned to each subwatershed to insure that no drops would be 
found necessary to reduce the hydraulic gradient. Therefore, there 
was a decrease in the channel cost in the four subwatersheds where 
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TABLE 42 
CHANGES FROM TABLE 36 WITH THE VALUE OF 
URBAN OPEN SPACE AMENITIES EXCLUDED* 
Unit BEG QO s QS cs L QL AL CL CP CF cu CT 
STAGE 1 (1968-1978) 
1 10,000 436 90 2344 8812 11262 22418 
10 10. 000 344 31 1412 6301 7283 14996 
11 0.500 624 32 220 139 749 1108 
14 - - - - 1001 4008 5009 
TOTAL 4292 23270 50221 225712 
*Meaning of headings is defined on Table 37. 
TABLE 43 
CHANGES FROM TABLE 36 WITH DROP STRUCTURES ELIMINATED* 
Unit BEG QO s QS cs L QL AL CL CP CF cu CT 
STAGE 1 (1968-1978) 
3 256S2 25652 
5 12377 12377 
7 6100 6100 
8 .050 3346 1668 - - 1668 
13 9251 9251 
TOTAL 134240 22655 48175 207105 
* Meaning of headings is defined on Table 37. 
drop structure construction was previously found necessary, and a 
larger channel could be justified in Subwatershed 8. In Stage 1, the 
cost savings for channel construction in the four subwatersheds other 
than 8 amounted to $14, 923/yr. 
Even though no drops had been specified for Subwatershed 8 
in Run 1, a larger channel was justified in this run. In Run 1, the 
larger channel was not selected because the associated higher 
velocities necessitated the construction of drops which cost more 
than the added benefits. The larger channel justified in Subwatershed 
8 increased the cost of channel construction, but this increase was 
more than offset by the reduction in the cost of flooding and uncer-
tainty. The result was a decrease in total cost of $15,157/yr. 
Table 43 lists the changes caused by this run. 
MEASURES IF NO CHANNELS HAD BEEN IMPROVED SINCE 1960(Run 5) 
This run was based on input data describing channel conditions 
as they existed prior to the recent channel improvement program 
beginning about 1960. The results were very similar to those listed 
on Table 36 except the cost was greater as there was more construc-
tion required to improve the channels to the specified degree. How-
ever, land use management was recommended in place of channel 
improvement in Subwatershed 3 while flood proofing was substituted 
in Subwa tershed 4. 
Changes by subwa tershed which occurred in Stage 1 are given 
on Table 44. The added cost of channel improvement amounted to 
$22, 167/yr, The additional cost of land use management raised 
the total by $3,331/yr, and proofing cost rose $16,614/yr. Gener-
ally speaking, slightly smaller channels were justified, and thus 
the cost of residual flooding rose by 33, 530/yr, and the ·ccst of 
uncertainty by $32, 730/yr. The overall total cost increased 
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TABLE 44 
CHANGES FROM TABLE 36 WITH 1960 CHANNEL CONDITIONS USED* 
Unit BEG QO s QS cs L QL AL CL p QP AP CP CF cu CT 
STAGE 1 (1968-1978) 
2 14. 10 790 0.050 1740 8812 8812 
3 24.29 266 - - - 15.000 315 99 3360 25569 25195 54124 
4 35.35 268 - - 5.000 459 160 16614 8064 12820 37498 
6 56.03 1192 0.500 2894 20689 288 1932 22908 
8 6.32 390 - - - 656 1297 1953 
>---' 9 87.18 1312 4541 31713 31713 
<.,; 
12 0.05 835 27 352 379 0 
14 84.55 299 2.000 1873 5977 2361 206 206 1183 3977 11343 
15 81. 25 508 0.050 3023 15487 15487 
16 80.68 79 15262 19588 
18 0.25 3340 - - 108 1404 1512 
22 94.68 1910 10.000 4234 7514 5.000 4737 98 98 1125 1749 10486 
25 39.47 3490 6583 24300 1356 6681 32347 
TOTAL 170532 5366 16614 56319 81804 330634 
*Meaning of Headings is defined on Table 3 7. 
• 
$108,372/yr. 
However, it is not really fair to compare this total with that 
on Table 36. All the money spent on channel improvements since 1960 
is excluded from the total on Table 44, and that is what makes the 
cost so much higher. 
MEASURES WITH MORRISON CREEK HYDROLOGIC DATA (Run 6) 
Due to the smaller annual rainfall and rainfall intensities at 
Morrison Creek, flood peaks calculated using the Morrison hydrologic 
data were seldom large enough to justify any measures at all. 
Channels existing at Pond Creek are already so large that if the area 
was located in Sacramento the channels in all but seven subwater-
sheds would be able to contain the largest flood considered (2000 
year). The result was that no new channels could be justified but 
72. 76 acres of land were held for future construction at a cost of 
$2, 683/yr. 
However, location was again justified in Subwatershed 1, 
but the cost was reduced by $167 /yr. Instead of channel improve-
ment in Subwatershed 13, location was suggested. A little flooding 
was still found in a few of the other subwatersheds; however, the 
damage was not great enough to justify any measures. The changes 
attributed to this run are given on Table 45. 
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TABLE 45 
CHANGES FROM TABLE 36 USING MORRISON CREEK HYDROLOGY* 
Unit BEG QO s QS cs L QL AL CL CP CF cu CT 
STAGE 1 (1968-1978) 
1 9.03 474 118 1109 6240 10221 17569 
3 
4 
s 
6 0.07 0,066 2864 - 25 325 350 
7 
8 
9 
>---' 
a.so 0,502 2510 - 1084 7273 8358 
"" 10 0. 19 - - - - 29 381 411 N 
11 0.02 
13 4. 13 - - - 273 68 71 745 1804 2620 
14 
16 
18 
19 
21 0.02 
22 
24 0.02 
25 0.28 0.278 5139 - 206 2673 2879 
TOTAL 2683** 1179 8330 22678 34870 
Meaning of headings is defined on Table 37. 
** 
Holding cost in Subwatersheds 1 and 13. 
Chapter VII 
CONCLUSION 
The completion of the University of Kentucky Flood Control 
Planning Programs provides a powerful tool for determining the 
economically efficient combination of structural and nonstructural 
measures for application in a particular flood plain, However, 
every analysis requires data accurately describing the flood threat. 
Hydrologic data are among the most important, 
In order to determine optimum construction timing in conjunc-
tion with the changes which occur in the flow regime with time, the 
hydrologic input data must describe flood peaks and flood hydro-
graphs as functions of tributary urbanization, channelization, and 
drainage area. Difficulty in obtaining this information presents a 
barrier to widespread application of these Programs or more generally 
to any comprehensive flood plain planning. This report has presented 
an approach whereby the necessary data can be developed using the 
Stanford Watershed Model. 
The procedure was applied to two watersheds which differed 
greatly in climate and geographical location: the Pond Creek Water-
shed located in a humid climate on the southern fringes of Louis-
ville, Kentucky, and the Morrison Creek Watershed located in an 
arid climate south of Sacramento, California. Hopefully, additional 
studies could be used to develop a general relationship whereby 
the proper adjustment of the arrays containing the needed hydrologic 
data might be made according to climate and setting. Two studies 
evaluating the hydrologic characteristics of diverse watersheds 
indicate trends but are far from enough to define a general relation-
ship. 
Due to the facts that the Stanford Watershed Model develops 
hydrographs from recorded-hourly rainfall data, shorter interval data 
is not readily available, and the time of concentration for small 
drainage areas (1. 0 square mile) is generally less than an hour, 
the Stanford Watershed Model could not be used directly to determine 
the flood peaks from such small drainage areas. Instead, the 
indirect procedure based on a coaxial correlation relating flood peak 
to watershed surface characteristics derived by applying the Stanford 
Watershed Model to a number of watersheds as outlined by Miller 
(14) was utilized in calculating the mean annual (QB43) and 200-year 
flood peaks (QBOS) from a drainage area of one square mile. This 
method appeared to provide good results; however, some difficulty 
was encountered in evaluating the channel routing coefficient (C ) . 
r 
More research is needed to derive a general relationship for esti-
mating C (p. 64) from such channel properties as slope, size, r . 
hydraulic roughness, cross sectional shape, alignment circuity, 
af\d such watershed properties as shape and known flow paths. 
Also, more research is required to see what effect urban development 
and alternate degrees of channel improvement have upon Miller's 
procedure. 
A sensitivity test of flood control measures to climate and 
geographical location was made in this study by comparing the 
results of the Planning Program between the Pond Creek and Morrison 
Creek Watersheds. The only significant difference was in the hydro-
logic data. More measures can be justified in a humid climate 
because large floods occur more often. No particular measure was 
found to be better suited to a particular climate. 
Hopefully, the hydrologic data developed in this study will 
be helpful to those planning flood control measures in other areas 
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of the country. However, it must be emphasized that this data 
was developed for conditions peculiar to two specific watersheds. 
The effects of urbanization and channelization on flood peaks and 
volumes can be expected to vary significantly with watershed peculiar-
ities (such as the Pond Creek swamp) as well as more general climatic 
factors. 
Review of the methods and procedures followed in this report 
by public agencies and all others involved in flood control planning 
and hydrology is encouraged, and all suggestions will be appreciated. 
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APPENDIX. A 
INPUT DATA TO THE KENTUCKY WATERSHED MODEL 
FOR 
THE POND CREEK .WATERSHED FOR THE 1946 WATERYEAR 
WITH 
WATERSHED CONDITIONS OF U=.0.023, C"'Ool86, ANO AREA=64.83 SQ •. Ml. 
* CONTROL CARDS (BALANCE OF DATA VARIES WITH SPECIFIED OPTIONS! 
0 * OPTION 1. 1 IF 15-MINUTE STORM DETAILS ARE REQUESTED 
0 * OPTION 2, l IF INFILTRATION RATE IS TO BE ADJUSTED WITHIN PROGRAM 
l * OPTION 3, 1 IF EVAPORATION IS READ BY lO~DAY PERIODS 
I 
l * OPTION 4, l IF DAILY FLOW ERROR TAB.LE IS REQUESTED 
~ l * OPTION 5 • l If 20 TOP RAINFALLS ANO OVERLAND FLOWS ARE REQUESTED 
~o * OPTION 6, l IF DA[LY VALUES OF SOIL MOISTURE STORAGE ARE REQUESTED 
1 
0 * OPT ION 7, 1 IF SNOW IS TO BE INCLUDED IN ANALYSIS 
0 * OPTION 8, l IF INPUT IS FROM MORE THAN ONE RECORDING RAIN GAGE 
l * OPTION 9, l IF DAILY .RECORDED STREAM FLOWS ARE TO BE READ 
0 * OPTION 10, 1 IF HYOROGRAPHS ARE TO BE COMBINED FOR BASINS IN SEQUENCE 
0 * OPTION 11, 1 If DIVERSIONS ARE TO BE READ 
l * OPTION 12, 1 IF STREAM ROUTING IS TO BE DONE HOURLY 
0 * OPTION 13, 1 If LENGTH Of TIME-AREA-HISTOGRAM IS TO BE VARIED WITH FLOW 
* VELOCITY 
1 * OPTION 14, l IF RECORDED STREAMFLOWS ARE TO BE PRINTED 
6 * TIME-AREA ROUTING.ARRAY, HOURLY BASIS 
0.140 0.180 0.140 Ool60. 0.240 0.140 
150. * MINH• HOURLY FLOWS PRINTED OUT IF DAILY PEAK IS ABOVE MINH 
* WATERSHED PARAMETERS 
1.0. * Kl, LONG,,TERM RATlO OF AVERAGE RAINFALL -OVER 8ASIN TO AVERAGE 
64.83 
0.01 
0.001. 
* RAINFALL.AT,RECORDING GAGE 
· * AREA, WATERSHED .ORAi.NAG!; AREA, IN SQUARE. MILES 
* A, IMPERVIOUS FRACTION OF WATERSHED SURFACE 
* ETL, FRACTION OF THE. TOTALJ WATERSHED_ IN STREAM SURFACE 
* SOIL MOISTURE PARAMETERS . 
0.10 * EPXM, MAXIMUM -INTERCEPT ION! RATE FOR A ORY .WA.TERSHEO 
* .IN INCHES PER HOUR -
* ex, INDEX FOR ESTIMATING stllL ,SURFACE ,MOISTURE STORAGE CAPACITY 
.. 
\-
1.10 
1. 00 * EDF, INDEX FOR ESTIMATlNG SEASONAL VARlATION IN SOIL SURFACE MOISTURE 
* STORAGE CAPACITY 
30.0. 
o. 5 
I 0o0 
>--' o.o 
~0.80 
I 0o65 
0.95 
* LZSN, SOIL ,MOISTURE STORAGE INDEX IN INCHES 
* K3, SOIL EVAPORATlON PARAMETER 
* K24l, PARAMETER INDICATING ,GROUNDWATER FLOW LEAVING BASIN 
* K24EL, GROUNDWATER EVAPORATION· PARAMETER 
* EF, EVAPORATION-INFILTRATI,GN FACTOR 
* ca, INFlLTRATION INDEX ' 
* CY, I NTERFLOW I NOEX 
* OVERLAND FLOW PARAMETERS 
O. 02 * SS, AVERAGE GRWNO SLOPE WITHIN WAT.ERSHEO. 
1000. * .L, MEAN OVERLAND FLOW .PATH LENGTH IN FEET. 
0.25 * NN, MANNING'S N FOR OVERLAND FLOW ON SOIL SURFACE 
O. 015 * NNU, HANNI NG' S N. FOR OVERLAND FLOW ON IHPERV IOUS ,SURFACE 
0.62 * lRC, ·DAILY INTERFLOW RECESSION CONSTANT -
* -CHANNEL ROUTING. ANO GROUNDWAT.ER PARAMETERS 
0.955 * KSC, -STREANFLOW ROUTING PARAMEJER FOR CONTAINED FLOWS 
0.995 * KSF, STREAMFLOW ROUT ING PARAl!lfTEJl FOR FLOOD FLOWS 
600. * CHCAP, INDEX CAPACIT\' .. OF EXISTING CHANNEL- IN CFS 
0.25 * RFC, INDEX FOR -AO.JUSTING .STREAM VELOCIT.Y .WITH. FLOW RATE 
0.90 * KV24, DAILY BASE FLOW RECESSION AOJUS.TMENT FACTOR 
0.920 * KK24, OAll:.Y .BASE FLOW RECESSION CONSTANT, 
* STARTING MOISTURE STORAGE VALUES AS OF OCTOBER 1 
0.008 * SGW, CURRENT GROUNDWATER MOISTURE STORAGE IN INCHES 
O. 00 * UZS, CURRENT SOIL SURFACE MOISTURE STORAGE IN INCHES 
18.5 * LZS, CURRENT SOIL MOISTURE STORAGE IN INCHES 
0.04 * GWS, CURRENT VALUE OF GROUND.WATER SLOPE INDEX IN INCHES 
MAY 6, 1968 RUN l PONO CREEK WATERSHED PARAMETERS 1945-46 
* ABOVE CARO IS ALPHANUMERIC .INPUT TO ,T.ITLE COMPUTER RUN 
* ALL CARDS FROM HERE TO LAST HOURLY RAINFALL CARD SHOULD BE REPEATED FOR 
* EACH YEAR IN THE SAHE SEQUENCE AS FOLLOWS 
* NEW YEAR CARO, WATER YEAR, RECORDED STREAM FLOW IN ACRE-FEET 
45 46 41451 
..... 
w 
00 ,. PONO CREEK WAT ERSHEO IN LOUISVILLE,. KENTUCKY ABOVE CARO IS ALPHANUMERIC INPUT TO LOCATE THE STREAM GAGE AVERAGE DAILY EVAPORATION VALUES OVER 10-0AY PERIODS 
ol340 01206 00956 .0795 o0648·o0459 .0366 00320 00316 
.0323 .0333 .0396 .0508 .0609 .ou10 .0891 .1013 oll44 
.1446 .1861 .2164 .2342 .2431 .24'i4 .• 2630 .2706 .2728 .2836 
.2848 .2859 .2669 .2616 .2523 .2323 .2134 .1768 .1578 
* AVG EVAP 
* AVG EVAP 
* AVG EVAP 
• AVG EVAP 
FALL 
WI.NTR 
SPRNG 
SUMMR 
* AVERAGE MONTHLY ,PAN. COEFFICIENTS FOR PERIOD OF THIS RUN 
0.90 1.00 0.80 o.5o o.30. 0.20 0.30 o.55 0.10 o.75 0.80 o.85 
* AVERAGE RECORDED STREAMFLOW VALUES DURING DAY JN CFS 
7.3 35.0 5. 0 · lo 2 o.8 0.1 o.s 0.4 o.s 0.4 *10CT45 
0 .4. 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.5 o. 5 o.s o. 8 0.6 *20CT45 
o. 5 0.6 4.4 0.9 0.6 o.a o.8 0.4 0.3 0.5 *30CT45 
0.5 *40CT't5 
0.6 8.o. 1.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 o. 5 · 0.6 4.0 6.9 *1NOV45 
6.1 3.·3 13.0, 6.6 3.3 1.8 1.5 1.8 26.0 15.0 *2NOV45 
28.0. 36.0 u.o 6.4 4. 8 3.5 10. 0 13.0 9.7 7.5 *3NOV45 
6.1 4.8 4~3 3.8 3.3 2.9 2.5 2.3 2.0 1. 1 •1DEC45 
1.4 1.2 1.3 2. 3 1.1. 1.0 0.1 o.8 1.0. 1.0 *2DEC45 
'"' 
1. l 1.1 0.0 4.7 475.0 110.0 36.0 44.0 47.0 41.0 *3DEC45 
33.0 *40EC45 
22.0 14.0 15.0 16.0 18.0 18.0 45. 0 238.0 463. 0 138. 0 *1JAN46 
138. 0 229.0 89. 0 55.0 45 .o. 32.0 24.0 20.0 19.0 18.0 *2JAN46 
138 .o 69.0 42.0 31.0 31. 0 25. 0 24. 0 16. 0 13.0 28.0 *3JAN46 
55.0 *4JAN46 
32. 0 22.0 18. 0 61.0 490.0 1650.0 912.0 298.0 182 .o 131 .o *lFEB46 
92.0 92.0 1100.0 1420.0 538. 0 213. 0 138. 0 90.0 253.0 298.0 *2FE846 
128.0 96.0 71.0 56.0. 46.0. 45.0 81. 0 52.0 *3FEB46 
41.0 41. 0 35. 0 30.0 26.0 38.0 316.0 128.0 74.0 49.0 *1MAR46 
40.0 36.0 32.0 55.0 148.0 76.0 114.0 229.0 792.0 237.0 *2MAR46 
110.0 74.0 62.0 152.0 77.0 1030.0 977.0 308.0 156.0 110.0 *3MAR46 
73.0 *4MAR46 
58.0 48.0 40.0 34.0 30.0 21.0 25. 0 34.0 28. 0 22. 0 *1APR46 
I 
31. 0 41. 0 24.0 20.0 40.0 128.0 47.0 32.0 22.0 16.0 *2APR46 
,_, 13.0 11.0 10.0 12.0 15. 0 13.0 10. 0 0.2 10.0 16.0 *3APR46 
'-"17.0 20.0 35.0 75 .o 45.0 23.0 16.0 13.0 11.0 10. 0 *1MAY46 w 11. 0 12. 0 35.0 250.0 120 .o 35.0 *2MAY46 I l 4o O 13.0 120.0 65.0 
24.0 16.0 12.0 26.0 70. 0 so. 0 45 .• 0 27.0 18. 0 13.0 *3MAY46 
11.0 *4MAY46 
70.0 110.0 45.0 27.0 12. 0 10.0 7.8 6 .9 4.8 3.3 *1JUN46 
3.0 2.s 186.0 96.0 24.0 15.0 11. 0 8.9 35.0 76.0 *2JUN46 
21.0 12.0 7.8 6.0 5.1 4.2 12.0 8.2 4.2 1.2. 0 *3JUN46 
6.4 2.s 2. 0 1. 4 2.3 3.6 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.1 *1JUL46 
1.9 4.1 1.1 O.b o.5 4.0 2.5 0.9 o. 7 a. 1 *2JUL46 
13. 0 22. 0 6.6 2.4 1.6 lob 0.1 0.4 o.s 0.7 *3JUL46 
2.4 *4JUL46 
1.4 5.6 3.6 0. 7 0.4 17.0 11. 0 3.0 lo J ' 0.6 *1AUG46 
0.3 o. 3 0.6 0.7 92.0 39.0 12.0 10.0 0.2 4.2 *2AUG46 
2.4 1.6 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.6 o. 7 0.5 0.6 006 *3AUG46 
0.4 *4AUG46 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0 .1 0.3 1.4 *1SEP46 
2.0 3.6 4.5 3.9 3.6 2.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 , o. 8 *2SEP46 
1.1 1.1 6.9. 3.6 2.4 2.6 2.0. 2.0 0.9 3.6 *3SEP46 1 
' 
0 * NO STORAGE-GAGE RAINFALL ,WAS USED FOR POND .CREEK RUNS \ 
* HOURLY RA[NFALL TOTALS FROM' RECORDING GAGE 
* ST=NUMBER ASS[GNEO RECORDING GAGE BY UoSo WEATHER BUREAU 
* YR=YEAR 
* MO=MONTH 
* DY=OAY * CN=l FOR A.M., =2 FOR P.M. 
* ST YR MO DY CN HOURLY RAINFALL TOTALS [N CHRONOLOGICAL,ORDER 
4954 45 10 01 l o.oo o.oo ,o.oo o.oo ,0.00 0.04 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.03 
4954 ,45 10 01 2 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.87 Oo4l 0,03 0.00 0.01 
4954 45 10 05 1 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 45 10 08 l o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.02 
4954 45 10 08 2 0.02 o.oo OoOO o.oo OoOO o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 45 10 21 2 OoOO O.OO O.OO G.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 O.OO O.OO 
4954 45 10 22 2 0.-00 o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.os o.o4 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.08 0.08 
4954 45 10 23 l 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.14 0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 45 11 02 1 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.21 0.40 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0~00 o.oo o.oo 
14954 45 11 ,03 1 o.oo 0.01 o.,oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
;.::4954 45 11 09 l 0.00 0.01 0.0.3 0.14 0.06 Ool2 0.08 0.04 0.04 Oo06 0.03 O.Ol 
04954 45 11 09 2 o.oo o.o,o o.oo ,0.00 o.oo o.o,o o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.03 
, 4954 45 11 10 1 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.02 o.o5 0.01 0.02 0.02 o.08 0.01 0.02 
4954 45 11 10 2 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 45 11 11 l o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.06 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 45 ll 13 l o.oo o.oo 0.04 0.24 0.18 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo 
4954 45 11 13 2 0.02 0.02 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 45 11 17 l o.oo o.oo 0.05 0.02 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 45 11 17 2 o.oo o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo o.oo 0.06 o.oo OaOO o.oo o.oo 
4954 45 11 19 l 0.00 OoOO OoOO Oo07 Oolb Oo46 Oo40 Ool8 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 
4954 45 11 21 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.09 0.17 Oo05 0.08 0.03 o.oo 0.00 
4954 45 11 21 2 o.oo o.oo 0.04 0.05 0.03 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 45 11 23 1 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo ,0.01 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 45 11 21 1 o.oo o.oo o.oo v .. 01 0.13 0.03 0.,08 0.02 0.02 o.oo o.oo o~o 
4954 45 11 27 2 o.oo o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 
4954 45 11 28 1 o.oo o.,oo ,0.,03 0.02 0.01 0.01 o.oo o.oo ,0.00 o.oo o.oo o .. oo 
49.54 45 11 28 2 0.01 OoOl O.Ol 0.00 0.00 0.00 O. O,O· O. 00 o. 00 O. 00 O. 00 OoOO 
4954 45 12 03 2 0.00 O.O,O ,Q.00 O.O,O o.oo OoOO OoO,O 0.00 0.01 0.03 lhOO OoOO 
,; 
4954 45 12 13 1 o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0 •. 05 o.o3 0.02 0.01 0.02 0 •. 01 
4954 45 12 13 2 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo 
4954 45 12 18 1 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.01 o.oo 
4954 45 12 18 2 o.oo 0.00.0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 
4954 45 12 19 l o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 
4954 45 12 23 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 
4954 45 12 24 l 0.03 0.06 0.10.0.07 0.08 0.06 0.14 0.18 0.12 0.00 0.()0 o.oo 
4954 45 12 24 2 o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.18 0.14 
4954 45 12 25 l 0.30 0.01 0.02 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 
4954 45 12 27 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
4954 45 12 30 2 0.01 0.02 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo 
4954 45 12 31 2 o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 
4954 46 01 03 l o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo 0.01 
4954 46 01 05 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.Ol 0.00 O.OO 0.00 0.00 O.OO 0.00 0.00 OoOO 
4954 46 01 06 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.08 
4954 46 01 07 1 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 01 08 l O.OO 0.00 OoOl 0.02 0.02 Oo02 0.02 0 •. 02 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.12 
I 4954 46 01 08 2 0.02 0o04 0o08 0ol2 0o09 0o03 0o00 0o00 0o00 0o00 0o00 0.00 
~4954 46 01 09 1 0.03 0.07 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
~4954 46 01 11 l o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.03 0.06 0.06 
I 4954 46 01 11 2 Oo 08 Oo 15 0.03 Oo02 OoOl OoOO OoOO OoOO OoOO O oOO OoOO OoOO 
4954 46 01 20 2 0.01 0.02 0.02 o.o5 o.o4 0.06 0.02 0.03 o.04 0.03 0.02 o.o5 
4954 46 01 21 l 0.09 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 01 24 l o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 0.02 0.01 
4954 46 01 29 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 01 30 1 o.oo 0.02 0.01 o.o9 0.01 0.03 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 02 04 l o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 
4954 46 02 o4 2 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 o.oa 0.11 0.04 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 
4954 46 02 05 l o.oo 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 o.oo 0.02 0.03 o.oo o.oo 
4954 .46 02 05 2 o.oo 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.01 Oo04 0.02 0.28 0.22 0.25 0.17 0.29 
4954 46 02 06 1 0.11 o.1a 0.18 0.00 o.o4 0.03 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 02 08 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00.0.01 o.oo 0.01 
4954 46 02 09 1 o.oo o.oo 0.08 0.03 0.00.0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 02 10 1 .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.o4 0.08 0.04 o.oa 
4954 46 02 10 2 0.02 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 02 13 1 0.03 0.09 0.11 0.10 o.o9 .0.11 0.11 0.14 0.31 o.34 0.03 o.oo 
4954 46 02 13 2 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.22 0.08 o.oo o.oo 0.02 o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 02 14 1 o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4~54 46 02 14 2 o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00.0.01 o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 02 19 1 o.oo 0.02 o. os 0.10 0.10 0.04 o. 04 o. 02 o. 10 0.04 0.01 o.o.6 
4954 46 02 26 2 o.oo O.OO 0.06 0.00.0.00.0.01 0.17 0.13 0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.00 
4954 46 03 02 l o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 03 02 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.-00 0.01 0.03 
4954 46 03 06 2 0.02 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.13 0.15 o.oo 0.04 
4954 46 03 07 l o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 03 14 1 o.oo o.oo 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.05 0 •. 06 0.02 0.01 0.02 o.oo 0.01 
4954 46 03 14 2 o.oo o.oo 0.13 0.01 0.02 0.14 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 03 17 1 0.12 0.35 0.03 o.oo 0.05 0 •. 01 0.02 0.01 o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo 
4954 46 03 17 2 o.o.o o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.04 o.oo .0.08 0.08 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 03 18 1 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 03 18 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.02 0.20 0.26 0.20 0.09 o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 03 23 1 o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.04 0.03 0.02 o.oo o.oo .o.oo 
4954 46 03 23 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.13 0.02 o.oo 
4954 46 03 25 l o.oo o.o.o 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o •. oo 
.,,.4954 46 03 26 1 0.01 o.os 0.02 o.oa 0.20 0.12 0.26 o.37 0.21 0.10 o.oo o.oo 
N ,4954 46 03 28 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 03 29 l 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 03 29 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo 0.02 0.01 0.02 
•954 46 04 .06 1 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.01 o.oo o.oo ~.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 04 07 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.02 0.01 o.oo 0.01 0.14 
4954 46 04 08 l 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o .. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 04 08 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 04 11 l o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.05 0.16 0.09 
4954 46 04 11 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 04 15 l o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.02 o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.06 
4954 46 04 15 2 0.03 0.09 0.08 0.16 0.06 0.04 o.oo o.oo .0.0-0 o.oo o.oo .o.oo 
4954 46 04241 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.01 o.oo 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 
4954 46 04 24 2 0.05 0.01 o.oo 0.04 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4<154 46 04 28 2 o.oo o.oo -0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.06 0.14 
4954 46 04 29 1 0.01 0.25 0.03 0.01 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.04 .0.04 0.02 o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 04 30 1 o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo .0.10 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.03 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
495" 46 05 01 1 o.oo o.oo o •. oo o •. oo 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 05 01 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.o.o o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.01 
4954 46 05 02 1 0.01 o.oo .0 •. 03 o.oa 0.04 0.06 0 .. 01 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 05 o3 1 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo ~.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.06 0.01 
4954 46 05 03 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o •. oo 0.09 0.01 0.03 o.oo 0.01 0.03 o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 05 04 1 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo o •. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 05 10 2 0.04 0.09 0.01 0.15 o.oo o.oo o.oo ·0.01 o.oo 0.05 o.oo 0 •. 01 
4954 46 05 11 l o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 05 13 2 o.oo o.oo.o~oo.o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o .. oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 05 14 1 0.24 0.03 o.oo 0.00.0.00 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 05 14 2 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 05 15 l o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo. 
4954 .46 05 15 2 o.oo .o •. oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.06 0.41 0.04 0.03 · 
4954 46 05 16 1 0.02 o.oo o.os 0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.02 0.14 0.09 
4954 46 05 16 2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.14 0.03 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.04 o.oo o.oo 0.01. 
4954 46 05 17 l .o •. oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo . 
. 4954 46 05 11 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.29 o.oo 0.04 o.oo 
4954 46 05 20 l o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.20 
4954 46 05 20 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.02 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
1 4954 46 05 23 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.24 0.05 0.02 0.02 o.oo o.oo 
;4954 46 05 24 1 o.oo 0.12 0.01 o.oo 0.01 0.01 o.oo 0.03 0.11 o.oo o.oo o.oo. 
"'4954 46 05 24 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o •. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo 
1 4954 46 05 25 2 0.00.0.00 o.oo 0.00.0.02 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 05 26 1 o.1s o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 05 27 l 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 o.oo o.oo Oo04 0.01 O.OO o.oo 0.01 0.02 
4954 46 05 27 2 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
495~ 46 05 31 2 o.oo o.oo 0.02 0.06 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 oo 01 1 0.02 0.02 0.02 o.oo 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 
4954 46 06 01 2 o.oo 0.02 o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.o.o o.oo o.oo 0.11 0.01 0.03 0.01. 
4954 46 06 02 l 0.01 0.05 0.05 o.oo 0 •. 01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 06 13 1 o.oo 0.00,0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.47 1.01 o.3o o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 06 13 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.11 o.oo 0.00.0.00 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 06 15 2 0.-00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.03 0.04 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 06 16 l 0.04 0.01 .o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 06 19 1 o.oo o •. oo .o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo 0.13 
4954 46 06 19 2 0.14 0.28 0.01.0.00 0.60 0.74 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
· - 4954 46 06 20 2 0.06 o .. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo· o.oo. 
4954 46 06 30 l 0.00.0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.05 
4954 46 06 30 2 0.15 0.01 .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 07 05 1 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo o •. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .0.10 
4954 46 07 05 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 07 06 l 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo. 
4954 46 07 07 2 o.oo 0.00.0.02 o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 07 11 2 o.oo 0.00.0.19 0.17 0.01 o.oo o.oo .o.oo .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 07 15 2 o.oo 0.00.0.00 0.14 0.02 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 07 20 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.61 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo. 
4954 46 01 21 1 0.01 o •. oo o.oo 0.02 0.02 o.o.o o.oo 0.03 0.09 0.51 0.31 o.o5 
4954 46 07 21 2 0.11 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 07 22 2 o.oo 0.19 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo. 
4954 46 07 25 1 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.10 0.07 
4954 46 07 29 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0~00 o.oo o.oo 0.25 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 08 02 2 o.oo 0.08 o.oo o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 08 03 2 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01 .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo. 
1 4954 .46 08 05 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.81 0.12 0.02 o.oo 
:;;'.4954 46 08 06 1 0.01 0.02 0 •. 06 .o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo. 
~4954 46 08 06 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.04 o.oo o.oo 0.09 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
'4954 46 08 15 1 o.oo 0.03 0.01 0.08 o.65 o.36 0.21 o.33 0.11 o.34 0.02 0.02 
4954 46 08 15 2 o.oo 0 •. 01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo .o.oo 0.01 0.19 0.10. 
4954 46 08 16 l 0.01 0.01 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 08 17 l o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .o.oo 0.04 0.03 o.oo 
4954 46 08 17 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.23 0.01 0.01 0.01 o.oo o.oo. 
4954 46 08 22 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.02 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 09 09 l o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00.0.00 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.11 
4954 46 09 09 2 0.04 o.oo 0.01 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 09 10 2 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.02 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 09 22 1 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.12 0.06 0.09 
4954 46 09 22 2 0.04 0.09 o.oo 0.01 .o.oo 0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 09 23 l 0.00 O.OO 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.12 0.13 Ool9 0.03 0.00 0.00 
4954 46 09 24 l o.oo 0.03 o.oo o.oo -0.00.0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 46 09 29 1 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.o.o o.oo o.oo o.oo o •. oo 0.06 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4954 98 09 30 l 
* 98 IN LAST CARD NOTIFIES PROGRAM THAT IT HAS COME TO THE END OF THE HOURLY * RECORDED RAINFALL FOR THAT .YEAR 
t 
APPENDIX 13 
DERIVED HYDROLOGIC c•TA 
FCR 
FCND CREEK LOUIS\ILLE, KENTUCKY 
e FLOOD PEAK HYDROLOGY 
160. 
597. 
* Q843 - MEAN ANNUAL FLCCC FE•K FROM CNE SQUARE MILE 
* Q805 - 200-YEAR FLOOD PEAK FROM ONE SQUARE MILE 
* Q43(1 - RELATIONSHIP AMONG URBANIZATION, CHANNELIZATION, AND MEAN 
• ANNUAL FLOOD PEAk FROM ONE SQU,RE MILE, EXPRESSED AS 
* MULTIPLES CF THE PEAK WITH U=CeC AND C=O.O 
•c.oo 0.10 0.20 c.30 c.40 o.5c c.6c 0.10 o.ec c.90 1.cc = u 
1.cco 1.ccs 1.c29 1.ctB 1.1oe 1.1s~ 1.196 1.23t 
1.156 1.179 1.304 1~337 1.367 1.403 1.434 l.460 
1,491 1.544 l.57B 1.614 1.655 1.703 1.75C 10789 
1.978 2.029 2.069 2.113 2.153 2.195 2.237 2.21t 
2.496 2.507 2.545 2.5£1 2.606 20617 2.731 2.791 
2.990 3eC2l 3.063 3.(99 3e124 3.152 3.21E 3.3CG 
3.262 3.353 30444 3.53l 3.621 3.116 3.81( 3.901 
3~~29 2.518 3.52C 3.62€ 3.735 3c84~ 3.955 4.073 
3.533 3.560 3e5g~ 3.122 ~.€44 3~s1c 4.110 4.241 
3.see 3.602 3.672 3.815 3.952 4.109 4.Z6E 4.420 
3.621 3.644 3.l4E 3.907 4.075 4.2~C 4.426 4.593 
1. 216 
1. 489 
1.838 
2. 324 
1.320 1.365 *C=.O 
1.4.94 1.499 •c=. 1 
1.848 
2. 361 
2.656 2.927 
3.442 3.531 
~. SS l 
4.164 
~.378 
4.571 
4.765 
4c- C-53 
4.289 
4.525 
4.761 
4.936 
1.85E 
2.384 
::.cot 
3.620 
4.131 
4.414 
4.705 
4.912 
s.112 
*C=.2 
*C=.3 
*C=.4 
*C-=.5 
*C=.6 
•c=.1 
*C=.8 
*C=. '9 
*C=l. 
* CC5(} - RELt,T!CNSHif AMONG URBMdZATICN, CHlNNELIZATION, ANO 200-
* YEAR FLCCO PEAK FRCM ONE SCUARE Milt, EXPRESSED AS 
• ~ULTIFLES CF THE PEtK kll~ U=C.O AND C=C.C 
•c.oo 0.10 c.20 c.3C c.4c c.sc c.tc c.10 o.eo 0.90 1.00 = u 
1.000 1.004 1.013 1.029 
1.059 1.143 1.154 1.165 
1.308 1.441 1.455 1.47( 
1.614 1.739 1.757 1.775 
1.s19 2.031 2.css 2.cs1 
2.221 2.336 2.361 2.386 
2.533 2.634 ;.663 2.kS2 
2.835 i.932 2.965 2.997 
3.146 3.230 3.267 3.302 
3.455 3e528 3.56E 3.tCE 
3.757 3.827 3.870 3.913 
1.01;.5 
1. 177 
1.4 €6 
1.795 
.;:. 103 
2.4.12 
2. 721 
1.062 
1 .. 190 
1.5c2 
1.81'< 
2. 126 
2.438 
2.750 
loC79 
l.2C4 
1.51,; 
1.834 
2. 14<; 
2.464 
2.77<; 
l.C96 1.113 1.130 1.147 •C=.C 
1.213 1.227 1.230 1.245 *C=•l 
1.532 1.54€ 
1.851 1.870 
2el69 
2. 488 
2.807 
3.030 3.Ct2 3.094 3.126 
2.192 
2. 513 
2.834 
3. 156 
3.478 
3.799 
4.120 
1.556 1.578 *C=.2 
1.s82 1.910 •c=.3 
2.208 2.242 *C=.4 
2.534 Z.575 *C=.5 
2.s61 2.901 •c=.6 
3.187 3.240 *C=.7 
3.513 3.512 *C=.E 
3.839 3.904 *C=.9 
4.165 4.231 *C=l• 
3.338 3.374 
3oc47 3.686 
3.956 3.99E 
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3o4D<i 
3. 724 
4.(3<; 
3.444 
3.763 
4. 081 
* AFC TRI I - RATICS Cif CSM FGR FLCiCO PEAl<S FROM STATED ORAINAOE AREA 
* TC CSM FOR FLCOC PEAKS FROI CNE S(;.11,lo FOR Tl.JC FLCOD 
* FRE(;UE/ICIES 
* DRAINAGE AREA IN 51;.MI. 
1.0 2.c 3.o s.c 1.c 10.0 30.0 40.0 60.c 80.c 1cc.o 
* MEAN ANNUAL FLCOO 
1.000 0.531 c.375 C.256 o.zoo 0.169 C.141 C.134 c.125 c.112 c.106 
* 2CO-YEAR FLOOD 
1.occ c.s11 c.335 c.2c1 0.1:s 0.124 c.c95 c.o9c o.C64 0.019 c.c74 
* FLOCiC VOLLME hYCRCLCGY 
21.4 * V843 - SFD IN MEAN ANNUAL HYDROGRAPH FROM ONE SQ. MILE 
64.1 * VB05 - SFO IN 200-IEAR HYORCGRAPh FROM ONE SQ. MILE 
* 1/43( I - RELAllONShlP AMONG URBA/llZAllCN, CHANNELIZATION, ANO MEAN 
* ANNUAL FLOOD VOLUME FROM ONE SQUARE MILE, EXPRESSED AS 
* MULTIPLE! OF THE VCLLME ~ITh U=O.O ANC C=O.O 
*C.co 0.10 c.20 c.30 0.40 o.so c.6c c.1c c.80 c.90 1.cc = u 
1.oco 1.022 l.O=C 1.C77 J.1C5 1.146 1.174 1.202 1.243 1.211 1.307 *C=.O 
1.160 1.198 l.235 1.272 1.309 1.347 10384 1.421 1.45€ 1.496 1.533 *C•.l 
1.264 1.321 1.37( 1.413 l.45t lo4SS 1.541 1.584 1.627 lo667 1.713 *C=.2 
l.409 1.453 l.497 1. 541 1.586 l.t30 1.674 1. 718 1. 762 lo 807 l. 851 *C=.3 
1.506 1.551 l.!Sl J.642 1.686 1.733 1.779 1.824 1.870 1.916 1.961 *C•o4 
1.588 lo63E 1.688 lo738 1.787 loE37 10887 1.936 1.986 2.036 2.086 *C=.5 
1.657 1.710 1.762 1.615 1.867 lo920 1.972 2.02! 2.C17 20130 2.182 *C=.6 
10713 1.766 lo62C lof74 1.928 1.982 2.036 2.090 2.144 2.198 2.251 *C•.7 
1.154 1.eo8 1.e62 1.s16 1.s1c 2.023 2.011 2.131 2.185 2.239 2.293 *C=.a 
1.189 1.841 1.895 lo948 2.001 20054 20106 2.160 2.214 2.266 2.320 *C=.9 
1.196 1.892 loS61 2.(16 2.072 2.113 2.155 2.196 2.238 2.293 2.346 *C=l. 
* VC51J - RELATIC~SHIF AMCNG URSA~IZATIGN, CHANNELIZATION, AND 200-
* YEAR FLCCD VOLUME FRCM CNE SQUARE MILE, EXPRESSED AS 
* l'ULTIPLES CF THE VOLUME !<Ill" l=C.O AND C=DoO 
*C.oo 0.10 c.2c c.!c o.4c o.sc o.tc o.1c o.ao 0.90 1.00 = u 
loOOO l.C07 1.014 1.021 1.028 1.035 1.042 1.C49 1.056 1.063 1.07C *C=.C 
1.167 1.182 1.196 1.211 1.225 l.24C 1.254 1.268 1.283 1.297 1.312 *C=.l 
lo:67 lo386 1.406 lo425 lo444 lo46: lo4E2 lo501 1.520 lo ~39 1.558 *C•.2 
1.563 1.563 1.604 lo624 1.645 1.665 1.686 1.706 1.726 1.747 1.767 *C•.3 
1.121 1.140 1.76C 1.180 1.800 1.e19 I.638 1.856 1.677 1.e91 t.916 *C•.4 
l.E32 1.852 1.871 1.690 1.909 1.92€ 1.947 1.966 1.965 2.004 2.023 *C=.5 
1.9c7 1.926 1.944 1.s63 1.961 2.000 2.019 2.031 2.os6 2.014 2.093 •c-.6 
1.953 1.972 lo991 2.0C9 2.026 2.046 2e065 2.C84 2.102 2.121 2.140 *C•o7 
1.986 20004 20022 2.040 2o05S 2.017 2.095 2.113 2.131 2.149 2.161 *C=.8 
2.009 2.C26 2.C44 2.Cfl 2.078 2.095 2.112 2.130 2.147 2.164 2.181 *C=.9 
2.023 2.04( 2oC56 2.012 2.088 2.105 2.121 2.137 2.153 2.170 2ol86 *C•l. 
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.. 
* AFCTRV(J - RATIOS OF CSH FOR Fl.000 VOUJMES FROH STATED DRAINAGE 
* AREA TO CSK. FOR fl.ODO VOLUMES FROH ONE SQ. Ml• FOR TWO 
* FLOOD FMEQUENCIES 
* DRAINAGE AREA IN SQUARE IUl.ES * 1.0 2.0 3.o 5.o 1.0 10.0 30.0 40.o oo.o so.a 100.0 
* HEAN ANNUAl. FLOOD 
1.000 o.944 o.s92 o.841 o.808 o.776 o.617 o.s1s o.s2s o.s19 0.495 
* 2oo~YEAR FLOOD 
1.000 0.921 o.881 o.s21 0.191 0.152 o.627 0.593 o.540 0.504 o.463 
* Fl.ODD PEAK TllUNG DAIA 
9e0 * TP8 - HOURS TO PEAK FOR HYDROGRAPH FROM ONE SQUARE MILE 
* TPO 
* 
* 
- RELAIUlNStUP BEliiEEN TIME TO PEAK ANO CHANNELIZATION 
EXPRESSED AS HUl.TIPLES OF TJME TO PEAK WITHOUT 
CHANNEl.ILATION 
* C = 0 .. ,000 
1.000 
0.100 0.2,00 0.300 0.400 0.500 o.t.oo 0.1.00 0.800 0.900 1.000 
o.s92 0.1.ao o.682 o.587 o.s21 o.soo o.soo o.soo o.soo 0.500 
* AFCTRT(j - RELA-TIONSHIP BETWEEN DRAINAGE AREA ANO TIME TO PEAK 
* DRAINAGE AREA IN SQUARE ~ILES 
* 1.0 2.0 3.0 s.o 1.0 10.0 30.0 40.o 60.0 so.a 100.0 
* T IJtE TO PEAK RAT 10 
1.000 1.033 1 .. 083 1.144 1.194 1.250 l.578 1.122 2.033 2.325 2.415 
* FLOOD HYOROGRAPH SHAPE DATA 
* HYOBAS(! - FIVE BASIC HYDROGRAPH SHAPES -
* FRACTIONS OF FLOW AT PEAK 
* StiARPER SnARP AVER.AGE FLAT fl.ATTER 
0.002 0.008 0.024 o.26s -0.013 
0.004 0.010 o.os4 o.so3 o.926 
-0.412 o.488 o.470 0.111 o.994 
1.000 .1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0 .. 102 o.816 o.a92 o.934 o.99o 
o.466 o .. 567 o.654 o.787 o.986 
o. 312 o.390 o. 515 o. 642 o. 970 
o.2oa o.267 0.411 o.552 0.951 
o. l'tl 0.188 0.31 o o.445 0.921 
0.096 0.135 0.240 o.3o7 0.902 
0.061 0.101 0.194 0.313 o.874 
o.048 o.01a 0.163 0.214 o.s4't 
o.o.35 o.064 0.149 o.246 o.a13 
0.026 o.oss o •. 142 0.224 o.1s1 
0.021 o.048 0.133 0.201 0.150 
0.011 0.043 0.12, 0.193 0.118 
o. 012 0.041 0.118 .o.1a1 o.cs6 
o.ooa 0.039 0.112 0.111 o.654 
0.006 0.031 o.L06 0.102 o.t.24 
0.004 o.036 0.101 0.153 o.s94 
o.1so 0.221 0.291 0.420 o.830 
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ALL FLOWS EXPRESSED AS 
* lTPW/4 
* 2TPW/4 
* 3TPW/4 
* PEAK 
* 5TPW/4 
* 6TPW/4 
* 7TPW/4 
* 8TPlo/4 
* 9TPW/4 
*10TPWJ'4 
*llTPW/4 
*l2TPW/4 
*13TPW/4 
*14TPM/4 
*15TPW/4 
· *l6TPW/4 
*l7TPW/4 
*18TPtlf/4 
*19TPMJ'4 
*20TPW/4 
*AVG/PEAK 
APPENDIX C 
DERIVED HYOROLOGIC OATA 
FOR 
MORRISON CREEK SACRAH~TO, CALIFORNIA 
* FLOOD PEAK HYDROLOGY 
24.8 
110.5 
* Q843 NfAN ANNUAL FLOOD PEAK FROM ONE SQUARE MILE 
* QB05 - 200-YEAR FLDOO PEAK FRON ONE SQUARE MILE 
* Q43tl - RELATIONSHIP AMONG URBANIZATION, CHANNELIZATION, ANO HEAN 
* ANNUAL fLOOO PEAK FROM ONE SQUARE MILE, EXPRESSED AS 
* MULTIPLES Of THE PEAK Wl TH U=O• 0 AND C=O. 0 
•o.oo 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 o.so 0.60 0.10 0.80 0.90 1.00 = u 
1.00 
1. 04 
1.12 
1.11 
1.21 
1.25 
1.34 
1.40 
l.47 
1. 55 
l.65 
1.12 
1.11 
1.24 
1.30 
1.36 
lo42 
1.49 
l.57 
lo65 
1. 77 
1.88 
1.26 
1.30 
1.37 
lo44 
1.50 
l.58 
l.66 
1. 75 
1.ao 
1. 96 
1.98 
lo36 
1.43-
1. so 
1.57 
lob5 
1. 74 
1.82 
1.92 
2.03 
2.19 
2.38 
1.49 
l.56 
1.64 
1.12 
1.79 
1.88 
J..98 
2.12 
2.26 
2.43 
2.63 
1.61 
1.68 
1. 77 
1.84 
le93 
2.02 
2.16 
2.29 
2.46 
2.63 
2.83 
1. 74 
1.82 
1. 90 
1.98 
2.09 
2.20 
2.3.3 
2.so 
2.65 
2.86 
3.11 
1.87 
l.95 
2.03 
2.13 
2.24 
2.37 
2.53 
2.69 
2.88 
3.10 
3.39 
1.98 
2.0.8 
2.11 
2.21 
2.40 
2.54 
2.69 
2.88 
3.06 
3.31 
3.68 
2.13 
2.22 
2.31 
2.44 
2.57 
2. 71 
2.88 
3o06 
3. 26 
3.54 
4.05 
2.29 
2.38 
2.49 
2.60 
2.73 
2.86 
3.02 
3.24 
3.44 
3.79 
4.45 
*C=.O 
*C=.l 
*C=.2 
*C=o.3 -
*C=.4 
*C=o5 
*C=.6 
*C=o7 
*C=.8 
*C=.9 
*C=l. 
* Q05(l - RELATIONSHIP AMONG URBANIZATION, CHANNELIZATION, ANO 200-
* YEAR FLOOD PEAK FR01'1 ONE SQUARE MILE, EXPRESSED AS 
* MULTIPLES OF THE PEAK WITH U=O.O ANO C=o.o 
*D.00 OelO 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 Oo70 0.80 0.90 1.00 = U 
1.00 
1.02 
1. 05 
1.os 
1.11 
1.16 
1.21 
1.26 
1.35 
1.46 
lo83 -
1.06 
1.01 
1.09 
1.11 
1.15 
1.20 
1.24 
lo31 
1.39 
J..51 
l.89 
1.10 
1.12 
1.13 
lol6 
lo 19. 
1.23 
1.29 
1.35 
lo-43 
1.59 
l.98 
lol6 
1.11 
1.19 
1.21 
l.24 
- 1.29 
1 • .33 
1.39 
J..49 
1.68 
2.09 
1.21 
1.22 
1.23 
J.. 26 
1.29 
J..33 
1.37 
1.44 
1.53 
-1.79 
2.11 
1.21 1.33 
1.21 1.33 
1.29 1.34 
lo3l lo.36 
1.33 1.39 
1.37 1.44 
1.43 l.49 
lo49 lo 57 
l.60 1.12 
1. 89 1. 97 
2.20 2.34 
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l.37 
l.38 
1.40 
1.41 
lo-45 
1.51 
lo58 
1.69 
l.79 
-2. 06 
2.43 
lo44 
1.44 
- 1.46 
1.49 
1.54 
1.62 
1. 71 
1. 81 
1.94 
2.12 
2.51 
l.51 
1.s2 
1.56 
lo6l 
l.66 
1.12 
1.80 
1. 89 
2.00 
2.19 
2.65 
1.59 
l.63 
1.67 
1. 71 
1. 75 
1.80 
1.86 
1. 94 
2.10 
2.29 
2. 77 
*C=.O 
*C=.l 
*C=.2 
*C=.3 
*C=.4 
*C=.5 
*C=.6. 
*C=. 7 
*C=.8 
*C=.9 
*C=l. 
' 
* AFCTR(j - RAT105 Of CSH FOR flOOO PEAKS FROM STATED DRAINAGE AREA 
* TO CSN FOR FLOOD PEAKS FROM ONE SQ.Ml. FOR TWO FlOOO 
* FREQUENCIES 
* DRAINAGE Ali.EA IN SQ.Ml. 
1.0 3.0 5.0 1.0 21.0 30.0 35.o 40.0 so.a 60.o 1s.o 
* KEAN ANNUA!. flOOD 
1.000 0.112 o.1D5 o.685 o.649 o.630 o.593 o.568 o.549 o.543 o.s40 
* 200-lfEAR FLOOD 
1.000 o.796 0.121 0.087 o.568 o.549 o.517 o.495 o.478 o.473 o.471 
* FLOOD \IOLiJME HVOAHllOGY 
12.3 * 11843 - SFD IN MEAN ANNUAL HYDROGRAPH FROM ONE SQ. MilE 
50.5 * 11805 - SFD IN 2oo~YEAR HlfOROGRAPH FROM ONE SQ. ~ILE 
* 1143( J - RELATIOIIISHlP AMONG URBANIZATION~ CliANNEllZAIION, AHO MEAN 
* ANNUAl FLOOD \IOUJME FROH ONE SQUARE MILE, EXPRESSED AS 
* MUL. TlPLES Of THE VOLUME .WITH U=OeO ANO C=O .O 
•o.oo 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 a.so 0.60 0.10 o.ao 0.90 1.00 = u 
1.00 
1.12 
1.22 
le28 
1.34 
1.42 
1.50 
l.59 
l.67 
1.74 
.1.82 
1.12 
1.21 
1.40 
1.48 
1. 54 
lo63 
1.11 
l.81 
1.89 
1.98 
2.04 
* 1105 U 
* 
* 
1.24 
lo40 
1.52 
l.6,2 
1.10 
1.80 
1.90 
2.00 
2.09 
2.18 
2.21 
lo.35 
lo53 
lo 66 
le 16-
1.86 
1.96 
2.01 
2.18 
2.28 
2.38 
2o49 
1.47 
l.66 
1.78 
, 1.90 
2.02 
2el3 
2.25 
2.36 
2.47 
2.60 
2. 70 
le59 
1. 79 
1.90 
2.03 
2.10 
2.29 
2.42 
2.54 
2.66 
2.so. 
2.91 
1. 70 
1.91 
2.03 
2.11 
2.32 
2.46 
2.58 
2.11 
2.85 
3oOD 
3.13 
1.81 
2.04 
2.15 
2.30 
2.48 
2.03 
2.15 
2o89 
3.04 
3.18 
3.34 
l.93 
2.15 
2.2a 
2.44 
2.64 
2.1a 
2.92 
3.01 
3.24 
3.40 
3.55 
2.05 
2.28 
2.40 
2.51 
2.78 
2.94 
3.08 
3.25 
3.43 
3.60 
3.77 
2.16 
2.34 
2.52 
2. 70 
2. 89 
3.07 
3.25 
3o43 
3.62 
3o80 
3.98 
*C=.O 
*C=o l 
•C=.2 
*C=.3 
•c=.4 
•c=.s 
•c=.6 
*C=.1 
•c=.8 
*C=.9 
*C=le 
RELATIONSHIP AHONG URBANIZATION. CHANNELIZATION• ANO 200-
lfEAR FLOOD IIOLUHE FROM ONE SQUARE MILE, EXPRESSED AS 
.MULTIPLES Of THE IIOLUME klTH U=OeO ANO C;O.O 
•o.oo 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.10 o.ao 0.90 1.00 = u 
1.00 
1.10 
1.11 
1.23 
1.2a 
l.34 
1.39 
1.44 
1.50 
1.55 
1.6.l 
1.03 
1.15 
1.21 
1.2a 
· .1.34 
1.39 
1.46 
1.52 
le58 
l.63 
1.67 
1.08 
1.20 
1.21 
.1.33 
1.40 
1.47 
1.53 
1.60 
1.67 
l.73 
1.7.9 
1.1,4 
1. 26 
1~.34 
1.40 
l.47 
1.53 
lo6l 
1.69 
1.76 
1.84 
l.91 
1.20 
1.33 
1.40 
1.48 
1. 55 
l.62 
· 1.10 
1.ao 
lo87 
1. 96 
2.04 
1.2a 1.33 
1.39 1.46 
1.48 1.55 
1.55 l.63 
1. 62 1. 71 
1.11 1.81 
lo79 lo89 
lo89 le99 
1.98 2.09 
2.08 2.20 
2.11 2.30 
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1.39 
l.53 
l.62 
1.1.1 
· 1. 81 
1.90 
2.00 
2.11 
2.22 
2.32 
2.42 
lo45 
1.59 
1.69 
1.so 
· l.89 
2.00 
2.11 
2.22 
2.33 
2.43 
2. 56 
1.52 
1.65 
l.78 
1.a1 
le98 
2.10 
2.22 
2.33 
2.43 
2.56 
-2. 68 
l.59 
1.10. 
1. 83 
1. 94 
2.01 
2.19 
2.32 
2.4'3 
2.56 
2.68 
2. 81 
*C=.O 
*C= • l: 
•c=.2 
•c=.3 
•c=.4 
•c=.s 
•c=.6 
*C=. 7, 
•c=.8 
*C=.9 
*C=l. 
* AFCTRV() - RATIOS OF CSM FOR FLOOD VOLUMES FROM STATED DRAINAGE 
* AREA ,TO CS1'1 FOR FLOOD VOLUMES FROM- ONE SQ.MI• FOR nm 
* FLOOD FREQUENCIES 
* DRAlNA(;E AREA IN SQUARE MILES 
* 1.0 3.0 5.0 1.0 21.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 so.o oo.o 75.0 
* MEAN ANNUAL. FLOOD 
1.000 o.a1a o.a2s o.789 0 ... 10 o.sas o.496- 0.472 0.455 0.447 0.439 
* 200-Yt:AR FLOOD 
1.000 o.aa1 o.a3o o.ao2 0.612 o.sao o.s11 o.489 0.475 0.467 o.461 
* fLOLW PEAK TIMING OAIA 
a.s * TPB - HOURS TO PEAK FOR HYOROGRAPH FROM ONE SQUARE MILE 
* IP' l - Rt:LATIONSHIP BETWEEN TIME TO PEAK AND CHANNELIZATION 
* l:XPRESSEO AS MULTIPLES OF THIE TO PEAK WITHOUT 
* CHANNEL! l.Al ION * c = 0.000 0.100 0.200 0.300 0.400 o.soo 0.600 0.100 o.aoo o.9.oo 1.000 
1.000 0.840 o.745 0.610 0.605 o.5so 0.500 o.460 0.425 0.390 o.364 
* AFCTRJ( i - RELAilONSHIP BETWEEN DRAINAGE AREA ANO TIME TO PEAK 
* OKAINAbE AREA IN SQUARE MILES 
* 1.0 3.0 5.0 1.0 27.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 so.o 60.0 75.0 
* THU: JO PEAK RAT lD 
1.000 1.111 1._235 1.377 2.825 3.12 3.13 4.24 4.56 4.71 4. 78 
* FL.ODO HY ORO GRAPH SHAPE OAT A 
* HYv6AS1 i - Fl IIE SA SIC HYOROGRAPH SHAPES - AU .. FLOWS EXPRESSED AS 
* FRACTIONS OF FLOW AT PEAK 
* SHARPER SHARP A\IERAGE FLAT FLATTER o. 041 0.101 o.os2 o. 094 0.488 * 1 TPW/7 o.oos 0.119 0.155 0.416 0.563 * 2TPW/7 o. 084 0.159 0.369 0.447 0.020 * 3TPW/7 0.110 0.216 0.635 0.630 0.689 * 4lPW/7 
o.376 0.374 0.669 0.853 0.820 * STPW/7 o. 7t;7 0.170 o.ass 0.963 0.953 * 6TP'll/7 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 * PEAK 
o.a15 o.1ss o.sa5 0.986 o.963 * BTPW/7 
o.s30 o.s39 0.687 0.920 0.913 * 9TPW/7 
0.330 o.364 a.sis 0.794 o. 860 *lOTPW/7 
0.200 0.253 o.381 0.665 0.806 *llTPW/7 
0.130 o.1a2 D.243 o.547 o. 751 *12TPW/7 
0.083 o.138 0.162 0.431 0.100 *13lPW/7 
o. 054 o.,1os 0.140 0.314 o.oso *14TPW/7 
0.035 o.os9 0.110 0.219 o.600 *lSTPW/7 
0.024 0.015 0.105 0.161 o.555 *16TPW/7 
0.011 0.060 0.101 0.120 0.515 *17TPW/7 
0.013 0.059 o.o9a 0.093 0.477 *181Pii/7 
0.010 0.054 00085 0.075 0.440 *l9TPloi/7 
o.ooa 0.04.9 0.064 0.059 0.408 *201 PW/7 
0.236 0.215 0.367 o.489 0.689 *A\IG/PEAK 
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* PEWGRAM 
l 
APPENDIX D 
INPOT OATA IO IHE ONIVERSITY OF KENIUCKY 
FLOOD CONIROL PLANNING PROGRAM II 
FOR 
IkE PONO CREEK WAIERSHED 
CONTROL PARAHETERS 
* Ll - •Off EXCLUDES UNCERTAINTY FROM DAMAGES 
l * L2 - •o• EXCLUDES CONSIDERATION OF FLOOO PROOFING 
l * L3 - •o• EXCLUDES CONSIDERAIION OF LANO USE MEASURES 
l 
l 
* L4 - no• EXCLUDES CONSIDERATION OF CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT 
* L5 - •o• EXCLUDES PRINTING OF ALL COMBINATIONS TRIED 
l * L6 - •on EXCLUDES PRINTING OF EACH NEW OPTIMUM 
* COMBINATION 
l * L7 - •QH EXCLUDES CONSIDERATION OF HOLDING EXTRA 
5 
25 
* RIGHT-OF~AV 
* NSIEMX - NUH8ER OF PLANNING STAGES 
* HW - NUMBER OF SU&ilATERSHEOS 
* SIZE AND ARRANGEMENI OF WATERSHED 
* AW(! - AREA IRIBUTARY TO DOWNSTREAM END .OF EACH SUBWATERSHEO 
* IN SQ. HILES 
9.800 lL.333 3 .• 526 
2 • .342 4.214 6.052 
1.896 4 • ..36J. · 1. 758 
6.186 
2.931 
64.828 
* I NOEXU - INDEX ,TO ARRAV 'JO' 
* SUBWAIERSHEO NO. 
2.211 
3.806 
1. 726 
26.139 
14.473 
le805 
1.110 
2.575 
72.364 
1.530. 30.292 
5. 838 25. 651 
*l 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
* F !RS T \IALUE 
lb 10 J.4 18 22 25 28 31 33 37 42 46 51 55 58 61 64.66 68 70 72 73 74 0 
* 4.AST VALUE 
5 9 13 J.7 21 24 27 30 32 36 41 45 50 54 57 60 63 65~7 69 71 72 73 74 0 
74 * NlD - NO. OF ITEMS IN DOWNSTREAM SUBWATERSHEO ARRAV "IO• 
* IOU - IDENTIFYING NUMBERS OF DOWNSTREAM SUBWATERSHEOS 
2 b 9 22 25 *SUBWATERSHEOS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUBWATERSHEO l 
b 9 22 25 *SUBWATEASHEOS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUBWATERSHEO 2 
b 9 22 25 *SUBWATcRSHEDS DOWNSTREAM FROH SUBWATERSHEO 3 
b 9 22 25 *.SUBWATERSHEOS DOWNSTREAM flUlM SUBiiATERSHEO 4 
6 9 22 25 ll<SUBWAJERSHEOS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUBWAT ERSHEO 5 
9 22 25 *'SUBWATERSHEDS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUBWAIERSHEO 6 
9 22 25 *SUBWATEASHEOS DCWNSTREAM FROM SUBWATERSHEO 7 
9 22 25 *SU8iiA IERSHEOS OOWNST REAM FROM SUBWAT ERSHEO 8 
22 25 *SUBiiAI.ERSHEOS DOWNSTREAM FROM suawATERSHEO 9 
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15 18 22 25 •SUB.Iii AI ERS HEDS DOWNSTREAM FRON SUBWATERSHED 
12 15 18 22 25 *SUBWATERSHEDS DOWNSIREAl1 FROM SUBJoiAT ERSHED 
15 18 22 25 *SUBWAIERSHEDS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUB.WATERSHED 
14 l!> 18 22 25 *SUBWAT ERSHEDS 00.WNSTREAM FROH SUBWATERSHED 
15 18 22 25 *SUB.WAI ER SHEDS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUBWAY ERSHED 
18 22 25 *SUB WAT ER SHEDS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUB.WATERSHED 
18 22 25 *SUBWATl:RSHEOS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUBWAT ERSHEO 
18 22 25 *SUBcWATERSHEOS 00.WNSTREAM FROM SUBWATERSHED 
22 25 *SUBWAlERSHEOS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUBWATERSHED 
22 25 *SUBWAlERSHEDS DO.WNSTREAM FROM SUBWAT ERS HED 
22 25 *SUBWAT ER SHEDS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUBWATERSHED 
22 25 *SUBWAI Ell.SHEDS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUBWA T ER SHED 
25 *SUBWATERSHEOS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUSWAT ERSHED 
25 *5UBWA T ERSHEOS DOWNSTREAM FROM SUBWATERSHED 
25 *SUSWATERSHEOS OOJoiNSTREAM FROM SUBWAT ERSHEO 
*5U6iiATERSHEOS OOWNSTREAl'I FROM SUBWAT ERSHED 
* LC U - LENGTH OF LHANNEt. .WITHIN EACH SUruiAT ERSHED IN MlLES 
4.98 le87 
1.11 1.11 
2.12 
* SIC( A -
* o.oo 1.87 
o.oo 1.11 
2.12 
* TCL(I -
* 4.98 6.85 
1.11 2088 
51.02 
2.45 3.75 0.57 3.25 0.48 
2.53 2.13 3.93 2.52 0.90 
LENGTH OF IMPROVED CHANNEL IN 
PLANNING BEGAN 
2.45 3.15 o.oo 3.25 o.oo 
2.53 2.i3 o.oo 2.52 o.oo 
o.58 2.30 l.25 1.84 
3.25 1. 71 1.57 0.66 
SUS.WATERSHED BEFORE 
0.58 2.30 o.oo o.oo 
o.oo o.oo 1.57 o.oo 
LENGTH Of CHANNEL TRIBUTARY TO OOliNSTREAM END Of EACH 
SU8WATERSHEO 
2.45 3.75 0.57 16.87 0.48 0.58 20.23 1.25 1.84 
10.1a 2.13 3.93 18.76 0.90 3.25 1.11 46.42 o.66 
* TlCtl 
* 
- LENGTH .CF IMPROVED CHANNEL TR16UTARY TO DOWNSTREAM ENO 
OF EACH 5UBloiAIER.SHED BE.FORE Pt.ANNING BEGAN 
o.oo l.87 
o.oo 1.11 
29.06 
* HYDROLOGY 
2.45 3.75 o.oo 11.32 o.oo 0.58 14.20 o.oo o.oo 
5.92 2.13 o.oo 10.57 o.oo o.oo o.oo 26.34 o.oo 
160. * Q643 - MEAN ANNUAL FLOOD PEAK FROM ONE SQUARE MILE 
597. * Q805 - 200-YEAR ft.DOD PEAK FRQH ONE SQUARE MILE 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
l .68 
1.22 
l.68 
o.oo 
3.52 
1.22 
1.68 
o.oo 
* Q43( I 
* 
- RELATIONSHIP AMONG URBANIZATION, CHANNELIZATION, AND MEAN 
ANNUAL FLOOD PEAK FROH ONE SQUARE Mlt.E, EXPRESSED AS 
*· HULT IP LES Qf THE PEAK WlTH U=o.o ANO C=O.o 
*O.oo 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 a.so 0.60 0.10 a.so 0.90 1.00 = u 
1.000 l.005 l.~29 1.068 i.108 1.i56 lol96 l.236 1.276 1.320 1.365 *C•.O 
l.156 l.179 l.304 l.337 l.367 i.403 1.434 l.4bO 1.489 1.494 l.499 *C=.1 
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l.4.91 1. 544 l.578 l.6l't l.6.55 l. 7D3 1.750 1.789 1.838 l.8't8 ·l.858 •c=.2 
l.978 2.029 2.069 2. Ll3 2.153 2.195 2.237 2.276 2.32't 2.361 2.38't •c=.3 
2.496 2.507 2.5<!t5 20587 2.606 2.677 2. 731 2. 791 2e856 2.927 3.006 •c ... ,. 
2.990 3.020 3.063 3 •• 099 3.124 3.152 3.21a 3.300 3.442 3.531 3.620 *C". 5 
3.262 3.353 -3.444 3.536 3.627 3. 718- 3.810 3.901 3.991 ,.. 053 4.131 •c=.6 
3.'t29 3.518 3.520 3.628 3.735 3.844 3.955 4.073 4.184 4.289 4.474 •c=.1 
3.533 3.5oO 3.596 3.722 3.844 3.970 4.110 4.247 4.378 4.525 4.705 •c=.8 
3.588 3.602 3.672 3.815 3.952 4. 109 4.268 4.420 4. 571 4. 761 4.912 •c=.9 
3.627 3.64't 3.748 3.9-07 4.075 4.250 4.426 4.593 4. 7.65 'to936 5.112 *C=l. 
* Q05U - RELATIONSiUP AHONG Ul<BANIZATlON, CHANNELIZATION. AND 200-
* ¥EAR FLOW) PEAK FROM ONE SQUARE MILE, EXPRESSED AS 
* - MULTlPUiS CF THE PEAK WITH u;0.o ANO C=O.O 
•o.oo o •. to 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.10 0.80 o.9.o _ 1. oo = u 
l.0.00 l..004 l.013 1.029 lo045 1.062 1.079 lo096 loll3 1.130 1.147 *C=.O 
1.059 l.143 l.l5't lol65 1.177 loL90 1,204 1.213 1.227 1.230 1.245 *C=•l 
l.308 1.441 1.455 10470 1.486 1.502 le519 1.532 lo5't8 lo556 1.578 *C=.2 
1.614 1.739 1.757 1.775 1.795 1.814 10834 1.851 1.870 1.882 1.910 *C=.3 
l.919 2.037 2.059 2.081 2.103 2.126 2.149 2ol69 2.192 2.208 2.242 •c=.4 
2 .. 221 2.336 2.361 2.386 2.412 2.438 2.464 2.488 2.513 2.534 2.575 •c=.5 
2. 533 2.634 2.663 2.692 2. 121 2. 750 2. 779 2.ao1 2. 83't 2. 861 2. 907 •c=.6 
2.835 2.932 2.965 2.9,97 3.030 3.062 30094 3ol26 3.156 3.187 3.240 *C:.7 
3.146 3.230 3.2o7 3.302 3.338 3.374 -30409 3.444 3.478 3.513_ 3.572 *G=.8 
3.455 3.528 3o5h8 306£18 3.o47 3.686 3.72'4 3.763 3.7.99 3.839 3.90'4 *C=.9 
-3,.7.57 3.827 3.870 3.913 3.956 30998 4 •. 039 4.081 4.120 4.165 4.237 *C=lo 
* AFCTRtl - RATIOS Of CSM FOR FLOOD PEAKS FROM STATED DRAINAGE AREA 
* ro CSM FOR FLOOD PEAKS FRDM ONE SQ.Ml. FOR TWO FLOOD 
* FREQUENCIES 
* DRAINAGE AREA IN SQ.Ml. 
1.0 2.0 3.o 5.,0 7.o 10.0 30.0 40.0 60.0 ao.o 100.0 
* HEAN ANNUAL Fli.000 
1.000 0.531 00 375 0.256 0.200 o.U,9 0.141 Oal34 0.125 0.112 Q.106 
* 2oo~YEAR FLOOD 
1.000 0.511 Oo335 0.201 Oa155 O.lZ't 0.095 Oe090 0.08~ 0.079 Q.074 
* FLOOD DAMAGES - GENERAL 
* QOU - EXIST lNG SlJBWAT ERSHEO CJ,iANNEL CAPACITY 
'tOO. 4353e 1032.,. 2650. 4 77. 2864. 506. 
2510. 286. 57~. 2730. 178. 1960. 6580. 
5280. 564a 2106 .. 27-3. 6725a 1317. 273a 
IN CfS 
1990. 
- 1340. 
5139. 
2618. -
* QK12(!,AK12,J,OK12LI - HAGNITUOE Of' ANY KNOWN FLOOD PEAK AND 
* ASSOCIATED HAXIMUM DEPTH Of FLOODING AND 
* AREA FLOODED 
* FLOOD PEAK AREA FLOOOEO HAX!HUH DEPTH 
* CFS ACRES FEET SUBWATERSHEO 
606. 
4694. 
174. 
410. 
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6.5 
1.0 
* l 
* 2 
169b. 264. 7.0 * 3 
3933. 321. 3.0 * 4 
515. 162. 3.0 * 5 
4179. 453. 3.0 * b 
555. 90. 3.0 * 7 
2644. 95. 3.0 * 8 
2960. 410. 3.0 * 9 
429. 44. s.o *10 
715. 47. 4.0 *ll 
2847. 174. s.o . *12 
204. 42. 4.0 *13 
2024. 96. s.o *14 
1424. 366. 5.5 *15 
3470. 1174. 1.0 *16 
2780. 242. 5.0 *17 
9470. 600. 5.0 *18 
767. 64. 4.0 *19 
2180. 110. 4.0 *20 
337. 96. 4.Q *21 
8020. · 185. 4.0 *22 
1359. 29. 4.5 *23 
344. so. 5.o *24 
8579. 343. 600 *25 
~ FU.JOO DAMAGES - liNCERiAINTV 
2.575 * VA - NORMAL DEVIATE USED IN EVALUATING UNCERTAINTY 
• FLOOD DA,tAGES - URBAN 
42300. * \ILURSJ - MEAN \IJU..UE OF URBAN STRUCJURES, IN $/ACRE 
0.052 * COEFOH - FLOOD DAMAGE PER FOOT OF FLOOD OEPJH PER DOLLAR 
* OF BUILDING MARKET VALUE 
• FLOOD DAMAGES AGRICULTURAL. 
* Dli - FRACJlON OE·SUBWATERSHED FLOOD PLAIN LAND WITHIN EACH OF 
* Tl,,iREE SOIL CLASSES 
* BEST SOIL MED. SOIL 
0.45 
o.1s 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0.90 
0.40 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
1.00 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0.20 
0.60 
o.oo 
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o.55 
o.85 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.000 
1.00 
1.00 
o.oo 
0.10 
0.60 
o.ao 
0.40 
· 1.00 
SUBWATERSHED 
* 1 
* 2 
* 3 
* 4 
* 5 
* 6 
* 7 
* 8 
* 9 
*10 
*11 
*12 
*13 
*14 
*15 
2.44 
1.so. 
0.33 
0.66 
o. 71 
0.10 
* fRUO 
* * U=0.00 
lo OD 
165. 
o.oo o.oo 1.00 *16 
o.s.o 0.10 0.40 *17 
o.o.o o.oo 1.00 *18 
o.oo o.oo 1.00 *19 
0.90 0.10 o.oo *20 
0.80 0.10 0.10 *21 
1.00 o.oo o.oo *22 
0.50 o.so o.oo *23 
o.a5 .0.15 o.oo *24. 
0.10 o.ao 0.10 *25 
* CDA CROP DAHAGE PER AC&E OF HOST PROOUCTIIIE SOIL.WHEN 
* FLOODED TO A MINIMAL DEPTH 
* COB CROP DAMAGE PER ACRE OF lNTERKEDlATE SOIL WHEN 
* f'LilOOED TO A IUNU4AL DEPTH 
* CDC - CROP DMIAGE PER ACRE OF 'LEAST PRODUCT I VE SOIL WHEN 
* FLOODED TO A HltUHAL DEPTH 
* ~DAV - INCREHENTAL 'DAMAGE PER ACRE OF H(IST PRODUCTIVE 
* SOIA.c PER ADDITIONAL FOOT OF FLOOD DEPTH 
* CDBII - INCREMENTAL OAHAGf PER ACRE OF INTERMEDIATE 
* SOU, .PER ADDITIONAL FOOT OF. FLOOO DEPTH 
* COCV - INCREMENT AL DAMAGE PER ACRE OF LEAST PROO UC Tl VE 
* SOIL PER ADDITIONAL FOOT OF .FLOOD DEPTH 
- RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTilllTY AND 
URBANIZATION EXPRESSED AS JA HULTIPLE OF FULL RURAL IIALUE 
0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 o.so -0.60 0.10 o.ao 0.90 1.0.0 
o.,97 o.'ill o.a2 0.11 o.58. o.44 o.37 0.30 0.23. 0.16 
* IILAGST - HEAN VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL ST,RUCTURES, 
* IN $/ACRE 
* GENERAL DESIGN VARlABLES 
0.03125 * R - DISCQUNT RATE USED IH PLANNING 
so.a * TIMST - DE&.IGN LIFE OF CHANNEL IMPROVEMENTS IN YEARS 
10.0 * JlME - DURATION OF DNE PLANNING STAGE 
10 * NDF - NUMBER OF DESIGN FLOOD FRHlUEHClES CONSIDERED 
* DF(l - DESIGN FLOOD FREQUENCI£S TO BE CONSIDERED IN ANALYSIS 
o.u 0.20 o.1cs 0.10 -0.os -0.02 0.01 o.oos 0.001 o.o.oos 
* CHANNEL IHPROVEMENh - PHYSICAL FACTORS * AO() - 1NI TIAL .SUBWATERSHED CHANNEL CROSS SECTIONAL AREA IN SQ.FT• 
222. 541. 174. s.oo. 211. 650. 130 •. •247. 715. 
84. 134. 440. a9 •. ·2aa. 768. 1ooo. 689. a2s. 
212. 376. 70. 1292. 288. 10. 688. 
* LINING (I ,- DESIGNAI ION OF ,CHANNEL JYl"ES JO BE CONSIDERED IN 
* SUBWA,l fR SHED * • 0 1 ALL TYPES Or CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT TO SE CON SIOERED 
* •1• CON.SIDERS ONLY UNLINED CHANNEL.So NO EXISTING DROP 
* SJ&IJC,l!JRES 
* •2• CONSlOERS ONLY UNLINED CHANNELS, EXISTING DROP 
* · S Hlol.lCHJRES 
* • 3• COIII.SlOfRS ONLY JRAPEZOJOAL LINEO CHANNELS 
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* •4• CONSJDERS ONLV' RECTANGULAR LINED CHANNELS 
O l 1 1 0 1 0 1 l O O l O 1 l 1 0 l O O O 1 0 0 1 
* fQlj - AVERAGE OESiGN fLOil FOR 
* Of DESIGN FLOOD FLOW AT 
1.0 . 1 .o 1.0 0.442 - 1.0 o. 748 
1.0 O.b08 1.0 0.653 1.0 1.0 
SU&IATERSHEO CHANNELS AS A FRACTION 
LOWER ENO Of SUBWATERSHEO 
1.0 1.0 · 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
0.122 ·1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
0.025 
o. 016 
0.012 
2.0 
1.0 
* MANNU MANNINGS 'N' f'OR UNLIHED PRISMATIC CHANNELS 
* MANNT - HANNINGS 'N' FOR LINED TRAPEZOIDAL CHANNELS 
* MANl\iR ~ MANNINGS 'N' FOR LINED RECTANGULAR CHANNELS 
* ZU - SIDE SLOPE Of UNLINED PRISMAT.IC CHANNELS 
* ZT - SJOE SLOPE Of LINED TRAPEZOIDAL CHANNELS 
* so 
.0046 
.0058 
.0062 
- AVERAGE L{Jl,IGITUOINAL SU&iiATERSHEO CHANNEL SLOPE 
.OOlb .0027 .0009 .0035 .0005 .0041 .0027 - .0.003 
.0013 .0027 .0021 .0018 .0004 .0022 - .0009 .0024 
• 0005 00040 .0073 .0004 
- .0075 
.0050 
* JF() - MAXIMUM Aja_OWABLE TRACTIVE FORCE FOR SUBWATERSHED CHANNELS 
* IN POUHDS PER SQ.FT. 
0.9 o .. 9. 0.9 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0 •. 9 0.9 o.9 o.9, 0.9 
1.2 1.2 0.9 1.2 1.2 0.9 o.s 1.2 o.9 0.9 0.9 
10.0 * SDHAX MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE RATIO Of CHANNEL BOTTOM 
* WIDTH TO DEPTH 
4.0 * BOHIN., MINIMUM AU..OWABLE RATIO Of CHANNEL BOTTOM 
* WIDTH TO DEPTH * HJtAX - HAX1NUH CHANNEL OES-IGN DEPTH, IN FEET 19. 
6.0 * NIN - NO. DRAINAGE INLETS REQUIRED PER NILE Of CHANNEL 
* CAPO - NUMBER ANO CAJ>ACIH' 
* HiGti.WAY BRIDGES 
* 1 2 3 4 
13120. 10450. 4980. ::1180. 
3b50. 930. ~ 1. -1. 
930. 930. 930. 410. 
4270. 4270. 4270. 4270. 
640. -1. -1. -1. 
7840. 7840. 7<340. -1. 
-1. -1. -1. -1. 
-1. -1. -1. -1. 
13680. 13680. - -1. -1. 
930. 910. 800. 100. 
-1. -1. -1. - -1. 
3410. 3410. 34J,O. 930. 
980. 450. -1. -J:. 
2040. 2040. -1. -1. 
7480. 7480. 7480. -1. 
2850. 2850. -1. -1. 
3580. 2950. 2860. 167-0. 
IN Cf'S Of' EXISTING BRIDGES 
RAILWAY BRIDGES 
5 6 l 2 
2680. 2340. -1. -1. 
-1. -1. -1. -1. 
290. 280. -1. -1. 
4270. 4270. -1. -1. 
-1. -1. 5000. -1. 
-1. -1. 7840. 7840. 
-1. -1. -1. -1. 
-1. -1. -1. -1. 
-1. -1. -1. -1. 
-1. -1. -1. -1. 
-1. -1. -1. --1. 
-1. -1. -1. -1. 
-1. -1. -1. -1. 
-i. -1. -1. -1. 
- -1. -1. - -1. -1. 
-1. - -·l. -1. -1. 
1500. 570. - -1. -1. 
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SUBW 
* 1 
* 2 
*3 
* 4 
* 5 
* 6 
* 1 -
* 8 
*,9 
*10 
*11 
*12 
*13 
*14 
*15 
*16 
*11 
6540. 
1630. 
2830. 
200. 
16875. 
1290. 
200. 
-1. 
30.0, 
0540. -1. -1. -1.. -J.. 6540. 
250. -1. -'l. -1. -'l. 6000. 
2830. 2830. 2830. 2830. 2830. -1. 
200. 200. 200. 200. 200. -1. 
168,75. -1. -'l. -1. -1. -1. 
1000. -1. - -1. -1. - -1. 5000. 
200. 200. 200. 200. -1. - -1. 
-1. -1. -1. -1. -1. 16875. 
• SW - REQU!REO WIDTH OF HIGHWAY BRlOGES IN FEET 
lHPROVfltENI - COST FACTORS 
• ex - UNll COST OF CHANNEL EXCAVATION IN .$/C.Y. 
-1. - *18 
-1. *19 
-1. *20 
-1. *21 
-1. *22 
-1. *23 
-1. *24 
-1. *25 
* CHANNEL 
0.50 -
1.10 * FH - HIJl TIPLlE.R FOR CHANNEL EXCAVAI !ON COST TO ACCOUNT 
1000.0 
0.75 
65.0 
11.0 
330.0 
l.915 
1.00 
0.005 
0.015 
0.01 
1.0 
* FOR RlPRAP ANO SEEDING 
* CIN - COST PER DRAINAGE, INLET IN DOLLARS 
* Cl.SF - UNIT COSI OF TRAPEZOIDAL LINING IN .$/SQ.FT. 
* CCY - COST OF -IJ\I PLACE SIRUCHiRAL COJ\ICRETE FOR 
* RECTANGULAR CHANNELS IN .$/C.Y .• 
* CSR - UNIT COST ·OF HIGHWAY BRIDGES IN $/SQ.FT. 
* CRR - UNIT COST OF RAILcROAO BRIDGES IN $/LINEAR F-T. 
* AQR - IWLT IPLE 'OF RIGHJ-.OF-WAY,. COST USED TO INCLUDE 
* COSIS OIHER THAN FOR LAND AND IMPROVEMENTS 
* SAFC - RATIO OF RlGHI~~WAY WIDTH TO BE HELD IO 
* RlGHT-OF-WAY WIDTH EXPECTED TO BE REQUIRED 
* RIIF - JWLTlPLE OF lUGtU-OF-liAYCOST TO BE USED IN 
* PLANNING * CSH - +IULIIPLE OF CHANNEL ,CONSIRUCTlOIII COST TO ACCOUNT 
* FOR CONT(NGENClES * ESH - +IULTIPLE 'OF CHANNEL CONSI,RUCTION COST -IO ACCOUNT 
* FOR OES.IGN, AOH.INISTRATION• ANO SUPERVISION OF 
* CONSTRUCTION 
* HIN - ANmiAt. J4AlNTENANCE COST OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES AS 
* FRACTION OF FIRST COST 
* HCH - ANNUAL HA.INTENANCE COST Of EARIH CHANNELS AS A 
* FRACTION OF FIRST COST 
* MILCH -,, ANNUAL MAINTENANCE COST OF TRAPEZOIDAL L.INED 
* CHANNELS AS A FRACTION OF FIRST COST 
* Sf - IWlllPLE OF CHANNELIZATION COST TO BE USED IN 
*- PLANNING 
* FLOOD PROOFING - COST FACTORS 
0.035 * FP - COSI OF Ft.DOD PROOF.ING PER FOOT OF DESIGN FLOOD 
* - DEPTH PER DOLLAR Of BUILDING MARKET VALUE 
loOO * VF - RATJO OF AREA REQUIRING FLOOD PROOFJNG TO THAI 
* I~NIJNDATEO 6Y ,THE DESIGN FLOOD 
i.30 * 00 - ,MU..TIPLIER FOR rLOOD PROOfIHG INSTALLATION COST TO 
* ACCOUHT FOR OES.IGN ANO CONTlNGENClES 
-Oe05 * HFP - ,ANNUAL MAINTENANCE COST OF FLOOD PROOFING MEASURES 
* AS A FRACTION OF fl.RSI COST 
1.00 * PF - MULTIPLE Of rLOOO PROOFING COST TO BE USEO IN 
* P,LANNING 
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'LOCATION ADJUSTMENT - cosr FACTORS 
1.00 * Ct.EN - ANNUAL COST OF EHFORCING LANO USE RESTRICTIONS IN 
* DOLLARS PER ACRE 
0.08 * RPl - RETUAN RATE REQUIRED av PRIVATE INVESTORS IN LANO 
32.23 * FIA EXPECTED ANNUAL FARH lNCOHE FROM HOST PRODUCTIVE 
* SOIL IF FLOODING DOES NOT OCCUR 
29.12 * FIB - EXPECTED ANNUAL FARH lNCOHE FROM INTERMEDIATE 
* SOIL IF FLOODING DOES NOT OCCUR 
4.50 * FlC - EXPECTED ANNUAL FAIUI INCOHE FRON LEAST PRODUCTIVE 
* SOIL IF FLOODING DOES NOT'.OCCUR 
200.0 * 1PP - ANNUAL OPEN SPACE AAAENITIES AS A MULTIPLE OF THE 
* FRACTION OF SURROUNDING LAND BEING URSAN 
1.00 * LF - MULTIPLE OF LANO USE COST TO BE USEO IN PLANNING 
' DEGREE OF URBANIZATION 
* USU8WO -- FRACTION OF SU8WAT ERSHED FLOOD.PLAIN IN URSAN USE 
* AFTER AFJER AFJER AFTER AFTER 
* NOW TIME 2TIME 3JlHE 4TlME 5TIME SUBWA TER SHED 
* W'EARS YEARS YEARS 'i EARS 'iEARS 
.088 .121 .174 - .231 - .292 .358 * l 
.193 .288 .4.32 0624 .862 1.000 *-2 
.237 .350 .504 .100 .924 1.000 * 3 
.381 .501 .666 - .854 1.000 1.000 * 4 
.5.09 • 617 .769 .961 1.000 lo0.00 * 5 
.111 ol3b .162 o 193 - 0229 0267 * 6 
03.07 0364 .447 - .543 .657 .781 * 7 
0128 .167 .220 02so .351 .429 * 8 
.203 - .248 .315 .396 .492 .598 * 9 
.2.09 .329 .4.80 .654 · 0845 1.000 *10 
.118 0215 .342 0497 0667 0867 *ll 
ol74 .266 .387 .536 .709 .896 *12 
• 069 .123 0197 · .283 .384 0492 *13 
.036 0052 0072 •098. o 127 - o 158 *14 
0144 .196 - .278 0383 .512 - 0658 *15 
.044 .061 .o85 .116 0153 0194 *16 
.028 0042 .064 0093 .121 0165 *17 
.129 o 172 0229 .2.97 0315 0460 *18 
0195 - .267 .362 0475 0607 0747 *19 
0014 .022 0035 0053 0073 0097 *20 
.011 o OU, .021 - 0042 0060 - o0.80 *21 
.036 .,048 .066 0090 .111 ol46 *22 
.015 0020 0029 0040 .051 0065 *23 
.006 o008 - .014 .023 .034 0046 *24 
ol80 .231 .311 - .408 .490 .542 *25 
* UTOTR&) - FRACTION OF TOTAL TRI BUT ARV' AREA IN URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
* Af:JER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER 
* NOlol TIME 2T1ME 3TIME 4TIME 5TIHE SUSWATERSHED 
* YEAR.S ¥'EARS YEARS ¥'EARS YEARS 
o 088 .J.27 · .174 0231 .292 - .358 * 1 
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.102 .149 .209 - .284 • 369 .445 · * .2 
.237 .350 - .504 .100 .924 1.000 * 3 
.381 .507 .666 .854 1.000 1.000 * 4 
.509 .617 - .769 .961 1.000 -1.000 •·5 
.223 .299 - .399 .522 - .631 - .679 *•6 
.307 .364 .447 .543 .657 - .781 * 7 
- .128 .167 .220 .280 .351 - .429 *,8 
.220 .292 - .388 .505 .611 .6i>6 * 9 
- .209 .329 - .480 .654 • 845 1.000 *10 
.118 .215 - .342 .497 .667 .867 *ll 
.135 .230 .356 .509 .680 .876 *12 
e0b9 .123 - .197 .283 - · .384 .492 *13 
.Obl - .101 · olb8 · .240 .325 .415 *14 
.129 .208 .314 • 4"<2 .587 .741 *15 
.044 .Obl .085 .116 .153 .194 *16 
.028 .042 .064 _ .093 .127 .165 *17 
.098 .152 - .225 • 314 • 416 .524 *18 
-.195 .267 - .362 .475 .607 • 747 *19 
.014 .022 .035 .053 ~073 .097 *20 
.011 .016 .021 .042 .060 .080 *21 
.149 .201 .285 .380 .476 .551 *22 
.015 .020 .029 .040 .051 -.Oh5 *23 
.006 .008 .014 .023 .0.34 .046 *24 
- .144 .200 .273 .364 .456 .526 *25 
* LAND \/ALUE 
* \/ALUE U - IIALUE Of= LAND IN SUibiAfERSHED FLOOD PLAIN, IN $/ACRE 
* AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER 
* NOW TlHE 2llNE 3TlHE 4TlHE 5TIME SUBWA TERSHEO 
*· YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS 
867. 1178. 1553. 2001. 2493. 3019. * 1 
J. 704. 2~1. 3609. 5139. 7036. 8136. * 2 
2055. 2956. 418-3. 5745. 7530. 8136. * 3 
3203. 4207. 5474. 6972. 8136. 8136. * 4 
4223. 5083. 6295. 7825. 8136. 8136. * 5 
1098. 1250. 1457. - 1704. 1991. 22-94. * 6 
2613. .3067. 372,9. 4494 • 5402. 6391. * 1 
ll8b. 1497. J.919. 2398. 2963. 3585. * 8 
1784. 2143. 2671. 3322. 4087. 4932. * 9 
J.832. 2788. 3992. 5378. 6901. 8136. *10 
1106. 1880. 2892. 4127. 5482. 7076. *ll 
J.553. 2286. 3250. 4438. 58.1-7. 7307. *12 
7lbo 1146. 1731>. 242,2. 3226. 4087. *.l.3 
453. 580. 740. 947. 1178. 1425. *14 
1314. 1728. 2382. 3219. 4247. 5410. *15 
5J.7. 652. 843. 1091. 1385. 1712. *16 
389. 501. 676. 907. 1178. 1481. *17 
1194. 1537. 1991. 2533. 3155. 3832. *18 
1720. 2294. 3051. 3952. 5004. 6120. *19 
278. 341. 445. 588. 748. 939. *20 
254. 293. 381. 501. 644. 804. *21 
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453. 
286. 
214. 
1601. 
549. 
325. 
230. 
2007. 
692. 
391. 
278. 
2645. 
883. 
485. 
349. 
3418. 
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1098. 
572. 
·437. 
4071. 
1330. 
684. 
533. 
4486. 
*22 
*23 
*24 
*25 
* SlC{! -
* o.oo 1.s1 
o.oo. o.oo 
2.12 
* JlC-(1 
* 
APPENDIX E 
V.ARIABLES CHANGED FROM l/ALUES lN- .APPENDIX E 
TU REFLECT 1960 CHANNELIZATION 
LENGTH OE IMPROVED CHANNEL lN 
Pi.ANNING BEGAN 
o.oo o •. oo o.oo 2.90 o.oo 
o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
SUB>iATERSHEO BEFORE 
o.oo 2.30 o.oo o.oo 
o.oo o.oo 1.57 o.oo 
LENGTH Of' IMPROVED CHANNEL TRIBUTARY TO OOWNSTREAH ENO 
OF EACH SUSWATERSHED BEFORE Pi.ANNING BEGAN 
o.o.o 
o.oo 
o.oo 1.s1 
o.oo o.oo 
11.36 
o.oo o.oo o.oo 4.11 o.oo o.oo 1.01 o.oo. o.oo o.oo 
o.oo o.oo o.o.o o.oo o.oo o.oo. o.oo, · 8.64 o.oo o.oo 
* .QO O - EXI.:i TING 
400. 7,90. 266. 
1312. 286. 576. 
3340. 564. 2106. 
SUBWATERSHED CHANNEL 
268. 477. 1192. 
835. 178. 29.9. 
273. 1910. 1317. 
CAP-'iClTY IN CFS 
506. 390. 
508. 79. 2618. 
273. 3490. 
* QK12(),AK120.DK12() - MAGN1TWE OF ANY KNOWN FLOOD PEAK ANO 
* ASSOCIATED HAXIHUH DEPTH OF FLOODING ANO 
* AREA FLOODED 
* FLOOD PEAK AREA FLOODED HAXIfflJH DEPTH 
* CFS ACRES FEET SUBWATERSHEO 
b06. 
1131. 
930. 
1551. 
515. 
2507. 
555. 
Hl44. 
1762. 
429. 
715. 
952. 
204. 
363. 
· 1352. 
2209. 
2780. 
7530. 
767. 
174. 
410. 
264. 
327. 
162. 
453. 
90. 
95. 
410. 
44. 
47. 
174. 
42. 
96. 
366. 
1174. 
242. 
600. 
64. 
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6.5 
1.0 
1.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.<> 
3.0 
5.o. 
4.0 
5.0 
4.0 
5.0 
5.5 
1.0 
s.o 
s.o 
4.0 
* l 
* 2 
* 3 
* 4 
* 5 
* 6 
* 1 
* 8 * 9 
*10 
*ll 
*12 
*13 
*14 
*15 
*16 
*17 
*18 
*19 
* AOU -
222. 250. 
84. 134. 
212. 376. 
2180. 110. 
337. 96. 
4650. 185. 
1359. 29. 
344. 50. 
6930. .343. 
INITIAL SU&olAT ERSHEO CHANNEL 
90. 164. 217. 388. 130. 
203. 89. Bl. 184. 86. 
10. 559. 288. 70. 1052. 
4. 0 *20 
4.0 *21 
4.0 *22 
4.5 *23 
5.0 *24 
6.0 *25 
CROSS SECTIONAL AREA IN SQ.FT. 
98. 584. 
68'9. 749. 
* LHHNG( l - DESIGNATION OF CHANNEL TYPES TO BE CONSIDERED IN 
SUBioATERSHEO * 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 0 l 0 0 0 0 
•o• ALL TVPES OF CHANNEL UIPROVEMENT ,TO SE CONSIDERED 
1 1 1 CONS1DERS ONLV UNLINED CHANNELS, NO EXISTING DROP 
SlROCUJRES 
1 2• CONSIDERS ONLY UNLINED CHANNELS, EXISTING DROP 
STRUCJURES 
1 3 1 CUNSIOERS ONLY TRAPEZOIDAL LINED CHANNELS 
•4• CONSIDERS DJ,i.l..lr' RECTANGULAR LINED CHANNELS 
0 0 1 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
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